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It ls exercise alone that sup••• ports the spirits, and keeps the •*
— mind In vigor —Cicero.
•*

«•>

•••

KNOX PROBATE COURT

Inventories filed: Henry B. Cabot,
Bicokline, Mass. $10,730; Fred C.
Marden. North Haven, $4411.95; Ar
thur W. Sturtevant, Rockland,
$3349 34; Hannah E. Whitmore, Cam
den. $26,318.90.

Private Piano Lessons 50c
Advanced, Junior. Kindergarten
Demonstration Lesson Free
By Appointment
Class Lessons, 25c

Call Miss Lamb, 1018-M
ROCKLAND. ME.
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HAS WORKED WELL

Rockland, Maine, Thursday, July 20, 1933

AS OTHERS SEE IT

List Of Outboard Races Which Will
Religious
Be Held Remainder Of Season
The following regattas are sched
uled for the balance of the season
under the plans of the Maine Regatta
Association. Following the place and
date is the mail address of each or
ganization sponsoring the race.
Write to them for further informa
tion.
July 22—Lake Maranacook, Win
throp. Me.. Winthrop Post, No. 40,
A. L.. Winthrop.
July 29—Camden, A. L. Anderson,
Camden.
July 30—Green Lake, Ellsworth.
Penobscot Fish & Game Assn., Ban
gor.
Aug. 5—Lake Cobbosseecontee, Au
gusta. Leigh Webber. Box 121, Au
gusta.
Aug. 12—Rockport, F. J. MacDonnell, Rockport, Me.
Aug. 13—Megunticook Lake, Cam
den. A L. Anderson. Camden.
Aug. 19—Rangeley Lake Rangeley.
Clinton Hoar, Rangeley.
Aug. 26—Castine. Thomas Wal
lace 4th, Castine.
Sept. 4—Chickawaukie Lake, Rocki land. A. L. Anderson, Camden.

PLAY GOLF AT
THE SAMOSET
ROCKLAND BREAKWATER

GREENS FEE
$1.50
Swim in Our
SALT WATER POOL
75c
80Tb&S-tf

PUBLIC CONCERTS
EASTERN MUSIC CAMP
SIDNEY. MAINE, ON LAKE MESSALONSKEE. NEAR OAKLAND
Eight Mills From Waterville

Chorw. of Fifty Voices—Fifty-Piece Band—Ninety-Piece Orchestra
Concerts Every Wednesday Afternoon, 3.30. Daylight Time, by
Members of the Faculty

Concerts Every Sunday Afternoon. 3.30. Daylight Time, by the
/
110 Students Enrolled
Watch This Paper For Weekly Programs
86-lt

TOMORROW NIGHT

“GRAM”

WATTS HALL, THOMASTON
The Play and Cast That Made a Universal Hit!

ADELYN BUSHNELL

MARSHALL BRADFORD
Tickets, 50c plus tax and 35c

McDonald’s Drug Store, 1 homaston
Auspices Thomaston Nursing Association

Borne Rich Fruit

Thing or Two

WANTED

SATURDAY SPECIAL
20 PER CENT OFF
ON ALL POTTERY
SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,
371 Main Street
ROCKLAND, ME.

v

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let us show you the
NEW KELVINATORS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolers, Milk Coolers, Ire Cream Cabinets,
Soda Fountains

G.
492 MAIN STREET

LAWRENCE, Inc
ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
75-90

Oakland Park
TONIGHT

ERNIE GEORGE and his ROYAL ARCADIANS
TEN
MEN
TEN
THAT SWEET BAND

SAW ITALIAN PLANES LAND

-Track Record Broken Yesterday

Balbo Made His Epochal Visit

The annual meeting of the Knox Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Though I have cooled off consid- I B'ue skies and plenty of sunshine Olsen, C. Osgood of Princeton, A,
Nothing for many months has' —the many boats in the harbor,
County Association for Rural Re
ligious Education was held Monday. erably since I came into your office I greeted the second and last day of' Osgood of Exeter, Dick Reed of Co- held our interest more than the about 30 small boats, I should say,
Dr. H. V. Tweedie, presiding. The to voice some opinions about Maine, Rockland’s Benefit Carnival at Knox burn, McLeod of Camden, Nash of Italian fliers. A Rockland woman, filled with supplies to be delivered
report of the treasurer Joseph W. I still have some observations to'Trottong Park.
Bridgton, Keene of Fordham and Mrs. David S. Beach, who with her ' to the planes and the thousands
children Ls spending the summer in and thousands of people with more
Robinson showed $1291 paid ln, with make that I think should prove inThis is as it should be, for lt ls Greenlaw of M.I.T.
a deficit of $95. Miss Alena Young teresting—observations, by the way. Governor's Day, and His Excellency
The mile run will find some speedy Moncton, N B„ was privileged to coming every minute.
"At 4.35 the planes were sighted
chairman of the finance committee, which from one point of view could ; Oov Louis J Brann of Lewiston has ' contenders, among them the Mazzeo see them as they passed over that
gave an informal report of the work be made equally well ln possibly half1
______________ j brothers, Lavender of Bowdoin and section of Canada and has written , away off. They looked like a flock of
of collectors, saying that workers the States of the Union,
a Harvard man. The dashes are home a graphic description of the little birds. They came nearer and
nearer and then the hum of the mogroups had been organized ln all
First. I should like to express my I
I sure to thrill the crowd with those event:
"Yesterdav I witnessed a thrilling tors could be heard They were ln
i speedy boys—Keene. Paladlno, Meltowns of the county, and good work pain in discovering that the gcod
had been done. Collections had come old hardheaded people of Maine have
: vln, Hopkins and Greenlaw—on the fight, and think perhaps you would formation like the letter V. painted
in from nearly every community, fallen as hard for gadgets, the curse
tape, and other entries coming. The like io hear about it for The Cou- sort of an aluminum color which
They were making new friends, and and bastard child of the Machine
high Jump has some good contenders rier-Oazi tte. Ever since I arrived glistened in the sun — the most
gaining new members for the associa- [ Age. as any other group of people in j
|—Reed, Simmons and Clunie of Lin here the chief item of talk has been [ thrilling sight, you can imagine,
the Italian fliers, and after three They circled the harbor a few times
tion. She had been greatly cheered the country.
coln Academy.
by the response. Interest was con- j I find the local stores crammed
The broad jump and shot-put are weeks it began to be a little bit tire- 1 and then landed by twos and threes,
some. So that I couldn't stem to anchored to small buoys the same
stantly growing and the benefits ex- with vending machines, with fancy
also due to furnish thrills.
get up much enthusiasm
Finally distance apart. It took almost an
tended over a large territory.
cash registers, and especially with
the word came they surely would be hour for them all to come down and
Miss Margaret McKnight, super- automatic phonographs and player'. .
...
a cat But your'a
Thr Kt Ing Yesterdayhere July 15. The little town of find their places. I never saw any
Intendent. said'"The Interest on your pianos (designed. I suppose, to u,“* ■ kl ,
will be well rewarded if you go to
Some of the fastest horsies In the Shediac was all decorated with thing, or expect to see anything,
Investment ls not ln dollars and cents, catch the nickels of the galety-lovKnox Trotting Hark this afternoon State made their advent on the bunting, flags and the Italian colors, done more perfectly.
When they
but in boys and girls." Through the ing transients) all of which have
track yesterday afternoon, and a and as it is a great summer resort. were all settled In the water this long
religious instruction being given ln been bought by the store proprietors! —
the rural schools, organized Sunday j on time payments. I know of one I positively agreed to grace the occa- moderate sized but highly enthusias- the beautiful summer homes were all | semi-circle of gray planes, 24 ln all.
Schools. trapsportation of scholars to Instance ln which the most costly !sjon witH his presence this afternoon. I<ic crowd saw lhree 85 Bo°d races as J decked out, too—the bunting and 1 was superb.
flags being augmented by many
A reception and banquet were
church schools, and the Dally Vaca- piece of equipment in a small store
There will be more vaudeville I one would care to witness
held for the fliers, and Gen. Balbo
tion Bible school, the Association was the Shiny big cash register, an stunts, and Major Brown’s battalion
Tlle Mature of the day was, of colored lights, etc.
"Shediac has a splendid bay, with and some members of his staff broad
has given opportunity to all the boys ' instrument which ln this case added of Coast Artillery will present a mill- j cour“- <** breaking of the track
I record. This feat was accomplished a wonderful sandy beach — hard cast for a few minutes. Today we
and glrLs of Knox County, not being nothing to the store's service, the tarv drill and guard mount
served otherwise, having reached in i quality of its merchandise nor even
This afternoon's races will present by Don
Vernon in
the first heat of packed sand that never gels soft, no saw them again when they flew over
nn/sn llizi ivilln KlltrtlV stones and so level that when the
Moncton on their way to Montreal.
the <12 in
19 l^zxt
trot nod
and pace,
the mile being
all a group of 777—679 children, 37 to the appearance of the place the following well known horses:
adults.
I Furthermore, I dare say that a good
2.21 class-Junior Senator. Lu Hall. Idone ‘n
Th‘-'i
a (>uart^ tide is low one can go for almost a We were busy in the houfe and
That the work Is bringing results share of the money recorded tn this Emma C Volunteer and Rilla Me- , £econd off the previous record held mile on thLs smooth level sand Into heard the roar of the motors, and
is being observed in many ways. The machine was sent to the city every K;yo
’
[ by Margaret Gratton. The new the ocean. But of course it gets there they were, flying three tn a
group until the 24 planes had gone
teachers in the rural schools testify month as part of the tribute col2.28 class—Calumet Bassett, Calu- ki*,g of the track Don Vernon. Is very deep when the tld" comes In.
“I had spent the day July 11. with over. That is Italy’s contribution to
to the value of this religious training [ lected everywhere for the Gadget met Butterfly Dr Hanover and owned by F. M. Stevens of Dovera __
I Unvo rrvf t
Foxcroft. and
and Mr. Ctovonc
Stevens Wile
was hold- a childhood friend ln Shediac. 19 the World's Fair at Chicago, a most
as_ tin..
they see It exemplified namong the I■ Age.
Henry Silk.
reins. Don Vernon did not miles from Moncton The children wonderful message.
children. One said: "The boys and
This particular store-owner could
Free for all—Sassie Marie. Edna ' *n8
"I am sending you some news
girls are trying hard to put Into prac- certainly ease the load of hls "over- McKlyo, Billy Strathmore, SL,„r 'have things entirely to himself how went swimming and it was a mast
perfect day. I planned to spend the papers which carry a detailed story
ever
as
he
finished
third
in
the
field
tlce .things „you are
teaching
them.
”
i
head"
If
he
had
a
simple
cash
.
c
. .i
-.i Napoleon and Early Todd.
, .
.
Another: “We gain as much out of drawer Instead of a $150 gadget fori Nam„d race—Frank Abbe Cooue- of seven- and was obli&ed to do the day following quietly at home. At which you may enjoy. I wondered if
♦this
Vtlo norin^
rtf QR
miniltac as
QC in
In all
all the
thp dinging
el < w» «■» rr a
n bell
Kali nth
oiiovor Vio
o ....
.... Gee Whiz,
.
..
II tzilirtll
in Ol'flpr tfl noon, however, a telephone message I were the only one from Rockland
period of
35 minutes
whenever
he mode
made a
tllla Coht,
and. Noontime.
,f0“rt!‘. llP.'lt.
hfat ifl
ln .92
*n ordcr '°
....
I take the long end of the purse. The came saving that the fliers were due who saw the fliers In Canada. Any
other studies of the day.”
ten cent sale.
There officers were elected:
j Weighing machines, for catching
Today’s Track Meet
1 other heat winner was The Outlook. In Shediac at 2 o'clock. Well, we way I felt tt was too fine to keep
didn't waste any time, but got away to myself. We had hoped to have
8 L. Cullen in charge of this in- I drj^n
C'ukc\
President—Rev. Hubert
Leach, pennies, and gambling machines for
Thomaston.
: catching the truly important quarter, teresting feature has worked very
The race In the 2.23 class was won at 1.30, six of us packed in the car.' a call from the Lindberghs, too at
Vice President—Dr. H. H. Plumer, aiso clutter up many an otherwise diligently to bring into the game m straight heats by Calumet Chimes and by 2 we were parked in a field Shediac, and the people were looksome noted college and school stars. ,
Clukey s stable, and owned by J. along with hundreds of other cars J ing for him when he was at Halifax,
Union.
| neat and orderly store.
on the rim of the sandy shore but he went on to Cartwright, LabSecretary—Earl Randall, Rockland.
The worst gadgets of all are probThe track meet will begin in the H Randall of Harrison
Another Randall entry. Peter There we sat enjoying the scenery 11rador.
Treasurer - Joseph W Robinson. abiy the automatic musical ma- enclosure in front of the grandstand
Pokey, was similarly a winner in
Rockland.
chines ln the restaurants. Big, ugly.
| straight heats ln the 2 17 class, the
Auditor — Charles M. Starrett. expensive and collecting a frightful
THE TRIAL BUOYS
FEDERAL PROJECTS
runner-up being Jingle Bells, driven
Thomaston.
I revenue from the community, they
by Harry Clukey.
Executive board—O N. Cross. Cam- suppiy nothing in return but bad
The character of yesterday's races Rockland Breakwater Light Have Been So Painted That
den; A K. Walker. Rockport; Rev. jazz and sentimental love songs.
may be judged from the fact that
Oeorge H. Welch, Rockland; Rev. F.
Another example of the wideIs Included Among ConThey Now Have Characthe slowest heat was done in 2.14%.
W. Barton. Tenant’s Harbor: Mil- spread weakness for useless maThe summary:
lard Gilmore, Thomaston; Herbert chines jg the employment of autotemplated Improvements
teristic Markings
2.19 Trot and Parc
Thomas. Warren.
matic traffic lights In small towns
Don Vernon. F M Stevens 113 1
and even VlUa?P;
l^^Thls Is the horse which Is going to The Outlook. J H. Randall 3 2 1 2
Oeorge E. Eaton, superintendent
The flrst list of Federal projects
is filled with Interesting statistics. not they retard traffic rather than
break thr track record again this Sunrise. Weston Taylor ...... 2 3 2 3 under the recovery act Included 14 of lighthouses, gives notice that
Thrustfast. O Pinkham
4 4 4 4
and this paper regrets that oppor- Speed jt and in any event, wouldn’t
afternoon
separate projects for Maine to require characteristic markers have been
Marda Harvester. Dr Hodgtunitv is not available *for
“ Its pub
•better to hire a traffic police
.■
- kins ............................. -....... 7 5 5 r.o a total estimated expenditure of
licatlon in full
man or two to do the job? The big
.. z .
.. ,
Peter R Forbes, Mrs Inman 5 7 7 r.o slightly more than $260,000. Of this painted on the buoys used in con
6 6 8 r.o.
cities have found that automatic at 1 p. m.. the dashes finishing on the chestnut Earl, s J. Lure
amount $140,000 was the estimated nection with the Naval Trial Course
THE HUMMING BIRD'S NF.ST
track
in
front
of
the
grandstand.
The
'
Time, 2.09'c. 2.12%. 2.1114. 2.10','«
traffic control is far from perfect,
cost
of completing the lighthouse off Monroe's Island
2.23
Trot
and
Pare
and that one good traffic officer can three well known coaches Clunie of
South Guide Buoy, 4' 16" diameChimes. J. H Randall 1 1 1 depot at 8outh Portland.
A Scarce Article. But George St. £ave more hours 0[ the motorist*' Damariscotta, Richards of Camden Calumet
Ridley Napoleon. Charles Con
I
ter,
solid black circle surrounded by
Construction
of
a
lighthouse
depot
Clair Knows Where There Is One
and pedestrians' time than the fan- and Durrell of Rockland will act as
ners ............ .. ...... -.... —............... 3
at Southwest Harbor to replace the I black ring.
Paul Henley. J. R Dyer
4
-——
ciest machine control ever devised. Judges
South Range Buoy, 3' 16 high, solid
Bear Island depot was estimated to
Patchen, Frank Butler
3
Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—■
I Besides, the use of men instead of
___
____ throw
____ is
____
The .javelin
sure to be Direct
Time. 212 212',',. 2.14%
cast $30,000 A like expenditure was black diagonal square.
Reading with much interest what machines helps to relieve the omni- [ closely contested
with such well
2.17 Trot and Pare
North Range Buoy. 2' 18" high,
recommended to convert the light
1 1
j you wrote about your humming bird present problem of unemployment.
known stars as Olsen. Maine State Peter Pokey. J H Randall
house tender Hibiscus, stationed at solid black triangle.
2 2
; visitor, and the question you raised
j shOuld not like to give the im- champion, Osgood of Princeton and Jingle Bells. Parity Clukey
North Oulde Buoy, 1' 16" diameter,
Portland, from a coal burning to an
F M Stevens
3 3
i as to his nest, leads me to say that pressjon that I am opposed to ma- Keene of Fordham competing
The Zlmrl.
Peter Dillon. William Nevers
4 4
1 solid black circle.
otl burning veasel.
I not only have seen a humming chinery; on the contrarv, I am of weight events will be contested by
Time. 212'4. 213. 2.10'4.
Two such characteristic markers
bird's nest, but the nest is on my own thp opinion that its intelligent use j--------------------------------------------------------------------——--------------------------- The generator at the Boon Island are
painted on each buoy. 180 deg.
Light station and the fog signal at
summer c°tta&e PIace at Oescent means ^r salvation. There is cer-riir i mwe MCTTIMZ'
WfiDn IRClM Al A^kfA West Quoddy Head would be replaced apart, and numbers of buoys appear
1 HL LIONS MEEIING
WOKD rKUM ALASKA
Beach. For three years in succes- tajnl nothing wrong with the idea
: on Intervening quarters
at a combined cost of $18 000
sion its proprietor has each summer of making m0I? and
goods at
-------'
------South Oulde Buoy, 6 and North
Other projects listed included: Im
a cl,eaper price In fact thU U the Dr- Greenway With Lecture Frank L. Brown. Once Clerk provement of the lighthouse stations Guide Buoy. IA. bear numbers only,
is engaged in it. hatching out an egg
essence of progress. But the
At Simonton's, Is Now In' at Spring Point ln Portland Harbor. as heretofore.
The nest Ls so small as scarcely to
must be separated from thc
and Slides Makes It a Very
Petit Manan and Rockland Break
I be noticed: looks like a knot on the sbeep; the gadgets from the useful
SEEN AT lllGHMOOR
water, $14,747; construction or riprap
the War Department
Entertaining Session
| limb of the tree. I don’t wonder that macbinery; the over-costly from the
at the Whale Back light station, Kit
you express doubt as to the existence properly efficient.
Written under the date line of tery, $12,000; purchase of a 38-foot Y»u Prohablv Wondered about That
of humming bird nests. I've been
"Hunting Big Game with a FounIt seems to me that it is time for
buoy boat to be stationed at Portland.
Large White Structure In One Of
closely interested in birds for the past an Inventory to be made in the towns tain Pen" was the intriguing title of Wrangell Narrows. Alaska. June 27. $5000;
urgent boundary maintenance
the Fields
fifty years and this is the only cne and villages -of America to the Rev. Cornelius Greenway's stereep- an interesting letter has come to
work
to
be
supervised
by
the
In

of such nests that I have ever seen. purpose that machinery. Machine
tlcon lecture before the Rockland Mayor Charles M. Richardson and ternational Boundary Commission.
As the traveler from Augusta comes
George L. St. Clair.
^rtv!atheh'trw a^fltUnVvahia- Lions Club yesterday. Dr Greenway, brothers from thetr cousin Frank L. $3250; construction of a laboratory over the hill near Htghmoor farm and
building and extension of an Imple
ALL KINDS OF
tions I would even go so far as to *’h° is a Brooklyn clergyman, sum- Brown, formerly of this city. Mr ment shed for the department of gets a view of the place, hls attention
suggest that the silly vending ma- mering at St. George, has spoken be- Brown is now master of U. S. S plant Industry at Presque Isle. $3800; Is quickly attracted by a large white
chines, music machines, tricky adver- fOre the Lions on previous occasions. Michie, hailing from Petersburg, reconditioning and repairs to thet structure ln one of the fields north of
tising novelties, exaggerated cash and was
wel] jiked
jor
Alaska.
bureau of fisheries hatchery buildings the buildings. This is a cage made of
Motherless'S a^could* b£ Personality and hls oratory, that he ' While the letter ts very largely of at Be thbay Harbor, including re
pairs and reconditioning of ponds, posts, wire, and cloth.
15c
a personal character The Courler- water systems, pipe lines, etc., at fish
found, be heaped in the public »« made an honorary member,
This kind of cage has been used
A Bottle
square and destroyed.
He has one of the finest autograph Oazelte is permitted to make some eries stations, $3000: painting weather for years in the Connecticut River
This would be one of the finest collections ir. the country and his extracts which are certain to inter bureau storm warning signals on the valley for shading tobacco, to Im
DAWSON’S ALE
ways of ridding the tourist of that talk was again on that subject,
prove the leaf quality. In recent
coast, $100.
Right Out of thr Mood
est local readers:
feeling that in this day and age the
years hundreds of florists over the
10 CENTS A GLASS
illustrated
by
the
cream
of
hls
135
"I
joined
this
department
in
1916,
villages and small towns of America
United States have adopted It for
BOWDOIN WAS HERE
but started with the government
embody all of the ugliness of the city lantern slides.
protecting thetr asters from Insects,
CHAPE’S LUNCH
without any of the city's advantages. The rarest autograph he said is three years before. I have been
diseases, andi sun. This practice has
470 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Howard Hayes.
that of Gen. Ludendorff. and next away about a year of that time, Group of New England Boys reached Maine, where the yellows dis
86’lt
I hardest to obtain Is that of Von Hin- pilot for a Japanese line oart of the
ease Ls sometimes severe on asters.
Owl's Head. July 15.
On Famous Exploration
denberg, the agyd president of Ger time, and made two trips through
Interested Maine florists might
KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
many. It took 12 years to get an the Canal the balance of it. I came
find It of value to inspect the cage at
Craft
Now
On
Cruise
1 Pursuant to the provisions of the
back here in 1921 and took the
Highmoor Farm, and by leaving thetr
Banking Laws of the State of Maine autographed photograph of Henry
Michie after she was wrecked the
names or by writing they can learn
’ public notice ls hereby given of the elec- rora.
1 tion and qualification of the following
~
Dr. Greenway showed an excellent following year. I have been with The auxiliary yacht Bowdoin fa the source of the cloth and of detailed
named persons as directors of Knox autographed photo of Al Smith; her since, though on other dredgers mous as the craft ln which Com directions for the building of a cage.
County Trust Company
mander MacMillan has made several The cage at Highmoor Farm happens
Rockland. Mr "whom I hope to see the next mayor some of the time. I had the Savan
Morris B Perry
O'Brien, he ex- nah when she came around from the [expeditions to Ijtbrador. has been ln to contain seed potatoes which the
Charles H. Berry,
Rockland. Me of New York. ”
, the harbor this week.
Freeman F. Brown.
Rockland. Me j plained is but a rough stamp of East.
Experiment Station desires to keep
Rockland. Me .r„
Elmer B Crockett.
In command of Capt. H. C. Speed free of certain diseases that are car
“It is hard to realize that we are
Union Me Tammany.
FOR NIGHT WORK
John C. Creighton.
the
Bowdoin
is
cruising
along
the
ge'ting
on,
but
my
sail
ticket
is
start

The speaker described Hitler an
ried from field to field by insects, par
William T Hocking. Tenant's Harbor. Me
Rockland. Me. "not a self-made man. but a product ing its eighth issue and the steam New England coast for eight weeks ticularly plant lice or aphids
J. Albert Jameson.
at
Rockland. Me of a whole nation In chains." The and motor ticket on the sixth Issue, with a group of boys from various
Edward K. Leighton
Albert C McLoon.
Philadelphia. Pii leal man in Germany, he said, Is Dr. and it Is five years to an issue. It parts of New England. The young YOUR FAVORITE POEM
John J. Meehan,
doesn't seem so very long ago that I men are being taught seamanship,
Rockland. Me Goering, speaker of the Reichstag.
Albert S Peterson.
1 Charles E 8tarrett.
Warren, Me
a, picture of President Hoover and was a bit of a kid in Simonton's radio and engineering, and will also
It I had to live my life again I would
WARREN, ME.
I KNOX COUNTY TRUST COMPANY
his cabinet was shown, this being ac- dry good's store, and Eddie I Rich be helped by the two college men who have made a rule to read aome poetry
By ENSIGN OTIS
85-87
will
act
as
counselors
on
the
cruise.
ardson]
was
In
a
shoe
store,
but
and
ltaten to aome music at least once
j
companled
by
an
interesting
explana

86-lt
Clerk.
Thev are Robert D. Fallon, captain a week Tbe loae of these taatea U a
tion of how the President, himself, that was about 37 years ago.
lose
of
happiness —Charlea Darwin
“I counted 16 Icebergs across [of the 1933 Harvard swimming team,
j took the photo into a cabinet meet' ing and obtained the desired signa- Frederick Sound awhile ago, all and Arthur Cuvette, all-round Bos
THE REAPER AND THE FLOWERS
,
coming from La Compte Glacier a ton University athlete.
[ tures.
is a Reaper, whose name is Death,
Commenting upon Franklin D short distance away. They were not The craft has been chartered from There
with hls sickle keen.
Commander MacMillan by Capt. HeAnd.
visible
from
the
upper
part
of
the
Roosevelt's
autograph,
Dr.
Greenway
reape the bearded grain at a breath.
DANCE OF THE ICE CUBES
AT COMMUNITY HALL
Speed.
And the flowers that grow between.
offered the comment that It Is no narrows.
SPRUCE HEAD
Among th<> boys on the yacht are
"The town of Petersburg where we
cinch to be President now.
"Shall I have naught that la fair?”
Decrying the pessimism that he tie up Saturday noons is about 2000 [Lawrence Quigley, son of the Former
salth he;
SAT. NIGHT, JULY 22
"Have naught but the bearded grain?
sometimes hears ln Rockland Dr. population, about equally divided Mavor of Chelsea; Boynton Glidden,
Though
the breath of these flowers la
Dover,
Mass.;
Ronald
Davies
Arling

between
low
grade
Siwashes
and
I Greenway offered the terse advice
sweet to me.
*
Musir by RHYTHM KINGS
! that "bellyaching does not bring Swede or Norske fishermen. Looking ton; Abbott Rand. Andover; Harold
I will give them all back again."
Speed
Jr
Chelmsford:
Lee
Coombs.
at
the
mountains
all
around
it
Dancing Starts 8.30 Standard Time
[ business.”
Exhibiting a picture of Count Von would be hard to find one much Newton Center: Robert Kelly. South He gazed at the flowers with tearful
Square and Round Dances
eyes.
Luckner, Dr. Greenway referred to under 5000 feet. It is daylight Yarmouth, and Thomas Parker.
kissed their drooping leaves;
Admission—Men 35c; Ladies 15c
The crew besides the It He
j him "a wonderful fellow but an awful about 22 hours out of 24 Just now. [ Brookline
was
for the Lord of Paradise
62Th-tf
and the reverse is seen in winter. [ captain will consist of a cook and two
He bound them In hls sheaves.
' liar.”
Columbia Network
■ The lecture was a thoroughly en This Ls about 56 North and 137 West, seamen.
"My Lord has need ot these flowerets
Every Wed. and Fri
joyable one, and this reference to tt I think.
T53T
gay."
"This ls a great country for fishA man looking at some necktlei
is abbreviated for the reason that
The Reaper said, and smiled:
At 10.30 P. M.
Dr. Greenway Ls to repeat it for an salmon. cod. halibut, shrimps, crabs tossed one or two aside rather con "Dear tokens of the earth are they.
Where he was once a child.
and clams, but not a good mackerel temptuously. Lingering, after hav
other local audience.
Frigidaire Program
“Chet" Black told of tomorrow or haddock in the lot."
"They shall all bloom In fields of light.
Transplanted by tny care.
Speaking of hls family connec ing made hls purchase, he noticed
night's game between the Rockland
featuring
and Waldoboro Lions at Community tions Mr. Brown says that hls father that the clerk put those he had And saints, upon their garments white.
These sacred blossoms wear."
Park at 5.30. A very slight admis was 80 ln April, pnd very active so positively rejected ln a separate
Jane Froman
Specialize en Chimes and French
sion charge will be made. Next week until heart trouble came on. Irvin box.
And the mother gave, ln tears and pain.
The flowers she most did love;
Clocks
the Lions will play the Camden is in ill healtr. William works for the
Howard Marsh
"What becomes of them?" he In She knew she should And them all again
All Work Guaranteed
department but ls always on lhe
Lions.
In the fields ot light above.
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
quired.
“Patchy" Savllle, the retiring King Colorado River.
Jacques Renard
Jeweler
O.
not ln cruelty, not In wrath,
Mr.
Brown
has
been
a
steady
Lion was presented with a handsome
"We sell them to the women who
The Reaper came that day;
Now Located at
Lions pin.
Included among the reader of The Courier-Gazette, and come ln here to buy ties for men." Twas
an angel visited the green earth.
And His Orchestra
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
guests was Fred C. Green of the Bos has kept well informed on matters
And took the flowers away.
was the reply Lindsay Post.
404 Main Street
Rockland
back East.
ton Transcript.
—Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,

WEAVERS

SILSBY’S

THIS IS “GOVERNOR’S DAY”

Volume 88.................... Number 86

Teaching In the New York Newspaper Man
Rural Communities Has
On Visit To Maine Notes And Big Doings Are Expected At Knox Trotting Park Rockland Woman Was At Shediac, N. B., When Gen.

BEER

and

THREE CENTS A COPY

Georges Woolen Mill

DANCE

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

LISTEN IN

The Courier-Gazette

reviewing "CAMP"

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Lawry Tells Us Some of the

Watch ye. stand fast in thc faith,
quit you like men. be strong.—I Cor.
16:13.

Interesting Things Which

Happened At Fort W illiams

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As the annual encampment of the
What gave particular distinction ~40th C.A. came to an end Saturto the opening of our city's new trust I day morin8 at Fort Williams I will
company, was the quietly expressed try t0 record a fcw of thf hi*h U«hts
enthusiasm with which the patrons o! tbe year
After getting settled and getting
of it went about the business of re
our dinner we were mustered in and
newing active relations with the
assigned to squads. I was assigned
rooms made familiar through their
to Corp. Robinson's squad, but on tlie
former years of acquaintance with
check-up two days later I was
them. Attractive banking quarters changed, along with Roger Mills, to
under any conditions, they doubly Corp. Henderson's squad, which was
shone on this occasion under thc the flrst.
Everything was o. k. with us. al
Illumination of flowers and the
though several of the recruits were
equally illuminated countenances of aroused from their slumbers by the
the banking staff, who after four tipping over of their bunks. Beer
months of chafing behind closed was on sale at the canteen but I did
not see signs of hard liquor around
doors, experienced the joy of serv- the camp. The new recruits were
Ing a public which fully shared in glven the usua] initiation, which
these emotions of satisfaction. Added varied from the hot oven to rolling
to this was a general feeling of uplift an e88 with their noses the length
., .
..
,
..
of the company street, and somethat ran through the entire business h<w
pgg
rpachpd its desti.
sections, a feeling that the clouds of nation without being
....broken., . One.
a community depression had at the of the boys sent his girl an elephant
last of it broken away and letting which was the largest present sent
home.
better times shine through. Present
-! c Visitors' nsJT',, xs
ly we

HAILING THE GOOD TIMES

tion'

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, July 20. 1933
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TIIE VALVE OF FISH

Beatrice and Wilfred Mills have Those Which Inhabit thr Sea Carry
returned home .J(:er a visit v<.th Quantities of Health Giving Ele
St. George Has Almost Won the Pennant—A Snug Rub Lewis Mills.
ments
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Snowman of
Just notice the seasonable goods that everybody is
In the Battle For Second Place
Vinaihaven were weekend guests of
Boston, July 15
needing and the prices at which they are
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Mills.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
for sale today
Miss Oeorgie Harkness, formerly
I am wondering how many of you
the alphabet, and whose manner of of this place, has been the guest of
Balance Of Thc Week
FOB BOYS—
handling
the
games
is
very
pleasing
read
of
the
Gertrude
L.
Thebeaud.
Thursday — Waldoboro at Rock
Mrs. Eva Hopkins. Miss Harkness
BLOUSES Ott SHIRTS—low neck and short sleeves, or high
to the Waldoboro fans.
land.
went to Rockland Monday and will the famous racing schooner of the
neck and long sleever; beautiful patterns ............... ..... 59r, 69c
The score:
Friday—Rockland at St. Oeorge.
visit for a few days with Miss Min New England Fisheries, and the trip
KNICKERS OR SHORTS—In khaki, linen or covert cloth
Saturday—St. Oeorge vs. Thom
St. George
nie Smith before returning to State that was made by these fishermen to
............ .................................................................... 59c, 65c, 75c, 98c
aston at Rockland.
ab r bh tb po a
street. Bangor, where she makes her
SWEATBRS OR SWEAT SHIRTS ............................ 59c, >1.00, 1135
impress
Washington
and
the
nation,
Sunday. July 23 — Camden vs. Ricker, ss ...... 4 1 2 2
home with a cousin.
KHAKI PANTS
........................_$1.(8)
Thomaston at Rockland.
| Davidson, lb
3 0 0 0
WASH SUITS—beautiful line .................. ,......... ,................ 59c, >1.00
Dorothy Brier of Worcester is with the serious nature of our prob
1 Archer, c ....
4 1 2 3
FOIt MEN—
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bel lems.
4 1 2 3
1 Simmons, p
DRESS SHIRTS ............................ ........................... 5»r. $1.00, $1.50
more during July?
While the real purpose of this was
The League Standing
Westberg. 2b
4 1 1 1
KHAKI PANTS OR OVER ALLS ............................. $1.00, $135, $1.40
Mrs. Sarah Prescott who has been to influence Congress, lt is hoped
St. George now has a three-game | white. 3b
4 10 0
SWEAT SHIRTS OR SWEATERS
75c, $1.00, $2.50
the guest of her brother Frank that the publicity which was secured,
lead over its nearest opponent, and Monaghan. If
3 10 0 2
BATHING SUITS—all wool ...............{................ $135. 81.51), $1.98
Calderwood and other relatives has brought to the minds of the American
the mathematical chance of its losing I. Simmons, cf
3 13 3 0
WORK OR DRESS PANTS ............ .......... t...... 98c, $135. $2.50, 83.98
returned to Rockland.
the pennant has practically been Feyler, rf ...
homemaker some favorable consider
2 0 110
SHORTS OR RUNNING PANTS ........................ ......... 25c, 35c. 5llc
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Prescott of ation of the great health foods which
eliminated. Rockland has a chance
Price-: of about everything in our goods is still very low. H's the
Rockland
are
visiting
at
Mr.
and
in tonight's game to tie Waldoboro for
are offered to the public.
31 7 11 13 21 11
time to buy now! Isn't it about as rasy to save a dollar as lo cam
Mrs.
Harry
Whitmore's.
second place.
Fish which live ln (he sea carry
one. Buy now for school opening, and save money!
Waldoboro
w
L
P.C.
Mrs. Francis Hayes cf Groton,' enormous quantities of healthgiving
ab r bh tb po a
777 R. Brewer. 3b.
3
St Oeorge
10
Mass., who has been the guest of Mr elements. Iodine which is so essen3 1 0 0 0 2
6
.333 Boggs. 2b .....
Waldoboro ......... 7
and Mrs. W. S. Hopkins returned I tial to mental and physical health Is
2 0
7
481 Burns, c .......
Rockland ..
home Sunday.
found in the many varieties of fish
.383 Sherman, ss ...
I
Oerald Hopkins returned Sun-1 and seafood, and is available for asCamden ....
.333 Kuhn, lb
•
Thomaston
dav to Boston after a week's visit J eimilation because it is in the form
2 10
0. with his parents Mr. and Mrs. W I of organic iodine. Vitamins, so well
Clark. If
O S Hopkins
known to the American public and so
Young, cf .
St. George 7, Thomaston 6
0
Mrs John T Miller and two chil-1’^^ recommended for their cor' There's a bright side to everything.
"An old fowl was recently discov
M. Brewer, rf
Westberg was back with the St. Hilton, p .......
But it gives no Joy or fun
0 dren of Haddon Heights. N. J., ar- rective properties, also reach the
ered to have two hearts.''—News Item.
Oeorge team Tuesday night, and
---------------------------rived Saturday and will cccupy the American table through the means ol To see the shine upon the suit.
Sounds like the bridge-partner I
Manager Rawley had every reason
26 4 5 7 *20 11 3 Tabbutt bungalow for the summer. these delightful products.
We've worn since '31.
tQ fppl thankful (or it as lt w;ks his
had last week—Smith's Weekly
The Federated Fishing Boats of
*
^li
dMn
u°
Ut
°"
attcmpt<?d
bunt
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carroll
Burns
have
spiteful
ln thp nlnth in.
—Boston Transcript.
(Australia).
on third strike.
been guests of relatives here and at America. Inc. are carrying on a na
ning which gave St. George the st. Oeorge
2 2 3 0 0 0 0-7 Vinaihaven. Mr. Burns returned to tion-wide distribution of food facts.
.TSX'SJr"'"n„, Ar;ir°
’.v
Tx !?

AYERS

WILLIS AYER

ilfi

™

was a long day for mr Battery F
lost a hard game to Headquarters
£eam_by a score of j to 5. although
Don Robbins held them to only six
hits, and struck out nine men in
seven innings. Several wild throws.

NORTH HAVEN

WITH THREE-GAME LEAD

Kuhn. Yorn,,.

B.», on

S

,o

ofIcrmgs m the
of {hp
and had
,pad Qf 4 ,0 j whpn g,
"“^‘.7. tabiM* mThe list
guc^he hlU
kjndl

been highly recommended. We sug
off Simmons 1 Struekout, by Sim
Joseph Hayes of Oroton. Mass,
mons 2. bv Hilton 3. Sacrifice hits. who has been the guest of Mr. and gest that you test them.
Stuffed Baked Haddock
Davld-C°n' Pevler- 8°^
Hit by
°“Cher M°naghan UmplrM W0Od’ Mrs. W. S. Hopkins returned home Prepare a bread stuffing. Season a
Sunday.
lock and Slingsby. Scorer. Winslow.
I large haddock inside with salt, pepper
O. D Lermond spent Tuesday ln and lemon Juice. Fill the opening
by M Simmons. Westberg. Mona“d
aad I- Simmons netted* three
Rockland.
DICK WON THE RACE
two-thlrds full and then sew firmly.
both sides to hold the pitchers mad runs for the home team and tied the
Mrs. Carrie Nichols of Rockland Cut two or three gashes in the side
a much larger score than should
faces.
upi-,sanhave been. Mealej plased a star score
jThomaston
jn thp fiflhpicked
on sing
by r,n g (and Man Captures thc Free win was called home last week by of the fish and lay a small piece of
the illness of her husband, has re salt pork in each. Dredge with flour,
For All In Regatta At Castine
game at shortstop and made two i E. Grafton.
K
M. Sawyer and Felt, but
turned for a visit with her parents sprinkle with sait and pepper, lay on
FLOWERS IN CAMDEN
nice hits.
same
inning St. Oeorge re
The concensus of opinion was that in the "
“^ *«*•**«•
The Castine Outboard Club spon- Mr and Mrs. O D. Lermond. Mr. rack or a piece of cheese cloth in a
tho Thnmxston
team showed the ®ained one ot them on a double
double by sored a small outboard regatta Sat- Nichols having recovered.
baking pan. Bake in a hot oven ten
Simmons., urday whlch was very successful
Away back in boyhood, when we £lt^m oRegiment Shane Arch‘r aad a triple by M. Simmons.
minutes then reduce to moderate
used to make long visits to Camden nitrh^d for Hcidaua-ters he being a Whites timely
tied the fcore in from the standpoint of the commitheat Cook fifteen minutes for first
SOUTH HOPE
member of
^Sunday tcT™ the sixth, and thc two teams, playuis j tee in charge. The races were
—.......................................
planned Star the purpose of givrelatives,
there grew up with7us“ a
pound, flve minutes for every addi
Two cars collided Thursday eve tional pound, basting frequently. The
conviction that it was a town unique League^ from*"
and the last half of the ninth before the ing the many officlals the training
pork should supply sufficient fat for
among the towns of Maine. It was PSanford the winner to dcc'sive blow was administered.
necessary for properly running the ning in front of Heath Bros.' Garage. basting. II not, add a very little
The cars were driven by Mvrven
a conviction that has deepened with .
k Batten I team of Davidson, the flrst batter, was club's second annual regatta Aug. 26 Merrill of this place and Christine water.
these years which havc seen the town jouQ, Portland the score came out
to Foster L_ Sawyer who The experience thus gained will help Norwood of Union. No one was in
Vegetable Fish Stew
, . , .
,.
wac railed bv the adjutant had h000 PIa>'in6 a fin,e game at tremendously tn perfecting the best jured and only slight damage to the
summer-colonized by distinguished a tie and was ca.l .
J
short was not quite equal to Archer s arrangements possible for the drivers
Cook three onions chopped fine in
machines.
two tablespoons of fat until light
people from the four quarters of the a“«r n\e inn g • - •
fa5t grounder. and the eloquent and pubi1<;
Raymond Worster of Union was
country, people whose wealth and lnmne and held the team to no runs backstop was safe at flrst. He stole ( of aij the events scheduled the supper guest of his mother Mrs. Al brown. Add two cupfuls each of
potatoes, carrots, celery diced, and
bert Heath Sunday.
,P1„,
-.nx
boiling water. Simmer gently until
Mrs. Laura Hastings has employ vegetables are half cooked. Pour into
into the natural structure of the town nings _ a Dan aec£.on^
Slmmons
came westberg s Dick, of Rockland who maintained
ment at Mrs. Millie Jones', East a greased casserole; add three cup
such notes of development as com. th
jn Batter’v' b won. bu: clouting a ball which bounced off his lead at the start throughout the Union.
fuls haddock or codfish, flaked, one
mand the admiration of every person did not make much of a showing Lawrence Saw>'ec • shins, and
t , race. He was closely pressed by
Miss Ruth Cassidy of Ingraham
, „
. .to set, foot within iits
(c against
(„.♦ canfnrH
George
hadcoali
pulled another game commodore
Wallace,
of Hill. Owl's Head, Ls visiting her and one-half teaspoons salt, oneprivileged
Sanford^
ou{ of thp
who Thomas
fonsUtcntly
gaincd on
quarter teaspoon pepper, and one
cupful white sauce Bake at 350.deg
borders. One of thc occasions by
Bob a
Thp batting of M gimmons. Eb the sharp turns, but lost out on the aunt Mrs. Fred Merrifield
Mrs.
Mary
Saunders
of
East
Union
F. for forty minutes. Uncover last
which each summer the world is Fort
L-. Williams and we rnnlrl
could ’see
sec thf
the Grafton. Stone and a splendid foul j homestretch
spent
Friday
of
last
w-eek
with
her
fifteen minutes of cooking. This
given opportunity to observe some flash and smoke seven seconds before catch bv Felt were among
«««•the game's
granddaughter Mrs. Walter Tolman. casserole may be covered with but
SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Hartley Watts of East tered bread crumbs before cooking,
phases of development along these we heard the report which made the
* •
•
------Union were guests Sunday of their for an added touch.
lines of beauty, is the flower show
' took 33 seconds to
ab r bh tb po a
Mr. and Mrs Ralph W. Giles and daughter. Mrs. Walter Tolman and
Edward H. Cooley
of the Camden Garden Club, when reacb Qje target, while on the 11- White. 3b
5 0 2 2 2 2
son Eveiett L. Giles of East Baldwin, family. It being Mr. Watts' birthday
0
12
the private estates are thrown open' mile range it took 35 seconds to Davidson, lb
5
and Mrs Arthur E Kellar of Wood- anniversary he was presented with a
2 5
SOUTH WALDOBORO
fords are spending a few weeks vaca- birthday cake by his daughter,
to public inspection, adding by that reach the mark. Battery D hit the Arc?er c
5
6
1
J,
. along
,
target
center
on its w
first about
shot M.
Simmons,
ticning at Snruee Head at Arthur Oeorge Merrill was also a guest.
much to the achievements
tar«« in ^
n^nformed
Westberg.
2b ssp
Kellar's old home. Mr Kellar is
Several from this place attended
There will be a preaching service
associated lines developed by the 5.000 to 1 against it. They will wear Monaghan. If .. .
spending the weekends with them as the play "Henry's WPdding" at Union at the Baptist Church Sunday* at
1 Simmons, cf
his business calls him away the re- last week. It was very good and the 7 30 .standard Brainerd Thurston of
town's own citizenry. Such was the the Red E next year.
occasion Tuesday, when under perI thought of the Oarden Club when Mackie, rf _
mainder of the time.
. parts excellently taken.
Rockville will be the speaker.
, ,, j i
t was soinz throuzh Cap? Cottage. Lowell, p, 2b ....
feet July skies the marshalled g or\
wi£hed they couId have feen tj,»
41 7 12 14 27 14
of growing things, set off by the skill beautiful rambler roses in full bloom
Thomaston
of gardening and emphasized here Every house had at least two and
ab r bh tb po a
and there by a notab.e architecture
CfiT ho^s 'along
5 2 3 3 4 0
E Grafton. If
0
in homes, the Camden Garden Club
cottage read.
M Sawyer, c
saw another of its public occasions
The Fourth of July parade was Walker. 2b
visited with overflowing success.
one of the features of camp. Th stone, cf .......
5
boys were given a hand all along the l Sawyer, ss .... 4
line of march. The boys were on Feiu 3'b
OUR VISITORS IN SUMMER
deck at both fire calls and were al- Foster, lb
_____
| ways uo and at them. We had a p Grafton, rf
,» u« „, « u» ««. tb. n,-.- J.
™
’
paper office finds itself looked in started to break camp. We took uo
. winning run with two out.
upon by a considerable number of the floor boards Friday afternoon
00131100 1—7
callers who qualify under the some With Battery H we were or.e of the gt George
first to reach the station.
Thomaston
30012000 O—6
what flexible designation of summer
We arrived in Thomaston at 3.30
Two-base hits. Archer. Stone L.
visitors. They may be tourists seek p m Saturday and six minutes latei sawyer. Three-base hits. M Siming a direction of travel, or looking the truck was on its wav with the mOns, Felt. Bases on balls, off Lowfor a spot to sojourn. Some may be first load of baggage. We were all eU j struck out. by Lowell 2. bytired and glad to be back as there westberg 3 by Condon 7. Sacrifice
wanderers returned to the old home seems to be no place like home.
hit. Foster. Double plays. White,
town; or others passing casually
Westberg and Davidson. Umpire.
Charles M. Lawry
Slingsby. Scorer, Winslow.
through who run in for a moment to
THE WAYS OF SCIENCE
pay their respects—as the expression
SI. George 7, Waldoboro I
euphoniously goes—to the editor. Steel Ingots Intended For Baltic-hips
Always these visitors are made wel
Converted Into Gas-Oil 4 racking
Recognizing Waldoboro as his j
chief opponent Manager Rawley put
Chambers
come. in accordance with the doc
his strongest St. Oeorge team into j
trine by this paper steadfastly up
Bayonne. N. J.. July 18. Special
______
_
the _field
at_____
Valleyview
Park last |
held. that no person at the summer- Thc largest forging ever made, one of night. and walked away with the
tide shall adventure into Maine and 3 huge cracking drums weighing oyer victory tnat au but clinches the
find withheld from him any form of 140 tons each has just been received
nnant {or the flrst half of the
courtesy and goodfellowship which by the Tide Water Oil
erP season.
’
,
and is being erected under the superyigjtor» used Hilton very
may m the least contribute to the vlsion of Commander Edward Ellsbcrg. roughly in the first three Innings, but
satisfaction of hLs visit here.
We chief Engineer. The massive steel afler thal werp able t0 do but utue
like to meet ’em, we like to listen to cylinder will be used to crack residual wjth bim
The damag? had been
what they have to say ol us;
and fractions of crude oU In the manufac- donp by ,hat timc however, for St.
what mey na
5
o{
x
gasol,ne
Oeorge had scored all of her runs,
when, as sometimes happens. the> operates at a temperature of 950
vVsldoboro came back strong in
find things to criticize, wc give degrces. and at the enormous presfourth inning with successive
respectful ear, for that view of I sure of 1400 pounds per square meh
lps by shenman. Kuhn. Clark
,
j
j
.
Thp foreine was nude frorn a-n in- and. —
Young, but Archer recited one
theirs, properly considered.
Xel weighing more than 200
of hts little monologues. Simmons
prove to us of more value than many tonR produced m Bethlehem, Pa.. tightened his belt a notch, and Wal
words of indiscriminate praise. One during the world war, as a step in the doboro was sent back afield with
of these friendly critics, a newspaper manufacture of heavy plate for Uncle only three scores to its credit.
Y0,«. .» n..„S. I. Simmons was the batting hero
of this game, making threo clear.
this calling group who sec things storpd pending thc discovery of some sjng]ps jn three times up. The outin us that we ourselves, perhaps be- peacetime use. The characteristics of atanding play of the game was
cause of familiarity with them, arc 1 the steel made it highly suitable for whlte-s catch of a fou! 9}al J*'0”1
ant to pass i.ghtlv bv He was a the exactinS requirements of a high about a mllp ln thp air. Thc vinalapt 10 pass ngnuy oy. He was a ntvct
.„vn ••‘rr
apkinor drum.
‘cracking
drum.”” As
As aa rere- haven ja(j who holds
___ a firm plac?
pressure
bright chap, we enjoyed hearing him ;uit the steel which had been de-I JlfThe affections of the St. O-orge
talk. A communication embodying signed to ward off the impact of 12- ! {ans ran n(.ariy to the player's bench
some of hts views may be found in lnch P"**™68 was ad®plcd ’for the foul, and fell over a St.
„ ,,
,
tain gasoline vapor under high heat Gpo-ep fan but came back onto his
another column.
and pressurei and to withstand fppt' tr|Umphantly with thc ball in
| countless blows from unimaginably 1 hjs bands
Thc Waldoboro games are being
KNOX COUNTY STANDS WELL | small molecules of gasoline.
umpired by Bert Woodlock thc well
LIKES THE PAPER
known Boston sports writer, who
The fact that the Boston banking
knows bareball all the way through
house has bought at a premium the , Renewing hcr subscription to The
Courier-Gazette
,
Mrs.
Walter
V
recent refunding bonds issued by
.
_
. ,
O'Rourke of 608 So. 26th street. Phil-j
Knox County, pays testimonial to the ]ad(,lphia wrjUs; «l enjoy every IMIW
credit standing of our county and the ' of the paper, which keeps me in touch
wisdom with which its affairs are with thc happenings of old friends. 1
Parcel Delivery
canned on. The issue is not a large My bcst wLshes t0 11 for a Very pr0S- 1
,,
,
perous year.
one—$25,000. succeeding to a similar,
____________
Family Washings
temporary bridge loan that had maTommy—“Grandma, if I was in-1
Called For and Delivered
tured. They bear an interest rate of vited out to dinner, should I eat pie j

doors, already ajar, are waiting an
hourly expected signal to throw
themselves wide open. Then indeed
will our people feel that they are set
on the march to better times, with
the wind blowing straight in their

KNOX COUNTY

TRUST COMPANY
This bank will maintain a
complete safe deposit serv
ice and invites your business
on the basis of its safe, mod
ern equipment and conven
ient location.

The Knox County Trust Co.
is doing everything within

its power to provide Knox
County people with the best
banking service possible. It

invites your business on the
basis of its ability to serve

Light Trucking

four and one-half percent, and sold with a fork?”
for a little better than $102 These
Grandma—"Yes. indeed. Tommy." j
are the ear-marks of gilt-edged
Tommy—"You haven't got a pie |
bonds, and the market pays Knox in the house that I could practise j
County the earned compliment of so on, have you, Grandma?'' American
regarding them.
Boy.

you with safety and satis
faction.

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
MEAT SALE
FRESH PORK

~

Shoulder Rolls, lb.

1 5c

BONELESS

18c

POT ROAST, lb

*
Sen EAIWl1'10c

BONELESS FIVE RIB OVEN ROAST, lb

ROASTING

10c

PORK, lb.

NEWLY CORNED MIDDLE

OC

RIB BEEF, lb

q

PIG'S

J

LIVER,
Rl.MP

LBS.

BONELESS

VEAL ROAST

q

ib20c

«J lb.

STEAK,
BI 1 1

LIVER, lb.

25c

18c

ROAST, lb.

HAMBURG

q

25c

15c

CUKES,

20c

6For25c

DELICIOUS

q

QJ-

,M,Z JC

PLUMS,

PEACHES, basket

ntj
AjC

GOLDEN RIPE .

bananas,4

49C

,b

q j-

FANCY SAGE

CHEESE, lb.

q j-

COME

ZOC

HONEY,

onions,

5

lb.

25c

Grapenut Flakes

BEETLEWARE 2 packages 19c
SPOONS
HAVC tn!

Armour’s Milk
3 cans 17c

GET YOURS NOW. ONE SPOON
FREE WITH EVERY PACKAGE
OF GRAPE-NUTS FLAKES

LuxSoap,4cks25c

ASSORTED COOKIES, lb. bx. 29c
GOLDEN BANTAM CORN,
WAX BEANS,
FANCY TOMATOES,
ASPARAGUS TIPS,

3 cans
3 cans
3 cans
can

29c
25c
25c
19c

FREE RUNNING SALT,
SWIFT’S TOMATO JUICE,
CERTO, For Jams,
SHREDDED WHEAT,
P. & G. SOAP,

4 pkgs
3 cans
jar
2 pkgs
8 cakes

19c
25c
29c
19c
25c

DAVIS BAKING POWDER
1 LB. SODA FREE

LB. CAN

FRESH ROASTED PEANUTS,
CORN STARCH,
MIRACLE WHIP,

r

22c

2 qts
2 pkgs
quart

15c
15c
25c

YOUR ACCOUNT IS INVITED

SALADA TEA

Walter Dorgan

™ 49c

POUND OF CONFECTIONER’S SUGAR FREE

TeL 106-R
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

July 21—Thomaston—"Oram," staged
by Adelyn Bushnell and Marshall Brad
ford at Watts hall.
July 25—Birthday of Gen. Henry Knox.
July 26—Field day of Stonington Lions
Club at Open Harbor Camp, West Stonlngto...
July 26—Rockport—Methodist Ladles
Aid Midsummer Fair.
July 26—Rockland Oarden Club meets
with Mrs W. O. Fuller. Beech street.
July 28 — Warren — Mystic Rebekahs
present musical comedy,
"Breezing
Along."
Aug 1—Annual held day of the Knox
County Eastern Star Field Day Associa
tion at Penobscot View Orange hall.
Aug. 2-Rockport—Midsummer Fair,
Baptist Ladles Circle
Aug. 6—Camden—Utica Jubilee Sing
ers at the First Congregational Church
Aug. 9—Owl’s Head—Church fair and
supper.
Aug. 10-12—Rockport—Carnival and
Regatta.
Aug
12—Llmerock Valley Pomona
Grange holds field meeting with Penob
scot View Orange at Olencove.
Aug. 21-24- Eastern Maine Fair, Ban
gor.
Aug
2J—Thirteenth annual 6tate
held meeting of Knox Academy of Arts
and Sciences at Knox Arboretum
Aug 24—Rockland Oarden Club an
nual flower show
Sept 2—Eleventh annual fair of Sim
onton Community Association
Sept 4-9—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept. 11—Special State election.
Sept 26-28—North Knox Fair, Union
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair. Dam
ariscotta,
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

Old Orchard Methodist campmecting will ibe held next week. Chance
for motor pilgrimages.

CAMDEN HIGH LIGHTS
The Garden Club’s Flower

Waldoboro comes to Community
Park tonight, and Rockland has some
old scores to settle with that team.

Show Another of Its Strik

This may not be a good summer for
some things, but it has provided us
with a surplus of mosquitoes which
appear to have an uncommonly keen
appetite.
Up in Aroostook County next week
there's going to be lots of interest in
tennis, for the eighth annual Aroos
took Valley open tournament will be
held at Fort Fairfield. There will be
flve classes for men and women.

One of the biggest dress events the Sentcr Crane Com

pany ever had ... 150 Dresses drastically reduced
... we never keep dresses in our stock from one sea

son to another.

BAIN BREAKS RECORD

|
Thc largest scallop fare ever
I brought into an American port,
■ according to men versed in such
matters, was brought yesterday
to Rodney E. Feyler’s wharf by
thr smack Pauline Boland, com
manded by Capt. A. A. Bain. It
was brought from the Georges
and consisted of 3015 gallons,
topping by more than 400 the
previous record. Three Rockland
: macks are making trips to the

Misses’ Dresses, Ladies' Dresses, Half Size Dresses

Prints and Pastels . . . Many Suits

WEATHER
Welcome manifestations of sun
shine have so far in the week con- I
tributed to the general joy—and in
particular this was true ln connection
Georges.
with Camden's Flower Show day. the i
weather conditions of which were
ideal, adding the note of perfection
In one of those characteristic light
to that occasion when the assembling
of the beauties of nature lends dis ning trips William Rogers Chapman
tinction to this Maine region. The blew Into town just as the paper went
present morning opens with a ming fo press and turned the office upsideling of cloud and sunshine that may ' down with the fervor of his greeting.
take on anv sort of conclusions, with He and Mrs Chapman were enroute
fair weather generally expected, for to Bangor.
even as the printing press begins to
turn out its grist of home news the
Edwin Edwards Jr., Edward Hellier
skies are cleared with mercury at 70 Jr. and Sterling Morse made up a
and rising. A great day for the folks camping party on Monroe’s Island
at the trotting park.
over the weekend. The high light
was a call from thc crew of thc Bow
Waldoboro plays Rockland at Com doin. MacMillan's sturdy boat which
munity Park tonight. Second place has been in the harbor for a few days.
at stake.
Young Walter Reynolds and Young
Salvation Army children left this Freeman are going to exhibit their
orning for their annual sojourn at' pugilistic wares in Light's Pavilion at
hristmas Cove.
Washington Friday night of next
------week, and Mitchell Hartley will pull
Four ex-service men from Bath are off some of his feats of magic,
now operating the Maine Tea Com- i Oliver Hamlin is managing the events,
pany in this area.
Fred C. Black has been in Boston
The dirt is flying in St. George, this week on important business con
where Road Commissioner Albert J nected with the canning industry.
Rawley has 107 men on the payroll. Gerald Black accompanied him to see
how some of the big league ball games
Mrs. Anastasia Harmon who re compared with the Twilight and Big
cently discontinued her Kenmore Five.
apartments, is now residing at 31
Union street.
The Wost End Hotel in PorUand. so
familiar to all Knox County travelers,
Smack Madeline A: Flora. Capt will shortly be torn down, and may
Charles Carver, arrived Monday with be replaced by a filling station which
2300 gallons of scallops for Rodney dispenses gasoline instead of victuals
Feyler.
The hotel closed its doors last May
after 40 years of operation.
Browne Club is having a picnic to-.
morrow night at the Alford Lake cot- I
tage of Ernest C. Davis. Take dishes ' Oliver Rowe, quartermaster on the
and silver for a fish chowder supper steamer Belfast, was before Judge
Carleton Doak in Belfast Saturday
charged with assault with a knife
A large passenger bus and a large upon Carroll Merchant of Belfast.
truck collided in front of Oonia's Rowe was represented by H. C. Buz-1
store yesterday forenoon. Nobody zelk The case was continued until
was injured, but both cars needed the July 29. Rowe gave bail of $1000.
services of a beauty parlor.

The remains of Abraham Bradbury
who died in Boston yesterday at the
age of 93. arrived here last night, and
were interred in the Jewish cemetery
at Ingraham Hill. Mr. Bradbury was
one of Rockland's pioneer Hebrew
residents. The remains were accom
panied here bv the son. Harry B
Fradburv and three of the daughters.
Philip Crockett came on from Ston
ington for the funeral.
Mrs. H. P. Blodgett delightfully enrtained officers and substitutes of
jlden Rod Chapter Monday at her
ttage, Jefferson Lake. It was an
[-day affair, with an abundance of
od for dinner and supper. SwimIng. cards and sewing formed diverins. Those present were Mr, and
rs. Donald Chapman, Mrs. Susie
impbell, Mr. and Mrs. Charles O
>wett and sons. Elwood and Russell,
r. and Mrs. Ray Stewart. Mr and
rs. Carl Stevens and son Paul. Mrs
ta Dimick, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
lurch and daughters. Clara and
,-elyn. Miss Anna Green, Mtss
-inettc Segal, Mrs. Edna Melvin, A.
Briggs and Mrs. Blodgett.

FIRST NATIONAL OPENING
The First National Bank of
Rockland has been granted its
charter, according to telegraphic
information received last night
and the only remaining delay to
opening is the technicality of a
Anal hearing beforp Judge Hale
of the United States District
Court in Portland. A three day
notice of this hearing must be
posted and following the suc
cessful conclusion of the session
the new bank is all set to go.
Presumably thc hearing will be
held early next week, and with
all plain sailing lt appears that
Rockland will be on a 100 per
cent banking basis the middle ot
te coming week.

The Garden Club meets next
ednesday afternoon at 2.30 at thc
ime of Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Beech
reet. Members are asked to note
langc in dav. made necessary by thc
Shortly before midnight Saturday
ontpelier celebration on Tuesday,
rs. Benedict of Medomak. a promi the crowd from Perry's Market are
nt summer resident will speak on going to embark on their dnnual pic
jwer arrangement, points used in nic. equipped with endless sporting
dgtng at flower shows, and give paraphernalia and rations extraordi
her general information regarding nary. The ship bearing the merry
nducting flower shows.
At this makers sails under sealed orders, so
irticular time when thc annual the place at which the outing is to be
rwer show is booked for the near held cannot now be revealed. But if
ture, this is most opportune, espe- it was on Marblehead Rock off Cres
ally as Mrs. Benedict is an authori- cent Beach, the boys would have a
■ in garden club lore. Mrs. Benedict good time.
111 give actual demonstrations of
ower arrangement, and for this pur- Have you been to those oldtime
)se members arc asked to have flow dances at Union town hall every Fri
's and pet containers at this mcet- day night? If not, you've missed a
g. Flowers should be cut on Tucs- lot.—adv.
•
ly and placed in water, and taken
i Mrs. Fuller's homc Wednesday
Stover's Prid-a Flour —"Thc Flour
orning if passible, in a pail or large thc Best Cooks Use."
85-87
mtainer. As this is the time of year
hen garden blooms are not so plenNo tax this week on flours bought
ful as a little later, members are
85-87
quested to take what flowers they at Stover's. Buy today.
in. even if they are few.
- ---------------—
MARRIED
Have your Ford serviced at Fire- HAYWARD-JOHNSTON - Al. Razorvlllr.
July 4. by Arthur E Johnston. Esq .
roof Garage. Authorized Ford Sales Bertran Hayward and Miks Martha
Johnston.
ad Service.
84-87
DIED

ee —Come in the Frigidaire BRADBURY—At Dorchester. Mass. July
vroom of A. C. McLoon & Co. in
19. Abraham Bradbury, aged 93 years.
Bicknell and get your copy of the Burial ln the Jewish cemetery. Ingra
ham HUI.
idaire "Key to Meal Planning"
CLAIR—At Patttrson. N. J.. Izzle M .
a ticket which may entitle you 8t.wife
of Earl R St. Clair, aged 49
an automobile vacuum cleaner years. 2 months. 20 days. Funeral
..Saturday at 2 from the late residence
.—adv.
ln East Union.

lecial this week only — Large
TOO LATE FOR CLASSIFICATION
Its, several varieties, $1 per dozen
Stover's, Rockland. Seeds—feeds COOKING range for sale used six
rtilizers.

months exceptional baker, price $25 31
86-88

85-87 ELM ST.

Vacations
arxd

ing Summer Successes
PATTERNS WE FEATURE McCALL, VOGUE, HOLLYWOOD (15c)

The annual convention of thc Sav
ings Banks Association of Maine will
be held Sept. 7 and 8 at the Rangeley Lake Hotel.

Nobody passes the residence of
Robert M. Packard at Rockland
Highlands without exclaiming over
the beauty of the Queen of the
Prairie and Crimson Rambler roses
which adom the side of the house
and stable. Mr. Packard, who rei cently went on the telephone retired
jlist, is about equally proud of his
flrst vegetable garden, which is un
questionably the best in the city.

Page Three

AT

AT

AT

$2.50

$5.00

$7.50

Some prints that
were as high as 14.95
Some half sizes . .
some pastels ...

Many of these prints A smaller group of
and
plains were newer more staple
14.95 . . . many are dresses were 14 95.
half sizes.

$9.50 Linen Suits,

$7.50

$10.50 KNIT SUITS on Special Sale,

$5.95

Summer Coats Marked Down

The Season’s Newest,

Smartest, Thriftiest

SWIM SUITS
$1.39

Ladies'Pure Zephyr Suits,

Ladies’ Waffle Weave, Brassiere Top Suits,

1.98

Children’s Pure Zephyr Suits,

1-19

Shoes for Ladies and Children,

.25 to .89

Caps for Ladies and Children,

.10 to

.50

Boys’ Pure Zephyr Suits,

139

Men's Pure Zephyr Suits,

1.39

Men’s Wool Swim Trunks,

100

SENTER CRANE COMPANY /
'
1

The Oarden Club flower show held
ln the opera house Tuesday attracted
nearly 1000 people and the place was
a thing of beauty. The stage repre
sented an outdoor scene with a wayside stand, at which fruit, vegetables,
cakes and ice cream were served.
This exhibit won a special award ol
blue and red ribbons. The money from
the sale of thc goods will be given to
the Camden Relief Association. The
background of the stage with a wood
land outdoor setting provided by Mrs.
Mary Louise Bok, was a beautiful
sight as were the boxes on the side
banked with evergreens and flowers.
The judges were Dr. Charles J. Bragdon of Gardiner, president of the
Garden Club Federation of Maine;
Mrs. Frederick Kellogg of Minot's
Island, honorary president of the
Garden Federation of America; Miss
D'Arcy Kellogg of Minot's Island.
Mrs. Leon A. Dodge and Mrs. Mary B
Bryne of Old Bristol Club, Damari
scotta.
Awards were made as follows: Class
A, shadow boxes for still life, flrst
prize, Miss Mary Bartlett; second,
Miss Jessie Hosmer; honorable men
tion. Mrs. O. H. J. meson. Class B.
window boxes, inside boxes, first, Mrs.
Ouy Cucinottl; second, Mrs. J. C.
Hobbs; honorable mention. Miss Alice
Hansen. Class C, miniature gardens,
first, Mrs. Leon Bryant; second, Dor
othy Seaverns; honorable mention.
Mrs. James A. Brown and Ralph B
Hayden. Jr., Class D. luncheon tables,
first. Mrs. E. J. Cornells; second. Miss
Elizabeth Barry; honorable mention.
Mrs. Walter Rich, Jr.; special men
tion, W G. Orlbbel; economy tables,
flrst. Mrs. J. R. Proctor. Class E.
aquariums, first, Mrs. Fred Beale; sec
ond. Miss Frances Alexander. Class
F. landscaping small homes with gar
dens. first, Mrs. Standish Perry; sec
ond, Herman Bowley. Class O. ar
rangement of wild flowers, flrst, Mrs
Elizabeth Bromley; second. Miss Alice
Hansen; special mention, Mtss Jessie
B. Hosmer; rare wild flowers. Miss
Alice Hansen. Class H. junior ex
hibit. age limit 12. cut flowers, flrst.
Phyllis Chapman; honorable men
tion, Edith Hary, Esther Dodge. Matinna Proctor, "Bubbles" Rich, Celia
Springer, Katherine Hobbs; mounted
specimens, flrst. Priscilla Crawlord;
honorable mention, David Witham.
Robert Hayden.
Class I, exhibit of choice specimens:
annuals, flrst. Mrs. E. E. Ames; sec
ond, Mrs. D. D. Dodge; perennials,
first, Mrs. W. O. Chapin. Mrs. O. L.
Otis and Mrs. D. D. Dodge; second.
Mrs. W. O. Chapin. Mrs. W. J CurUs;
honorable mention, Mrs E. E. Ames.
Mrs. A. O. Pillsbury; special mention.
Mrs. P. G. Willey; roses, flrst. Mrs.
J. J. Boland; special prize. Mrs. C.
F. T. Seavern; bulbs, flrst and
second, Mrs. William Delaney; artistic
arrangement, flrst, Miss Alden; sec
ond, Mrs. Curtis Allen; honorable
mention, Mrs. Theodore Rass, Miss
Jessie Hosmer, Miss Ann Townsend.
Class K. house plants, flrst. foliage
Mrs. Fred Trask; first for flowers
Miss Nettie Bean; second. Mrs. E. W.
Pickard: honorable mention, Mrs.
Wilbur Mills.
The following Camden gardens were
open for inspection and guests were
escorted through them by members
of the Oir! Scouts, Bok Amphitheatre.
Frank P. Alexander's rock garden, and
those at the homes of Mrs. Edward J.
Cornells, Mrs. Joseph Defrces. Mrs.
Theodore Ross, Mrs. William Stalker,
Mrs William J. Curtis. Mrs. A. JI
Chatfield, Mrs. Eugene Rich. Mrs.
Donald Dodge and Mrs. Dean Osborne.

Health
I
. By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES .
Eminent Authority and Chief Medical Director
New York Life Insurance Compaay

SWIMMING

Most people

WIMMING is excellent exercise for developing the body.

S spend their holidays near some lake or stream, or the seashore, where
they can indulge in this invigorating sport, which has been given added
impetus by the interest taken in it by President Roosevelt.
Generally speaking, swimming is
an art that must be acquir 1. It
should be learned by everyone nt as
early an age as possible. The ability
to swim only a few strokes may be
enough to save your life some day.
Seldom do beginners show any ability
to swim when suddenly immersed in
deep water, lt is very dangerous,
therefore, io push a person who may
not lie able to swim into deep water.
If you do happen to be the victim
of such a foolish "prank” and can't
swim, don't get panicky and struggle
and gulp a great quantity of water,
but hold your breath and by gentle
movements, keep the head above
water.
Many swimming accidents could
havc been avoided if people had
taken certain precautions before
swimming or diving in a strange
place. Learn about the currents and
tide. .Never dive in unknown,
shallow or rocky waters. Even in
clear waters remember that "a deep
dive is often a dangerous dive.”

Avoid weeds and undercurrents
when swimming in the open. If you
arc swimming in a river and acci
dentally get into a bed of weeds,
stop kicking and work with your
arms. Thc current will usually let
you through. If you nre carried
away by the current of a river,
select a spot down-stream on either
bank and swim diagonally towards it.
Never mind where you have left your
stithes. Your life is more important.

If you are swimming in a rough
$ca, do not attempt to breast thc

waves. As each wave rises, swim
through it nnd thus save yourself
the buffeting that might cause insem‘ jility.
When swimming in either pools or
open water, investigate the cleanli

ness of tho water.
are water-borne.

Many diseases

Cramps

Cramps aro spasmodic contrac
tions of the muscles that am beyond
thc control of thc individual and
come without warning. They arc a
common cause of drownings. Don't
swim for at least two hours after
eating, never drink any cold lieverages immediately before swimming,
and never sw im beyond your depth
in very cold water. Severe indigestion
or cramps tnay result. Cramps also
occurwhcn I he muscles are exhausted,
and no person who may be tired or
suffering from debility of any sort
should go beyond his depth, or out
of reach of assistance.
Over sixty per cent of drownings
occur in the four months from Msy
to August, and nearly half of thrso
fatalities are among men and Ixivs
under twenty-five years of age. Don’t
overestimate your strength and
swim far unless you are accomtianicd
by a boat and a level-headed person
who has l>ecn trained in life saving.
It is also dangerous lo go swimming
alone or at night. Contrary to
popular belief, a large percentage of
drowning cases occur among [x-ople
who are considered good swimmers.
Thu is the rtghth of a serin of 12
artietei on X'amtnms and Health.
The ninth, on Pint Aid, will
answer the questions:

1. What is a wise precaution
before starting on your vacation?
1. How can bleeding from a rut
artery lie stopped? J. What
should lie done for bums, dog
bites, fractures and deetnc
shock?
(Copyright, IBM, N. Y. U L CO.)

Fish Robinson of Wiley's Comer. St.
Oeorge. and heartfelt sympathy 1s
expressed for the husband and
Mrs. Lillian E. Morton
daughter.
Many friends and relatives learned Several from this place attended
with sorrow of the death of Lillian E. the play "Henry's Wedding." in
wife of L. L. Morton, who died in Union.
Rockland July 13, following a major
operation.
VOTING ON REPEAL
Mrs Morton was born in West
Washington ln 1808 and with thc ex
ception of four years which werc Now We Come To Southern States
spent in Farmington where Mr. Mor
On Which “Drys" Base Their
ton engaged In the bakery business,
Hopes
had always lived in this town. She
was a faithful, loving wife and
mother, a wonderful homemaker,
Alabama, Arkansas and Tennessee
kind friend and neighbor, and will -barometers for prohibition senti
long be remembered by many. She
ls survived by her husband L. L. Mor ment in thc deep South—will vote
ton, two sons Arnold and Lawrence, this week on the issue of repeal and
two sisters Mrs. Cora Bowman of
Jefferson. Mrs. Lulu Morton of Farm the drys say they are confident of
ington, six grandchildren and other the outcome while thc wets say they
relatives more distantly connected.
are jubilant.
Funeral services*were held at her
"Tennessee by 50.000," predicted relate home Sunday, Rev. William R
Wood of Penny Memorial Church. pealists In that State, which votes
Augusta, officiating. Interment was Thursday
in the family lot at Washington vil
"The wets know, as well as I do,
lage cemetery The honorary bearprs were Arnold. Lawrence and Lloyd that the one and only hope they
Morton, Harold Carmon, Arthur have of beating us ls that of fraud
Bowman and C. M. Bowes.
and they are therefore preparing to
Floral tributes were many and
beautiful and spoke eloquently of the practice it in the largest and grossest
love and esteem of thasc with whom possible way," said Rev. John F. Bag
she had associated in life. Truly gett, chairman of Tennessee's united
she was loved by all who knew hcr prohibition forces.
and leaves a precious memory and
example to those left behind. Act "Stand by the party and states'
ing bearers were A E Johnston. W. rights, shouted repcallsts who have
M Staples, W. F. Hatch and H. B. stumped Alabama. This state and
Cunningham.
Arkansas vote Tuesday.
"We expect Alabama to go against
EAST SEARSMONT
repeal by a handsome majority,” said
Charles Rice, anti-repeal campaign
Farmers are busy harvesting their manager for this state.
hay and all report a light crop.
And over in Arkansas, repeal lead
Christina Hall arrived home from
Augusta July 13 for a vacation of ers smilingly say “just wait and see,
two weeks.
this state is no longer in doubt.”
Mrs. Lcrov Richards and two chil
But prohibitionists disagree and
dren of Belfast were guests of Mrs.
predict
a smashing victory in the
Albert Marriner last Saturday.
Mrs. Olin Smith of Belfast was homc state of Senator Joe Robinson.
caller last Thursday at C. E. Gelo's.
"You see that old boy over there?
Fred Hall was in Belfast for a day
recently.
He thinks ln terms of millions.”
Mrs Addle Elms and Mrs, Gill and
“He doesn't look to me like a finan
daughter of Lincolnville recently
cier.”
vslited Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Young.
"He isn’t, lie's a bacteriologist.”
Leroy Morse observed his birthday
anniversary July 11. with his brother —Karlkaturen.
Henrv Morse and daughter and Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Marriner of Camden
A PLEA
and Mr. and Mfs. Edwin Heal of
| For Thc Courier-Gazette |
Belmont Mrs Morse and his daugh
ter Mrs. Clyde Marriner each pre Tlie mountains lift thclr loftv heads
Above the sordidness of life.
sented him with lovely birthday cakes.
the drab and commonplace.
Ice cream wins served and a good time Above
Above thc sorrow and thc strife.
enjoyed.

EAST WASHINGTON

Japan will keep the League of Na- I The way to travel around the world
CAMDEN
tions' islands, but will send back the as inconspicuously as possible, would
Mrs. W. T. Lovett has returned to
The death Sunday of George Wil string they were tied up with.—Dallas be to be Mrs. George Bernard Shaw.
her home in Worcester, after a visit
liam Smith, which occurred at his News.
i —San Diego Union.
j with her sister Mrs. Effie T. Howe.
homc on Summer strect, came as a
Harold Newton of New York city is
shock to manv friends, who, while
visiting his mother Mrs. Addle New
aware of the fact that he had been
ton. Washington street.
a semi-invalid for some years, did
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Gray and,
not know that his condition had
children of Sullivan have been guests
reached an acute stage. He had late
of Capt. Charles Joy.
Henry Gould of Newark, N. J., 1s
ly received treatment at the Lahey
visiting his mother Mrs. W. P. Oould,
clinic in the Deaconess Hospital,
Megunticook street.
Boston, where it was learned that
Dr. Sarah L. Wetherbee of Baston
he was in the final stages of hts Ill
is guest of Mr. and Mrs W I., Tyler.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Joy of Port
ness. He was brought home from
land have been recent visitors at
the hospital Saturday, surviving but
LOOK THEM OVER!
Capt Charles Joy, Bay View street.
one day.
Baptist Sunday School will picnic
Mr Smith was bom in Worcester.
Black and White, Brown and White; Rubber Soles
at Sherman's Point Friday.
If
Mass . Jan. 30. 1871. He was edu
stormy that dar postponement will
cated at Oroton School and Wil
be made to Saturday. Cars leave the
Broken Sizes, But
liams College, traveling extensively
church at 10 ociock.
meantime in this country and
Something For Everyone
Europe, partly for the benefit of his
health. He came to Rockland in the
SOUTH WARREN
early Nineties to engage in thc
A
good
assortment
cf
wholesale fish business, from which
Visitors at Mrs. Ada Spear's durhe retired after a few years. With
I ing last week were Addison Oliver of
the establishment of this business
1 Gardiner, Mrs. Abbie Feyler and
relationship he became a perma
Miss Marv Rice of Thomaston and
nent resident of Rockland, the house
Mrs. Emma Norwood of Warren Vilin which he died having been built
i lage and Mrs. Lula Libby.
for him about 1892.
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby have as
He took an carly interest in local
AAA to C
guests Fred Folsom and friend of
affairs and served in the Common
Auburn.
Council in 1894 under Mayor Frank
Maurice Hatch returned to Arl
C. Knight, and again in 1895 under
ington Monday.
Mayor John Lovejoy. Masonry held
George Lermond has been having
a strong charm for him and he had
J a one' week vacation from his duties
Another Shipment of Those
attained the 32d degree.
He was
as fireman at Black's canning fac
past illustrious master of King
tory.
Hiram's Council, R.S.M.. past emi
Mrs. Sara Caddy and daughter of
Ood. let me from the mountains learn
nent commander of Claremont ComTo keep my thoughts on higher
Wiley's Corner werc recent visitors
mandery and for many years was
BURKETTVILLE
things.
at L. S. Copeland's.
Just Arrived—All Sizes
its treasurer; and also held office in
Ignoring talk that cuts and hurts
Thc
road
tarring
crew
have
comRelentlessly,
with biting stings.
Gen. Knox Chapter of Rose Croix
j Dieted their work on the roads at Mrs. Annie Edgrcomb and daughter
Make me so big that through the
Much cheaper than going barefoot!
He had served as one of the officials
of
of
Massachusetts
havc
been
visit

years
Friendship and Warren Village and
of the Episcopal Church. Mr. Smith
I see but beauty as I walk.
ing friends and relatives here.
I left Saturday for Northport.
And dally do my simple tasks
was among the earliest members of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Thurston
have
Members of the B.H. Club with
Unhurt by stupid, petty talk.
Rockland's automobile colony, and
Iheis families picnicked Sunday at returned to their home in Rome, N. Y
obtained a great deal of pleasure
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andrew
Rokes
and
Seeing
the best In every one.
Morton's Beach.
from his motor travels and in the
Hoping the best for every man.
Miss Minnie Light were in Thomas
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
S.
Gardner
of
Facing the sun and pressing on.
entertainment of friends In that J
NEXT TO PERRY'S MARKET
432 MAIN STREET
Rockport were callers at O. A. Cope ton and Rockland recently.
Helping God to fulfill His plan
manner. His intimate associates i
Friends in this plaoe were saddened
Ann Ward.
land
’
s
Sunday.
found in him a most loval friend.
RoeklaMd.
Mr. and Mrs. George Weaver of by the sudden death of Mrs. Nina
Mr. Smith's flrst wife was Miss
Portland wei\? weekend guests at
Maydc Simpson of Bangor, and from
Howard Hunt's.
this union came two children —
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lermond of
Malcolm of Pittsburg and Gertrude
Beverly, Mass., soent the weekend at I
of Rockland. They survive him, to-1
IN NEW YORK <ITY
George Lermond's.
gether with his second wife (Maude
Mrs. Rtffus Overlock had as guests |
Reasonable Rates • Prepossessing Locations
SALTED DAILY
Knowlton); or,? brother Philip
Tuesday Mr. Abbie Metcalf of South j
Smith of Short Hills, N. J. and Ten- I
Waldcboro, and Mrs. Malcolm Watts
SINGLE
DOUBLE
ant’s Harbor; and one sister, Mrs.
and daughter Isabel of Thomaston.
DirectlonofE.J. Carrol
Clarissa Dey of Summit, N. J.
HOTEL YORK-7lh Ave. and 36th St. — 1 minute Penn. Station
The funeral services yesterday |
In connection with thc craze of the
afternoon were conducted by Rev.!
HOTEL GRAND- Broadway and 31 »t St.— 2 minutes Penn. Station
fairer sex for wearing pants, our j
Ernest O. Kenyon of St. Peter's
* HOTEL ENDICOTT-Columbus Ave. and 81st St. — Opposite Park
Episcopal Church. The bearcis were
' stand simply 1s that it ls O. K. for
HOTEL MARTHA WASHINGTON (or Woman - 29 East 29th St.
CONFECTIONERS
Frank W. Fuller, Homer E. Robin
: them to wear pants, but we think
IN BOSTON
IN CHICAGO
son. Charles L. Robinson and Arthur
!
that
they
shouldn't
show.
—
Lindale
ROCKLAND. ME.
L. Orne. The burial was In Achorn Hotel Manger, No. Station, >2.30 np. Hotel Plaza, No. Ase. & No. Clark St. 11.59 up
News.
cemeterv.
»
GEORGE W. SMITH

SPORT SHOES
REDUCED

$1.98

White Pumps and
Ties
$2.49 to $3.95

48 CENT SNEAKERS

MCLAIN SHOE STORE

JUMBO VIRGINIA SALTED PEANUTS

^T| •* O

‘25°

20c pound

CHISHOLM BROS.

Every-Other-Day
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APPLETON RIDGE

THE (FAIR SEASON

You thought Cain’s

Mayonnaise incompar
ably delicious before...
just wait till you taste
this.

Said many user* of Cain'a
mayonnaise, "trying to improv*
Cain quality is like 'gilding the
But the perfection of this new
process has accomplished th*
seemingly impossible! In Cain's Mastermixt mayonnaise you get th* same
delightful quality ... but infinitely
smoother, more mellow and delicious
than any mayonnaise you ever tasted!
In combination with crisp lettuce, fresh
garden grown vegetables and your
favorite fish, fruit or fowl it supplies
the necessary proteins and vitamins
for energy, growth, nutrition and
digestion. And a salad made with
Cain’s Mastermixt Mayonnaise it
always a challenge to 'eat hearty!'
A GIFT FOR YOU
Try Coin's Mastermixt Mayon
naise now. Write and tell us
how you Isle it On receipt 0/
your letter we will mail post
paid, a bottle of Cain’s French
Dressing Sauce-absolutely Free.
Address: John E. Cain, 187
Vassar St, Cambridge, Mass.

List

of

Events

In

Which

Knox County Patrons Are
Interested
Forty-two fairs will be held in
Maine this year, the flrst at Oorham.
Aug 8-10, and the last at Portland,
Dee. 6-8. The list, as prepared by the
department includes thes? events of
local interest:
Somerset Agricultural, Skowhegan,
Aug. 14-19.
Eastern Maine, Bangor, Aug 21-24
New Belfast, Belfast, dale not set.
Hancock County, Ellsworth, Aug
29-31.
New Waterville. Waterville, Aug.
29-31
South Kennebec, South Windsor,
Sept. 4-5.
BluehiU. Bluehill. Sept. 4-6
All Maine. Lewiston. Sept 4-9
Northern Maine. Presque Isle. Sept
5- 7
Waldo and Penobscot, Monroe, I
I Sept 8-9.
Unity Park. Unity. Sept 19-20
North Knox. Union, Sept. 26-28.
Lincoln County. Damariscotta. Oct.
3-5
Tranquility Orange. Lincolnville
Center. Oct 4.
Sagadahoc. Topsham. Oct 10-12.
Maine State Pomological, Portland,
Nov 21-23
Maine State Poultry. Portland. Dec.
6- 8.

1 HAVE sOMl RlNSO\ (7
J H€Rt -1 ALWAYS 0S£ ) \
“^11 ON WASHOAY J

Quick way to
wash dishes!
[ARE things easy for yourselfMl
. me Rime.'Gteesc goes like magic
in its creamy suds. Rinso makes
washday easier, too. It soaks out dirt
—saves scrubbing. Clothes come 4
ot 5 shades whiter. Cup for cup,
Rinso gives twice as much suds as
lightweight, puffedup soaps. Get it now
—at yout grocer’s.

FRIENDSHIP
Wendell and Everett Putnam of
West Newton, Mass., are entertaining
a house party of ten young people for
a week at their Martin's Point cot
SOUTH HOPE
tage.
Mr and Mrs Lorenzo C. Creamer
James Farnam and sister M irle
and family of Waban. Mass., have ar-| With friends from Billerica, Mass.,
are occupying the Joseph Gath cotrived at their summer home here.
Mrs Clarence Fultz of Winchester. tage on the Alford Lake road.
Mrs Willard C Dart'and son EdMass., is visiting Mr and Mrs Robward of Providence arrived Thurs
‘‘rt w Armstrong.
day to ipend the remainder of the
All roads will lead to Rockland on 5Umm<,r „i the Mink Farm.
Wednesday and Thursday to attend
Fred Fernald and friends of Rock
celebration at the Knox Trotting land were visitors at W. C. WillPark when m addition to three loud mans Sunday,
Mrs. M H. Bowley and daughters
speakers, there will be races, drills.
_ 1 Lucy and Laura spent Sunday in
collegiate contests, dancing and vau Bucksport guests of Mrs. Phosa
Seville. All proceeds will be con- Heath.
trlbuted to the relief of the poor.
Miss Patience Nidga and Miss Polly
Ballard of Newton Mass., were gw sts
Tickets are on sale at Bossa s store.
Mrs Leslie Herrick and daughters ai Klagge Croft Manor the past ,ww k.
A number of guests from Boston are
of Portland are occupying the Arm- to be there this week.
strong bungalow.
Robert Payson who has been
Mrs. Roy Carter has returned spending some time in this place the
home from State Street Hospital, oast two months was at Stonington
over the weekend.
Portland.
The 4-H Girls met Saturday for
The death of Leslie P. Winchen their
regular session. They are makbach occurred July 15 at his late ing plans for a few days camping
home at Goose River
trip, also for a play to be staged In
F. D Armstrong returned to Bos the near tutare.
Lou Mills of Boston called on W. A
ton Sunday night after spending ten
Mink Sunday.
! days at his summer home.
Jchn Dunbar and sister Virginia
The Virginia R., Capt Lew J. Wal
Dunbar of Boston are at the home
I jace was
Rockland over the week- of their father C. L. Dunbar for a
end, and Capt. Wallace, Carlisle T. vacation
Mrs. Ralph Robbins visited her
Lash, Nelson J. Lash, Charles Wal
lace and Roy Morton were at thelr mother Mrs. Lottie Linscott in Rock-

AMetiCAS ncctsi stuiNG facxaci soar

Mrs. Esther Moody was at Three
) Mile Pond, in Augusta Friday and
I attended a picnic held by the mem1 bers of the Home Corner, a de1 nartment in the Kennebec Journal
of which Mrs. Moody is a member.
Mrs. Julia Currier, Miss Chrystal
Stanley and Miss Linnibel Orant
were in Waterville Saturdav Jo visit
O. W. Currier, who is a patient at
! Thayer's Hospital.
Miss Alice D. Moody spent the
weekend with friends in Ellsworth.
Mrs. Mabel Meservey and Miss
Lucy T. Moodv who are attending
.summer schcol at Farmington w .'re
at their homes here over the w:?kend.
Miss Maude Fuller .and Mi's
Muriel Robbins went last week W>?d' nesday on a motor trip to Modse‘ head, returning Friday
Mrs. Lillian Post and younger son
! have returned to their home in
i Wrentham, Mass. The older son will
remain for a longer visit with his
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. W. H
Proctor.
Maerice Barlow of Rehoboth.
Ma's., is to be the guest of her
aunt. Mrs. Banche Brown and
family for the remainder of the
summer.
Frank Meservey, Jr., spent Sunday
with hts parents Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Mevervev at North Appleton.
Earl Griffln ls employed by P. D.
Perry through haying.
Carleton Robbins of South Union
is spending a week at Maynard
Brown's.
Charles Adams of Liberty held
services at the Baptist Church Sun
day. the pastor being away on va
cation.
Austin Towle has sold his truck to
Carl Lawson of Washington.
Mr. and Mrs. William Collins of
Washington were guest* Sunday of
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Towle.

BURKETTVILLE

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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HORIZONTAL
1-Rope for hoisting a
nil
6-Statea
12-Comblnlng form.
Air
1$-Comblning form.
Eight
14-Kind of velvet
16-One who deapiae*
18- A paatry
19- The universal tight
22-Pronoun
24- Anger
25- Language of tha
Scottish
Highlanders
27- Sane
28- Favor
29- Provlnee of
Canada (abbr.)
30- Want
32-Seaport of S. E.
Franee
34- Point of compass
(abbr.)
35- Fathcr (Colloq.)
36- Pronoun
38-An insect
40-Golf mound
43-Becauae
45-Largeat continent

58

57
bl

bl
TOY
Kw

b4

feb

n

□

r

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
47- Makea a mistake
48- Doctor (abbr.)
49- Rend
51- A Grecian mother
52- Former Russian
title
54- Half a score
55- Permit
55-A wager
58- Preflx. Before
59-Country In Asia
<1-Unfaatens
63-Begrudge
65- Be agitated
66- Entrap
»
67- Oecidee

VERTICAL (Cont.)
20- Employed
21- Bow the head
22- A fowl
23- Greek goddess of
diacord
26-Termlnate
28-An Insect
31-Gains
33-Comfort
37- Openwork of
interlaced bars
38- Swias river
39- Prong
40- Large plant
41- Superlative suffix
42- Restralns
44-Obaerved
VERTICAL
46- Small Island In
1- Occura
inland waters
2- Rural thoroughfares 47-To decline
48- Mend
•
3- Japaneae coin
4- Greek god of war
50-Mountaln range In
6- A land measure
South America
(abbr.)
53-Charm
7- Very
55-Volcanlc rock
8- Schooner (abbr.)
57-Blow a horn
9- Greek letter
60-Tavern
62-Deep hole
10- Proportion
11-Calmed
64- Period of tints
(abbr.)
15-Ventilates
l7-Greek god of love 65- Exist

Miss Mildred Collins who has em
ployment at Jones Sanitarium in
NORTH LINCOLNVILLE Union is at home for a vacation of
two weeks.
Miss Ruth Hatch is visiting her,
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dicker of Melrose. Mass., Junior Ingham of Med- sister Mrs. Ralph Kanard of Port- i
ford. Mass.. Mrs. Viola Hendricks and land.
Mr and Mrs. Bragdon are staying
PLEASANT POINT
Mr and Mrs. Almond Rowell were
Mrs. lulie Richards of Camden visit------with his mother Mrs. Maud Bragdon
ed Mrs. Alberta Young at Locust ln Rockland Priday accompanied by
Mr. and Mrs. David Burns, son at Franklin while he is attending
Mrs. S B Miller and her guest Mrs.
Ledge Monday
Carl and daughter Cynthia and Mrs. summer school at the University of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark and fam Ruth Jackson.
Mr and Mrs. L. E. Blacklngton
ily were recent visitors at Locust
Ida Burns of Olencove, spent Sun- Maine,
and daughter Oertrude accompanied
Ledge.
day with Burt Carter.
Mrs. Mildred Pottle has employFriends of Mrs. Ella Reid are glad by Mr and Mrs. Marcel Cunning
Miss Belle Orne, R. N., and Miss ment at Sagamore for the summer.
to hear she is recuperating after a ham were at Linwood Mitchell's
Bertha Hall. R. N„ of Portland, spent
visitors at F A Flinton's SunSunday.
(Solution to Previous Puxxle)
short illness.
Mr and Mrs. Fessenden Hannan
Mrs. Herbert Thomas and Miss
the weekend with Miss Orne’s par- day week were Mr. and Mrs. Alden
CLARK ISLAND
phvllis Thomas have returned home and daughter and Chester Hannan
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Orne.
Wade of Thomaston Mrs Hattie
fiom 3 visit in Camden with rela were afternoon visitors at Fred
Mrs. Frank Page and Mrs. Rose Wotton. Mrs. Ida Wotton and two
Smallwood's in Ronkport.
There will be a service at the Bap
tives.
Mrs. Annie Edgecomb and daugh tist Church tonight. Thursday, 730
Marshall of South Warren visited children. Mr. and Mrs. John Stevens
Mr and Mrs. Herbert Kalloch of
Rockland were recent callers on Mr. ter Susie of Danvers. Mass, are o’clock. Leaders will be Rev. F. W
and daughter and Mrs. Jameson, all
Mrs. Grace Maloney Friday.
spending two weeks here.
Barton of Tenant's Harbor and Rev i
and Mrs. V. E. Reed.
W F. Clark of Belmont. Mass., is cf Friendship.
Several from this vicinity attend John Holman of Port Clyde, the sub
Mrs. Eugene Dupre called on Mrs
Mrs. P A. Davol, Miss Halen Davol
spending a vacation at Sagamore
Clive Armstrong. Mrs. Neil McCorri- ed the dance at Lights Pavilion Fri- ject "The New Deal."
Pleasant Point is a busy place this and Miss Dorothy Davol of Somerville,
son and Mrs Herbert Morse in Bel- day evening
Mrs. James Pelt of Thomaston was ,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Miller were recently guest of her sister Miss
summer, nearly every cottage being Mass., have arrived at their cottoge
fast last Thursday.
The Northport 4-H Club boys and Rockland visitors Saturday
Elizabeth Monaghan.
for the summer.
filled.
Friends in this vicinity were sad
rirls gave a picnic Sunday to the Air
Mrs. Fred Magnuson recently went j
Miss Marian Coombs has employ
line Bovs 4-H Club and the 4-H Oirls dened by the death of Mrs Wilford to East Franklin with Mr and Mrs
ROOSEVELT'S
SURPRISE
MOVE
Among those who at
ment at Mossbar cottage.
Club of Lincolnville, and an enjoy Robinson.
tended the funeral services held at John Anderson and son Donald and >
able day was reported
Bert Thompson of Boston, who
visited friends.
To Place Postmasters Under Civil
Mr. and Mrs Howard Blanchard of the late home in St. George were
has been spending a vacation at the
Mrs. Joseph Baum has returned '
Mrs.
Linwood
Mitchell,
Mrs.
Andrew
'
Camden
were
visitors
Sunday
at
Mr
Service and His Party Doesn't
Rokes, Edwin Jacobs. Arthur Leigh- I home from a visit with her daughter (
Knox Hotel. Thomaston, has been in
and Mrs H E Thomas.’
Like It
this place calling on old friends.
Friends in town of Nell McCorri- er. Heartfelt sympathy is extended Mrs Tiiomas Maker at Spruce Head
WEST WALDOBORO
Miss Alice Baum of South Thomas
ron of Belmont are pleased to hear to the bereaved family.
Sunday of last week he was guest
President Roosevelt's move to
ton is guest of her grandmother Mrs
he is able to return home, after an
Mr and Mrs. Mark Savage and
of Charles Oculd and sisters at Gull
Joseph Baum.
uiinendix operation at Bradbury HosRAZORVILLE
place all postmasters under civil
daughter Margaret of New Hampshire
lack cottage.
, pital. Belfast.
Mrs. Ernest Wade and family of and Mrs Fred King and son Kenneth
Mrs. Earl Young and children of
A baptism was conducted by Rev ervi f fe|l with a thud on Demo
Miss Irene Clark of Readfleld is Methuen, Mass, are visiting her par- of Vermont have been guests of Mr.
Pockport were recently at Locust visiting her grandmother Mrs Car- ! ents Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rowland and Mrs. Benjamin French.
E. H. Timberlake at A. W. Orne's crats in Congress who realized sud
I Lodge.
rle Clark this week. Lowell and Erlon
__ ____
_ ___ ____
Mrs. Clara Manley and Miss Gloria
Mr
and____
Mrs._______
Andrew Cross
and
shore Sunday of last week the can denly that about 15.000 jobs would
Mr were
and callers
Mrs Jiwtin Gray
Gar- , clark were also visitors there over , famliy of New York are at their cot- Gross spent Friday with Mrs. William
.
,
Ingrid Gath and Lucille Gath of j diner
on of
Mr
woe- n
’crn nallrre Sunday
Cnn/inv r»r»
Ylr and
ann
_
didates Bernice Orne and Eleanor be taken out of the political patron- ..cn,<.s h».t
inday.
j tage here.
Gross at Gross Neck.
Mrs. Gould Pitcher and Oou.d
were visitors Sundas at J Mrs v E Reed
w/t
Orne,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Cunningham
Mrs. Mertie Booth who has been at
Wilho Lampmen is visiting his par
Pitcher
Jr.,
of
Rochester,
N
H..
G. Gath's.
I Kenneth McLeoa had the misfor- I were visitors Sunday at George Fin
Barbara and Billy Gilchrest visited a?e category
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Lampinen. Aaron Nash's since the flrst of May
What
narrowly
escaped
being
a
tune
to
fall
from
his
horse
last
week
spent
the
weekend
with
Mr
and
Mrs.
McKellar
of
Tennessee,
ley's.
at the home of Alfred Chapman in ' St r.ator
Dr. Popiplestone of Rockland was has returned to her home at Kaler's
Ellis Lawry. Mr and Mrs. W. A. fatal accident occurred here Friday while riding. The horse stumbled ; Rev. Mr. Fletcher of Waterville and called here to attend Mrs. James Corner.
chairman of the Postoffice CornThomaston last week.
when
daughter ( and fell upon his voung master, and j a summer worker were calling at
_____ Muriel,
_____ four-year-old
.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Winchenbach
Marriner ef Vassalboro were Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Childs dashed Kenneth sustained bruises, but no j
Caven who is ill.
Members of the Pleasant Point mittee and ranking Democrat on
Wllbur Pitman's Sunday. A Vaca
Mrs Belle Robinson recently visited al’d Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenvisitors.
into
the
road
from
behind
a
truck
bones
were
broken.
tion Bible School is being held at her sister Mrs James Caven
Sunday school held a picnic at Ansel ihe Civil Service Committee, prebach and two daughters were visitors
------------------Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morton of and was struck by a car coming ln 1
South Somerville.
Orne's shore last Thursday There dieted Congress would reject a bill Roland visited relatives tn town the opposite direction The chUd;
Mrs. Sargent Cook of Portland was Sunday at Mr and Mrs. Freelon VanMrs. Minnie Savage is staying for a guest of Mr. and Mrs. John Caven fe- nah's in South Waldoboro
CUSHING
was thrown to the street but appar
was an abundance of good things to _such M the
recommended
few weeks with her son Willard Clark 1 cently.
Mrs Frank David entertained nine
Sunday.
ently
received
only
cuts
and
bruises
Miss
Sylvia
Wotton
has
returned
eat. and every one seemed to be to require all flrst, second and third
| Arthur Johnston, 2d. and Irvllle
Mr. and Mrs. Fiske of Attleboro. of her friends from Massachusetts
later she was taken to Knox Hos- home from a two weeks' visit with Bartlett who have been at the World's
happy with swimming, fishing and class postmasters be under civil
George W. Benner
1 Mass., are guests of her brother over the weekend.
pital where x-rays showed only a her mother in Portsmouth. N. H.
Fair in Chicago are again greeting Charles McLeod.
Keith and Pauline Winchenbach of
social chat.
Mrs
Mary
Crute
has
been
having
The
death
of
George
W.
Benner.
75.
£C
verely
cut
knee
and
a
bad
bruise
service.
old friends ln town.
Charles Simpson has returned tb South Waldoboro are visiting thetr
Mrs. C. R. Gray of Gray Rocks has
appointn,ents are now and occdrred at hl3 home here July 10. over one eye. TTie car striking the «tenrive interior painting and pa
Mrs Edith Overlock ls home after his home after being in a Fairfield ' grandparents Mr. and Mrs. Alton
turned from a three da vs’ visit in
.
u on iotiQ child was from New York State ana pering done on her house.
returned
Creamer.
>
Ihov.
Alice spending a week in Union with Mr hospital for his health.
have been lor years appointed hv
by Mr Benner was born March 30. 1858. thp driver rhowed much concern andThomas Rivers, sister Miss
New York.
Mrs. W. G. Howard.
Mr. and Mrs Emery Bragdon of
Miss Elizabeth Monaghan has had
the President on recommendation of son of Alden and Margaret iHoflsesi | aj,0 C3UrtCsv. It was only the fact , Rivers and Ethan Morrison of Brigh- and
Fred Conrad is assisting Charles a garage built.
Marblehead, Mass., have been visiting
Miss Melba Ulmer has returned senators and representatives. Only Benner He is survived by a daughter that he was driving slowly that avert- 1 ton. Mass., are at the D. T. Rivers
Vanner at haying.
John Meehan of Philadelphia has Mrs Bragdon’s mother Mrs. Cora
from a stay of several weeks in Rock
Susie M Reed of Woolwich, feur ed much more serious results to both farm for the summer.
Everett Mears has moved to Stick been at his plant here recently.
fourth class postmasters are at Mrs
Genthner.
Mrs
SusieJosiah
m «eea 01 woo
__ child and ooccupants
; S. H Olsen F I Gey
Geyer. H. J. Mar
brothers.
Benner andc James
ccupants of
ot the
tt oar.
land.
present required to stand Civil Serv
shall and Alfred Orne motored to ney Corner to the house formerly oc
Mrs. Gladys Harlow and family of I Alden Jones' home was destroyed by
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Bragdon
South Thomaston visited Mrs. James . ^rL.Sull^ay
Benner of Waldoboro, Thomas Ben
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor making cupied by Oeorge Ripley.
ice examinations.
HOPE
Blueberry picking is the order of the Harrison Sunday.
Miss Eleanor Thibodeau of Friend
recently visited her parents Mr. and
the trip up Cadillac Mountain, one
Pending submission of the bill at ner of Friendship and Elmer Benner
day and they are quite plentiful.
ship ls visiting her aunt Mrs. Alton
dav
last
week.
Mrs.
Jessie
Williams
has
returned
Mrs. William Gilchrest at Sea Breeze
There
will
be
services
at
the
church
Friends of Miss Martha Johnston to her home after spending two weeks Winchenbach.
the next session, the President or of Rockland; sisters Miss Edith Ben
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Llnneken of
next Sunday at 10.30 daylight Rev.
Elroy Gross, Jr., of Waldoboro spent
dered all future applicants for post ner of Waldoboro. Mrs. Olive Gay of Guy Robbins officiating. Everybody Yarmouth have been occupying B. S are extending congratulations 6n her with her brothers Malcolm and
Geyer’s bungalow. They had as i marriage, July 4, to Bertram Hay- Thomas Williams at.d friends nnd last week with his grandfather Frank
masterships now filled by political Mlddleboro, Mass , Mrs. Ida Condon welcome
The ceremony was performed relatives ln Stonington where she Soule.
HEALTH MEANS CHARM appointment to take examinations of Rockland, and granddaughters Mr. and Mrs William qtnrer and ' ®uests Friday Mr and Mrs. Arthir- ward.
by
her
father Arthur E. Johnston lived 34 years ago.
_______________________ L____
Henry,
son
and
two
daughters
of
K
"
v
'
“
'
unless they are already under Civil I Mrs. Eleanor Prior of Friendship. Mrs friends of Lewiston were at the Bar- Thomaston.
ESq., in the rose arbor at the home
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Crowley of CONSTIPATED 30 YEARS
AND HAPPINESS
Service or regularly commissioned I Margaret Wyman of East Weymouth. ro1 ’ cottage. Hobbs Pond, over
and
witnessed
by
intimate
friends
ot
South Thomaston were callers on
Mrs. Charles Robishaw of Rock
Sparkling eyes
I Mass.. Misses Faustina. Sarah and WM1;* ^nce Little and friend were land who has been in Knox Hospi the family. Mr. and Mrs. Hayward Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison Satur
AIDED BY OLD REMEDY
postmasters.
ana smiling lips
1'
tal the past week, is now at the are touring the Catskills and will re day.
"For
thirty
years I had constipaspeak of health
Some Democrats have been dis Dorothy Reed, and grandson Myers guests oj Mrs. R. E. Brown for a few home of Mr and Mrs. B B. Robinson turn some time before September
An automobile accident occurred
and vitality. Clear
gruntled over the fact that no post Reed. Jr., of Woolwich. Funeral dayS this week,
Friends of Mrs. Lillian Morton, 65, recently at the Thomaston crossing. I
for
an
indefinite
time.
skin attracts. The
Last Saturday night's dance atJ
Mrs. F I. Oeyer was recently e were pair.ed at her sudden death in which Ivan Peterson of this place
master appointments had been made services were held Thursday. Rev Mr. traded the largest crowd of tl.e seahealthy active girl
a new person. Constipation ls a
visitor at the home of her sister Mrs. which occurred In Rockland last received a cut on one of his hands. Ij am
Timberlake
officiating
and
interment
1
is both happy and
by the President. The issuance of
thing
of
the
past.''
—
Alice
Burns.
Thursday. Funeral services were Miss Madeline Johnson injuries ;
F L. Killeran.
popular.
Rden Hobbs of New Hamphis order convinced them it had was in the Village cemetery. The
Reginald Ames returned to C.C.C. held at the home Sunday, Rev. W. W which necessitated several stitch06 c- H Moor & C0'’ Dru86lsts.
Perhaps you
at Patten after spending the holida- Wood of Augusta officiating. Inter- being taken on her neck and Miss j
been under advisement for many bearers were Chamberlain Simmons. | Shire is in town with relatives.
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
are not really ill
Among the summer arrivals is a with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leon j ment was at Washington cemetery, Martha Nelson a broken nose. Oth- I
Alton Prior. Orris Cook and Oeorge
yet when the
weeks.
STEAMBOAT CO.
little new’ daughter in thc family of Ames
ers
of
the
party
Miss
Isabel
Wade
1
She
leaves
her
husband
L.
L.
Morton,
day’s work is done you are too tired
The latest figures show there are Carter.
I Mr and Mrs Raymond Ludwig.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
and
Swen
Larson
were
unldjured.
Mrs.
Rachel
Wilcox
of
Springfield.
two
sons
Arnold
of
Augusta
and
Law

to enter into the good times that
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER IS
Mrs. Norman Crosby and daughter Mass., and Mrs. Emma Daniels of rence of South Union; several grand
other women enjoy. For extra energy, 15.032 first second and third class
Eastern Standard Time
Margery
of
Waltham.
Mass.,
were
Malden,
are
guests
at
Gray
House,
children
and
a
host
of
friends.
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
CRIEHAVEN
EAST UNION
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable postmasters, all of whom have been
guests
at
the
Bills
home
last
week.
the
home
of
Rev.
and
Mrs.
F.
C.
Vinalhaven Line
Compound. It tones up your general appointed by Republican Presidents,
The pageant “Gods Children All” Wheelock. Their bungalow Tamarac
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
health. Gives you more pep—more
Mr
and
Mrs.
Max
Young
were
Farmers
are
busy
cutting
their
I
GLENMERE
and 32,672 fourth class postmasters,
j was presented to an appreciative audi is also occupied for a few weeks.
at 0 00 A M. and *2 00 P M.
charm.
visitors at Matinicus one day last Sunday
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M and
ence ln the church last Sunday eveMiss Eleanor Fales of South War
Remember that 98 out of 100 all under Civil Service. The latter | Brass
week.
3
20
P
M
Returning steamer leaves
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
Leo
McDonald
of
Mrs. French and Mrs. Mary Rich- | njng Rev Mr. Robbins addressed the ren has been a guest at J. J. Fales.'
women report benefit. Let it help are those having annual receipts of
Mrs. Roy Simpson has returned Vinalhaven at 8 30 A. M and 4 30 P. M.
Saugus. Mass., were guests last week
mond
of
Warren
were
recently
visit!
gathering
and
music
was
furnished
Hiram
Ulmer
of
Rockland
Ls
ir
at Rockland 9.50 A. M and
you too.
home after a vacation spent ln Ap Arriving
of Mrs. Lucy Smit)i
less than $1,500.
5.50 P M
bv Mrs. Esther Herrick Miss Me town at Mrs. H F. Ames.
| ors at the home of May Robbins.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lyle of Attle pleton.
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
Knight and her assistants directed the
Miss
Marian
Lane
is
visiting
Miss
A slight fire occurred at Samuel Steamer leaves Swan’s Island dally ex
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Morton children who took their parts well.
boro. Mass., are spending two weeks
Annabel Williams.
White's home last Monday. Not much cept Sunday at 6 00 A M . 8tonln(ton
at Stumble In cottage.
I | and family were ln Washington Sun
Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
• 0.55. Northabout
Rev. Charles Marstellar of Lisbon damage was done.
9 00 A. M Returnng
day to attend the funeral of Mr I'
Ira Tupper called at thia place Rockland
4733
Falls
who
ls
supplying
at
the
Ridge
leaves Rockland *2 00 P M. North Haven
Morton's mother. Mrs Leslie Morton.
Monday
night
after
a
trip
to
the
300.
Stonington
4 66: "due to'arrive at
Church was dinner guest Sunday of
(including all ingredianti)
Swan's Island about 5 00 P. M.
Mr and Mrs. John Starrett of
banks.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley.
Mrs. Byron Clark and children ol I Bos•On
Yon arrival of afternoon train from
Somerville, who are spending July |
Mrs. Henrv Shaw and Miss Frances
Make Iced Tea this NEW SAL ADA Way
B. H. STINSON
Shaw of Thomaston were at the Appleton are visiting relatives here, j
1 and August in Warren were weekend
A party of 14 recently spent the day J 73-tf
General Agent,
Shaw cottage a few days last week.
1. Put five teaspoonfuls ef 5. Add juice ef half-a-lcmon
❖ j guests of friends in this place.
at
Matinicus
calling
on
friends
and
|
Mrs.
Lizzie
Marshall
and
daughter
Salada
Tea
in
teapot
6. Add one-third cup of sugar
J
Nicholas Anderson of Criehaven
♦
Mrs. John Faston of Arlington. walking around the island.
♦ We have every need that’s needed for every process—Hot Pack, Cold
S. Add one quart Boiling 7. Place in refrigerator and
has been with his sister Mrs. Fred
Clyson Wilson ls spending the sum
Mass., are at their cottage for a few
❖
(bubbling
boiling)
water
thoroughly
chill
mer with Mr. and Mrs. Hatten Wil-r
♦
Pack or Steam Pressure
Spear for a few days.
weeks.
3. Let steep for five minutes 8. Add small cube of ice to
Deacon Henry Kalloch of Tenant's son.
FRUIT JARS ... JELLY TUMBLERS
* I Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Payson accomeach glass just before serving
4. Strain into pitcher
H. H. Andrews of Baltimore has
Harbor called on Charles Wiley,
J j panied by Mrs. May Robbins and j
JAR RINGS ... PAROWAX, ETC.
returned home after spending the
Friday.
Mrs.
Maynard
Bowley
and
children
Each item backed by the K. A W. reputation for QUALITY and
The Ladles' Circle will hold thelr week with L. A. Maker.
Several of the young folks attended
of South Hope motored Sunday to 1
SERVICE that has distinguished K. A W . merchandise for Seventyannual summer sale at the Grange
Since 1840 this Arm has faltnm'le
Five years.
Write or call for Free 72 Page Catalog
hall, Martinsville Aug. 16 afternoon thc dance at Matinicus Saturday
Bucksport where they were visitors I
served the families of Knox County
night.
_________ LOWEST PRICES IN YEARS
and
evening.
The.
following
will
be
at the home of Mrs. Payson's aunt j
LADY ATTENDANT
Mrs.
Shirley
Billings
and
Evelyn
in
charge
of
the
tables:
Cooked
~FARM, DAIRY end POULTRY
Mrs. Phosa Heath.
Day Telephone 45*—711-1
food. Jean Bachelder; groceries, Simpson visited relatives here last
The Vacation Bible School opened
Ethel Coffin; fancy work Mary week.
BURPEE’S
Mrs. Herman Simpson and chil
here July 11 under the supervision
Hupper; aprons, Thankful Harris;
ROCKLAND, Ml.
candy, Mary Keen; ice cream. Lena dren ot Rockland are visiting at
of Miss McKnight with good attend
“Fresh from the Gardens"
BI9-A
her father's home for several weeks.
",rrcA. .nd TEMPML STS.,
PORTLAND
MA'NKu-. .
Harris; grabs, Mary Ervine.
ance.
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NORTH HOPE

THE WIFE SAID OUR
------'
' A
Mrs. Albert Perry and daughter
THE RUSH WILLIAMS ROOT BEER
Members of the Trytohelp Club
Mr. and Mrs. Allle Wellman and j
R. J. MacKenzie arrived last week Mrs. Andrew Howard, Miss Kath Elizabeth were recent callers on Mrs.
and thelr husbands, motored to the . BILL? WOULD
thetr guests Mrs. Clara Hall and Mrs.'
READY
from Bridgeport, Conn. He was erine Howard and Harry Harrison of Arthur Sprowl.
Swan Lake home of Mr. and Mrs. Z.
Appleton -ball grounds was the scene Jessie Baird and two children spent
ITONIGHT accompanied by his granddaughter Chelsea, and Miss Winifred Knowles
D. Hartshorn Monday night and
who will visit at the MacKenzie of Revere, Mass., are guests of Mrs. of a doubleheader game Sunday when July 4 at Fort Knox.
spent a delightful evening. Bathing
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Cleveland;
Jessie Achorn.
Fast Belfast played the home team,
and swimming were participated ln
Capt. Orris Holbrook has rented
Maurice Hilton is a patient ln the score 18 to 0 in favor of Appleton. and her brother Mr. Mann were ]
until the supper hour. Tables had
I the upper part of his tenement.
State Street Hospital, Portland.
Brooks followed and a snappy game guests Tuesday evening of last week
been arranged on the shore and, a
The Vacation Bible School closed
Miss Mary Fossa ls visiting rela was played with the Appleton boys at Mrs. Clara Hall's.
John Marriner Ls driving a new car. ,
bountiful picnic lunch was served.
Priday with an entertainment in the tives ln Boston
also, score 5 to 3 ln favor of Brooks.
The Hilltop Club held an enjoy-!
The remainder of the time was spent
evening.
Miss Lucille David of Portland is
Mr and Mrs. Urban Trask of Cam
able
picnic at Ducktrap Point, Lin
ln social chat and the singing of told
Mr. and Mrs. Allen of New York visiting Miss Helen Oldls.
den were guests Sunday of Mr. and
colnville last Sundav.
time songs. It was a late hour when
are guests at Wan-e-set Inn while Mrs. Loring Crowell of Wolfeboro, Mrs. Joseph Wentworth.
Haying and blueberrying is the !
their cottage at Martinsville is being N. H„ is the guest of Mr. and Mrs
the crowd reluctantly took thelr de
Henry Brown of North Vassalboro
repaired.
parture.
W H. Crowell
was in town Sunday and calling on present employment of nearly every- |
one around here so of course no one
Mrs. Grace Brown returned Satur
Miss Ann Andersen of Quincy, ]
Mrs. Cassie Simmons is in Glendon relatives.
is over anxious for rain yet the water
day to her home in Somerville.
caring for a patient.
Mass., ls guest for a week of Mrs. F.
Everyone was glad to welcome Mrs. supply is low. There has been a good I
The farmers here are harvesting Plans for the cabaret supper and I y g Gushee at the Rebekahs last
R. McCallagh, Sea street.
I their hay and report a very light entertainment to be given in August Wednesday night. Memorial exercises deal of dull or cloudy weather with
Mrs. Myron Parker,, who nas been I
i crop.
1 for the Lincoln Home for the Aged were
jn honor of our late brother fog the nast week, but no rain.
visiting her daughter , Mrs. Prank
Mrs. Ellen Conant of Rockland is
The Past Grands Association met are going rapidly forward. Mrs. John | Addison MoCorrison.
Rider, returned Saturday to her home
with Puritan Rebekah Lodge Wed B. Nicholson will have charge of the | Mrs Phcne Ripley is at home after mest of her daughter Mrs. J. D. [
Extract
In Searsport.
Pease.
nesday night.
entertainment and all who attended an adsence of several weeks,
Miss Katherine Simonton si
Mrs Clara Hall was recently a sup-1
Mrs. William Monaghan is em the performance recently given by
GROCERS
Mrs
A
iice
Dougherty
and
son
are
Tuesday the guest of Miss Rol
per guest of the J. D Pease's.
ployed by Mrs. Nannie Wheeler.
the
Sketch
Club
under
her
direction
visiting
Mrs.
Jennie
Waterman
for
a
Holbrook.
David Mash of Owl’s Head and
Walter Ulmer was a Rockland look for a rendition of that success R,w dayS
'
Ralph and Shirley Staples are visitv
Roger Wadsworth of Appleton have
BIG FIVE LEAGUE
J visitor last week.
NEVER GET
Mrs.
L.
T.
Weston
and
Mrs.
C.
B
(
Rcv
L
ouis
,
E
Watson
and
family
ing their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Eleanor Rawley Is 111 and in Stahl head the committee of arrange- are ln Rhode Island, called by the been working at Willow Brook the
past
week.
L.
H.
Perry
of
Owl's
Head
W. K. Staples at Searsport.
Knox Hospital, where she recently ments for refreshments and they will death of Mrs Watson's aunt, and has turned his hand at helping Dad
Past Week's Results
ON THE NERVES ... NEVER TIRE THE TASTE
Mis. Herman Curtis and fainllV of
____________
Adams supplied the Baptist a couple of days last week also.
Sunday, Pirates 7, Clark Island 6; I underwent a surgical operation. She have a good number of assistants. Charles
Searsport were guests Monday nt the
'■
1---------------------------- ■would
be
pleased
to
receive
callers
The
affair
will
be
held
in
the
M
p
|
church
Sunday,
Mr. Adams is of
Patrons on this section of the mall1
heme of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Staples. Tuesday, Snipers 12 Rockville 6; or cards from friends.
York city have arrived at the
domak
Athletic
hall
which
is
well
with
10.000
mackerel
and
200
barrels
South Montvllle and well known here, route wish to thank the outgoing mall
Misses Roberta Holbrook. Oertrude South Thomaston 5, Battery P 3.
Gosnold Arms for the summer.
Several from this place attended adapted in floor space for the cabaret having preached many times In Ap carrier. Albert Pease, for his general of shad.
Havener, Lois Oliver and Katherine
The Gosnold Arms Is at present all
the ball game in Camden Saturday. setting.
Raymond Flagg was in town Monpleton.
The League Standing
kindliness and courtesy shown to all
Simonton were entertained Tuesday
occupied and expects to be through
Robert Watts sang a solo at the i Maude M. Benner, daughter of
William
Currier
ha'
had
a
cataract
and
exday
on
business.
W
L
P.C.
ir.
his
four
years
of
service,
I
on board the yacht Cuttysark.
750 Baptist Church Sunday morning. iThomas P and Florence (Kuhn) Ben removed from one of his eyes and will ter.d a welcome also to the new car
3
Mr and Mrs. Philip McGrath and out August.
Miss Muriel Giles returned SaatjUr South Thomaston
Sam Scanel has recently bought a
Mrs. Carrie Hobart ls visiting her ner, died July 11 ln Gardiner, where be ln Thayer Hospltaf, Waterville, sev rier Charles Plummer of North Ap- family were guests Sunday of Mrs.
4
Rcckville
............
.036
will
th
dav from a visit of three weeks
she made her home The funeral eral days longer. He has the best pleton and wishing him success In Addle Prentice.
new yacht named Samhar.
mother Mrs Nan Wheeler.
5
583
Clark
Island
........
relatives in Bangor.
The Jester of Marblehead has been
.545 | Rhoda Hart is having a vacation. services were held at the home of her wishes of his many friends.
every way.
5
Miss Jean Gilbert is slowly recov In New Harbor waiting for the fog
Miss Vera Bray who has been visit Rockport ............
Rev Mr. and Mrs. Moore and fam1"! father Saturday and interment wa'
Snipers
...............
6
.455
ing her grandmother at Stonington
ering from her recent illness. Dr. to lift.
364 1 ily of Poughkeepsie N. Y.. are at their In the Benner yard. Besides her
7
Battery P .............
NORTH WARREN
Fuller has been in attendance.
returned home Saturdav.
father
she
Is
survived
by
her
twin
The Mina J. took a party from New
]c7
rummer
home.
NEW
HARBOR
10
Members of the Methodist Indies' Pirates ...............
J. J. Gaffney of Rockland spent the Harbor to Monhegan Wednesday
brother Maurice M , and her sister
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webster and
!
Alva
Harris
motored
to
Boston
re

Aid are busily engaged this week I
weekend
here.
Etta E of Gardiner, brothers Wal
and Mrs. Willis Moody of Fair' night to attend a dance there.
Sunday's games — Rockville vs cently. He was accompanied by Rob ter F. and Percy K. and sister Mrs Mr
Albert Bird and friends of Mass-1 Redmen followers numbering about
completing plans for thelr annual
field were visitors at E. R Moody's
ert Reid and Herbert Melqulst.
achusetts
arrived
Saturday
at
the
cot:
Congress fixed the alcoholic con
mid-summer fair which will be held Pirates at Rockland (1 p. m);
20
enjoyed
a
picnic
July
16
on
Wil

last week.
Mrs. Murdock Smith and family Vida E Davis of this town.
son's Point.
July 26.
.vk, Snipers vs Battery P at Thomaston; have returned from Milford, N. H., Cedric Kuhn has passed all ex
Mrs. Nellie Orbeton is spending a tage "Bird.”
tent of beer—but not the political
Rockport at South Thomaston.
, .
,
.
• • • •
Harold Wotton has employment
and has entered the vacation at her home here
George Richardson of New Hamp- Contcnt.-Wlnston-Salem Journal.
With some of the Big Five teams ,*n"6?ney nave 06611 vlsltlng ,n6lr aminations
with his truck on the town roads.
shire spent the weekend here with
Naval
Academy
at
Annapolis
to
which
Frederick
Burgess
is
recovering
The Trial of the Century a) swinging into the second half of the In «
Rosallne and ppK1.v Tocher he was appointed bv former Con from a tonsil operation.
Capt Ford Davis in the Miner his family who are bt their cottage
An appreciative audience, among 'ekmes' thlVe’aw^tm a
Why suffer torture* from Rheuma
Of Milford- N H have been Visiting gressman Donald Partridge Just be
Several from this part of the town Njorth was ln the harbor Saturday for 'the summer.
tism. Sciatica. Neurttla, Muscular
whom were many from Rockland and , games, there are still a few uncer- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Colby and Lamenesa, Sprains and Bruises when
attended the play "Uncle Henry's for supplies.
fore
the
expiration
of
his
term.
This
their
aunt
Mrs.
John
Reid
Camden as well as Rockport wit ‘ tainties. The South Thomaston
The
p'.ay
"Breezing
Along"
was
METHYL BALM
daughter Connie spent the weekend
Dally Bible Vacation School fin- was the first time such an appoint Wedding" in Union and pronounce it
nessed the first presentation of the t ine, champions, In the two pre
will brine almost Instant relief?
very successful, and also was "Henry's here with Mr and Mrs. E. Bailey.
ment has come to a Waldoboro boy one of the best.
JOHNSTON'S DRUG STOKE
play sponsored by the Methodist La vious years remain on Icp. Clark 1 ished Friday with an exhibition of and both the young man and his
Miss Helen Gilbert is treating with 11 PARK ST.,
Mrs. Clara Grade had the mis 'Wedding
ROCKLAND
dies' Aid at Town hall Tuesday eve Island was an early and serious chal- , work.
The Falcon, Capt. Edward Brackett Dr Fuller for an infected foot,
Sent Poat Paid on receipt of price
Everyone is pleased to see Swede mother Mrs Bessie Kuhn, are being fortune to sprain her ankle last
ning. This play, coached by Miss lenger to the lead by winning seven Westber„ tack agaln to play bail
JO
eenta
18-Th-tf
and crew, was in the harbor recently I Mr. and Mrs. Fred Detwiller of New
week.
congratulated on the honor.
rxF iits
4 a* fleet
nu»Lt r»r>
zxr? but
,4 n
°
_
.
. .
Betty Gordon of Chicago, was in the of
first eight
games
a jinx
Puritan Rebekah Lodge entertained
form of a mock trial, the principals has hit it and it has lost four the Past Grands Association July 19
in a breach of promise suit belpg straight. Rockville has been win : at Oddfellows hall.
plaintiff. Miss Nellie Bly. whose ning consistently to jump into sec Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Carlin of
identity remained a mystery until the ond place. Rockport started with Everett, Mass., Fred 8mith of North
curtain was about to drop at the end , a spurt but slowed down while the Readi„g and Mrs. Garvey of Worcesnt
ctartino
havA
. ...
.
of (Lo
the loci
last a/»t
act;• dpfpndnnt.
defendant, PmftSt
Ernest Rninorc
Snipers s.ow in
in starting
have ler are v^iting
at. N. __
H.—. Gardner's,
snapped to and started a string of Mrs. Amelia Taylor is in Portland
Crockett.
Others in the cast were Judge. Fred successive victories which have to have her eyes treated.
Crockett of Camden, who filled the reached four, mowing down the lead
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Crockett of New
office with dignity, using the potato- ing teams with their tight defense. York city are at thelr Summer home.
masher gavel In a very decisive man Battery F has been seesawing back
A correspondent, who signs initials
ner; he was appropriately garbed in and
forth
Pirates
j
-v
„whileu. the
.v -..u
— v hold
-i__ i only, sends the paper a photograph
a robe of purple velvet; clerk. Mau down the cellar berth although thej requesting
|n the Harbor News
novo w/in
?
__
.....
won ttrn
two nf
of thfl
the fnnr
four trfiniAQ
games column.
rice Millet; crier. Gillie Payson; fore have
If the sender’s full name
played
since
the
shift
of
managers.
man of jury, Harold Graffam; attor
ls forwarded the matter will have
ney for defense, Charles Dwinal. Jr.
attention.—Editor.
cf Camden; attorney for plaintiff.
VINALHAVEN
But
Betty Gordon; witnesses for plain
ORFF'S CORNER
tiff: Nellie's friend Doris Ballatd;
Our Bank is open for business.,
postmaster. Oeorge Crockett; jeweler. The Vinalhaven branch of Knox
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wall and son
Rev. F F Fowle; minister, Earl Ccunty Trust Company, went into
Achorn; Nellie's aunt, Orra Burns; commission Monday with satisfac Martin and Mrs Earl Meserve and
daughter Kreen of South Bristol were
milkman. Guy Annis; nurse. Floris tory conditions.
visitors Sunday at Albert Elwell's.
Quimby of Camden Community Hos
Mr. and Mrs. Ambrose Peterson.
Mr and Mrs Kenneth Elwell and
pital; lady barber, Ruth Orbeton; Mr and Mrs. Charles Boman, Mr
witnesses for defense: friend. Roland and Mrs. Charles Webster. Mr. and family were in St. George Sunday.
Miss Pearl Leonard has returned to
Richards; defendant, Ernest Crock
Mrs. Andrew Cassie and Mr. and, st Oeorge after a visit of three weeks
ett.
Mrs. Alfred Creed returned Monday with Lucille Elwell, who returned with
Members of the Jury dressedI In ffom
lakewood and CadU her.
wiii bo
ridiculous costumes, with the excep- lac Mountain. _
They spent the weekMr
and
Mrs
W
A
Jackson
were
ln
tlon of Marion Weidman who was I end at the Cobb Farm at South
Oil Corporation of New York
attired as an up-to-the-minute Hope, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Washington Sunday to attend the
funeral of Mrs. Jackson's aunt Mrs
young lady wearing an attractive S. Peterson.
recognized anc
Lillian Morton.
beach pajama suit and hat. were
Mrs. Meda Ralph and Miss Madelyn
Harold Arev returned Monday to
Mrs. Vellle Simmons. Ella Wellman.
Addie Wentworth. Nana Wentworth, Waterbury. Conn., after spending Ralph have returned to Lynn after a
Mattie Russell. Della Larson. Keith the vacation with his parents. Mr. visit with Mrs. Nettie Brown and
Mrs. Marjorie Ralph,
Crockett, Herbert Crockett, Harold and Mrs. A. B. Arey.
Ormand Ludwig and daughter Mrs
Mrs. Leroy Nickerson, with a
Graffam. Maude Davis, Mildred
Faston and Miss Weidman. The party of relatives from Rockland ts Bertha Squires of Chicago were repleas of the two attorneys ln behalf enjovlng a motor trip through the cent callers at Mrs. Addie Achom’s.
‘ This Is Mr. Ludwig's flrst visit ip five
of their clients were the highlights Maritime Provinces
of the evening, being given in a force
Mrs. Ephraim Walls and grand years to his old home here and he ls
ful and convincing (?) manner. The daughter Gertrude Phillips who have being welcomed by many friends.
Miss Louise Teague of North Wal
local hits were verv effective and been guests of relatives in town re
doboro has been the guest of Mrs. |
caused muefi laughter as did the con turned Monday to Otter Creek.
Leon Achorn for a few days. The
duct of several of the witnesses and
Edwin Maddocks who spent the
Jurors, who could well be termed weekend here returned Monday to young miss who is eight years old, de
lighted her hearers Sunday when she
comedians in the truest sense.
Worth Weymouth, Mass
sang at the afternoon church service
During Intermission while the Jury
Misses Margaret, Louise and Alma
was out these specialties were pre
LIBERTY
rented: Rockport Rollickers. Clarence Libby and guest Miss Marjorie Ed
Fish, director, orchestra selections; wards of Wollaston, Mass., are at
dance divertlsement, the Noyes the Libby homestead on Granite The Sunday school held Its annual
Sisters; Indigo Blue Trio, Helena Uo- street, for the vacation.
picnic July 12 at Marshall’s shore.
Mrs. Lottie Brown entertained Mrs. M. E. Donnell, Jean Donnell
ham. Marie McFarland, Iona Rob
Sunday
at
her
home
at
Pool's
Hill,
bins; The Lost Chord Quartette.
and Mrs. C M Ayer of Towson. Md..
Fred Crockett, Ernest Crockett. Ro these guests: Mr. and Mrs. Charles are at Buena Vista cottage for the
Ewell.
Russell
Arey,
Mr.
and
Mrs
land Richards. Earle Payson; song
season. Guests there the past week
and dance act. Virginia Noyes. Robert Arey and daughter Rebecca , were Mrs P. O Baker and Miss Ethel
Dwight Noyes and Earlene Davis Mrs. Maude Davis and daughter j Tait of providence.
The Prize Baby Milk1 Drinking Con- Lucille of Auburn. Mr. and Mrs
__
______ __
Mr ____
and____
Mrs._______
Richard Coombs
of
test brought rown the house. The in-I Stuart Davis and children. Mr. and Stamford, Conn., have returned
fants wheeled on to the stage in Mrs. Henry Ewell and son Henry, j home after a visit with Mrs. Coombs'
parents Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Skidmore.
babv carriages were Maurice Miller. A picnic dinner was served.
Mrs. Fred West of Belfast was a
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Coe who have
Mildred Easton. Marion Weidman
and last but not least came Earle been guests of her parents Mr and' recent visitor at A. J. Skidmore's.
Payson in a wheelbarrow. All were Mrs. Edward Coombs left Monday j At the meeting July 13 of BradI street Camp and Auxiliary one new
dressed ln infants' clothes and were for Boonton, N. J.
Atlantic Royal Arch Chapter will member was added to each body, the
given bottles of milk to drink ln the
work being put on by Anderson Aux
shortest possible time
The par- - confer the Mark Degree tonight.
Miss Abbie Brown returned to iliary of Rockland. They also pre
ents were represented bv Ernest
Crockett. George Crockett. Ella Well ■ Camden Tuesday, having been the sented the host auxiliary with a ’•
n, Head of the Automotive
I guest of her sister Mrs. Ernest Arey set of floor colors with holders, which
man and Orra Burns.
Court was then resumed and the at the Island Home the past two was much appreciated. There were
I also present a member of the O. A. R.,
artment of New York University, in the
verdict was announced in favor of ‘ weeks.
the defendant.
At this moment , Mrs. Flora Ames returned Satur senior and Junior vice department
Nellie Bly aopeared on the stage day from a visit with relatives In commander, department secretary
of fair plciy, has consented to act and is
jand treasurer, organizer. Press cor
from the audience and her Identity ' Thomaston and Northport
was revealed as Maynard Ingraham, • M s. Mary Willey and daughter respondent and past department paesignaled os the sole technical judge.
who made a very attractive young Mora Whitney who were weekend I triotlc Instructor, Refreshments and
guests
of
friends
ln
town
have
rea
dance
followed.
ladv. The play was repeated Wed
I
' turned to Cambridge. Mass
nesday evening.
Mrs. Clarence Fish of Camden is
DEER ISLE
Matthew Fay returned to Quincy
The papers are so crowded with news i visiting relatives in town.
Mr. and Mrs. Hazen Congdon and Sunday after spending several weeks
these days that Ills difficult to keep up
Applications fot test* under this challenge must bo made on fortrs pf»4
with the things Senator Borah is op little daughter Anne of Jamaica here with his family.
pored for this purpose and will be furnished on request,
posed to—Boston Shoe and Leather Plain, Mass., and Mr. Congdon's
Edwin DeNault of New York city is
parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Cong the guest of hts sister Mrs. Raymond
Reporter.
RICHFIELD Oil CORPORATION OF NEW YORK
don of California, are euests at the R Meunier.
I home of Mrs. Frank Rossiter. High
Judge William C. Hitz and son Billy
J22 East 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
i street.
of Washington, D. C„ arrived here
Miss Ruth Brown has returned Saturday morning.
‘ from a visit in Rockland with Dr
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Parris of Ever
1 and Mrs. Freeman Brown.
ett, Mass., are staying at Felsted for
Mrs. Philip Gilmour of Jamaica the summer.
| Plain, Mass., has been a guest the
Mr and Mrs George Amerlge of
pa't week of Mrs. W. P. Oreeniaw
Boston have opened their cottage at
In 40 days by taking Kruschen Saits.
Mrs. Ora Jcnes of Belfast and Mrs Dunham's Point for the season
Mrs. Helga Blaugh of New York City Faustina Roberts of Rockland arrived
Charles Saunders, native of Deer
reduced 26'i lbs —took 4 inches off j Monday for the summer vacation.
Isle and now of Hopedale. Mass., who
hips. 3 Inches off bust and 7','j inches
Dr. W. C. Rich, optometrist, will is 84 years of age, with his grand
off waist. She writes: "I haven't gone be at Mrs. Mary Arey's next Tuesday daughter Mrs. George Whitney and
hungry a moment—I feel line and look morning, July 25. remaining until her husband are spending two weeks
Saturday noon, July 29. Appoint at The Thistle, Sylvester's Cove.
10 yrs. younger."
To get rid of double chin, bulging ments made by telephone or other
Frank D. McVeigh and Edwin De
hips, ugly rolls of fat on waist and upper wise—adv.
Nault spent the weekend at Pine Shore
arms SAFELY and without discomfort
Camps, East Orland.
Little Billy, aged four, was being
—«t the same time build up glorious
Mrs. George D. Carman and son
health and acquire a clear skin, bright shown the shape of the earth on a Stanley of Dorchester, Mass., are
eyes, energy and vlvaclousnesa—to look globe atlas, by his mother. After spending the summer with her par
younger and feel lt—take a half teas
pointing out all the countries with ents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Beck.
poonful of Kruschen Salts in a glass of
Misses Etta and Mae O’Shaugh
hot water every morning before break thelr peculiar shapes, she asked, nessy of New York city arrived Tues
"Now Billy, what shape ts the world?” day at Bonnie Briar cottage, Sylves
fast.
One Jar lasts 4 weeks and costa but a
Billy, looking very wise and happy, ter's Cove.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
trifle at any drug store the world over. beamed on her with: “It's tn a
W. A. Johnston and daughter Bar
Make sure you get Kruschen because
bara
arrived
July
9
at
Bay
View
Inn
terrible shape. Daddy saysl"—Parents'
Tune in on the new "Richfield Country Club" radio programs, Fridays ot 9:30 to 10:00 p. m„ Daylight Time, Columbia System.
it's SAFE. Money back If not Joyfully
where Barbara will spend the slim
Magazine.
satlsfled.
mer with her grandparents.

williams

ROOT BEER

C&fl&e/CTZ&ClCCaO

CHALLENGE

FACTS,

let’s fight wi

not w

$1,OOO«OO

TELLS HOW SHE TOOK
4 INS. OFF HIPS
7 INS. OFF WAIST

CHFIELD

Golden

GASOLINE

PARK STREET IMPROVEMENT COMPANY

E *ery-0 ther-Daf
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Build Roads!

,
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For Sale
VALDES

♦ LOST AND FOUND j

The pre-school clinic held June 29 +
ls one of the important items in Mrs. j J
PRINTED silk coat, brown and tan,
Flint's report as Town Nurse, given i X
lost Llmerock or Main Sts,, City. CALL
at the recent meeting of the associa- ( J
1161-M
.________ _______________ 84*86
tion. Drs. Lucy Spear. Walter Con- S
— And The —
LADY'S hand bag lost between Bath
ley, and O. F. Cushing attended at j •
and Camden, containing money
Re
the clinic with the nurse, and 24 1'?
ward If returned to STATE POLICE
children were present for examina- X
BARRACKS. Thomaston.
84*86
j tion. This is a service of inestimable i *
NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss
of savings book numbered 422, and the
value. One dental clinic with Dr. .*********
owner of said book asks for duplicate ln
! Ellis was also held during that month. ?' ' ‘
accordance with the provision of the
is in Rockland this week assisting
The nurse's general report included
Agricultural
State law. THOMASTON NATIONAL
, four visits to school rooms with in- I Tbe flnai rcoort of the member- County ARent Wentworth in co
BANK, by R O ELLIOT. President.
Thomaston. Me.. July 12. 1933. 83-TU-89
spection of 152 pupils: 18 home visits 5 shlp campaign‘ June 30 showed a operative marketing. He will hold a
conference
with
Henry
Kontio,
to school children; and 134 visits to , (Otai 0[ 10.399 members for the state.
41 patients of all ages.
This is divided into 4595 men 5.804 manager of the State of Maine Blue
When thc Federated Church School women nlrfe districts. Piscataquis, berry Growers Association at West
resumes its sessions Aug. 6. following Yo, k and Knox-Lincoln hold the Rockport.
No middlemen, no traveling sales- , ,
- —— —--------- ,
Mr. leach s vacation of two weeks, j bcnor of increasing their Farm Bli
men, no trucking expense, no na
With
the
Homes
the boys and girls from South War- reau membershtp over la't year
tional advertising, no brandies. All
State these savings mean "MORE FOR i ONE six-foot second hand McCormick
ren and Cushing will be conveyed to >p]ie 1934 campaign starts in Sep
Miss Helen Spaulding.
machine for sale. H. C. BUBER.
and from the school as heretofore. ; l?mber Plans for the campaign I clothing specialist, will be at the LESS” for jou PLUS "PRICE AND 1 mowing
Warren. Me.
84-86
Miss Celia Flye has rented a room wjll
prPSPnted at the Executive Farm Bureau office July 25 and 27 QUALITY.”
1 to work on illustrative material for
in,.yn~°’kblOCk‘ ?o„a b?^LSrl,°r committee meeting in August
Fine Granulated Sugar 100 lb. • BRACKET for swinging sign complete
side fittings—at a bargain. Apply
W. E. Dornan <& Son of East Union
the meetings to be held on ward- Bags $5.00; 25 lbs. $1.29; 10 lbs. 52c; with
GREGORY’S PICTURE AND FRAMING
Stover’s Pride Fancy all round
have bought of Horace Gilchrest his
A caponizing demonstration will 1 robe for girls of high school age.
Flour $100. $7.90 a Bbl.; Best Family ! SHOP—over Crie Hardware Co., 408
stock of granite and building on Main be held Saturday, at 9 a. m. stand- j
Main St.__________________________ 86*88
....
Flour 95c, $7.50 a Bbl.; Fancy Pastry
street. It is understood that the lot ard at the farm of Fred Maxey in
Flour 91c, $7.25 Bbl.; Pillsbury’s
canning demonstrations are to b'
HOUND PUPS for sale. ELMER DOW.
Best Flour $1.15, $8 90 per Bbl., Oc
will be graded, and the budding be
held during Julv and August in dif- cident Flour $1.15, $8 90 Bbl.; Su : 370 Pleasant St___________________ 86*88
put in order for business.
perior
Bread
Flour
$1.10,
$8.50
Bbl.;
.,,
,
ferent
communities
Demonstrations
1 FLORENCE circulating oil heater for
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton and son
Sam Bartlett of Somerville reports have already been given at Boothbay, ‘MORE FOR LESS.” Scratch Feed
used only 4*a months. Like new.
have returned from a visit to her good results from use of lime on h-s camden. South Thomaston and Bur- $2.00; "MORE FOR LESS” Egg Mash ' sale,
Heats five to six rooms. Will fully guar
•and Growing Feed with Nopco XX
parents Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Baker of | hay land.
antee.
Cost $82 50 will sell for $50
kettville.
Oil $1.98; "MORE FOR LESS” 20% I cash F H RONKEY. Tenant’s Harbor.
Boston.
Dairy Rations $1.63; Stover’s Pride
84-86
Myles Weston. Lewis Sturtevant
Dairy Ration $1.83; Masco Fancy I
A meeting of thc annual meeting
A district meeting of chairmen, will ■ 20G
and Fred Hinckley are spending a committee of thc Knox-Lincoln
Soft Minter Wheat Bran and Mixed
NEW MILCH cow and calf for sale.
few days at Mr. Weston's cottage in Farm Bureau: Henry Keller. West , be held next Wednesday at 1.30 Feed $160; 40% Beef Scraps $2.28 MARTIN HAMALAINEN. West Rock
at ihe Central Maine 50G Beef Scraps $2.48; Fine Chicken port_____________________________ , 84*86
Cushing.
Rockport; Ralph Cripps and Mrs. N. Litandard
Corn $1.70; Fancy No. 2
room. The purpose is to Cracked
FOR SALE—10-12 weeks old pigs and
Yellow Corn, Cracked Corn and
B Hopkins. Camden, will meet at assembly
projects for 1934. Thc fo’.- (granulated Meal, $1.55; Fancy Heavy
shoats. white, red or black. $4 each.
Miss Emilv Young who has been at the home of Mrs. Hopkins in Cam i discuss
Remember the roads of 1910?
lowing
will
be
present;
Mrs.
Myrtle
40 lb Oats $1.55: Fancy Wheat I Add 15 cents for crate when ordering
borne from Connecticut several weeks, dcn Monday afternoon. July 24. The
Narrow strips of dirt—ankle$2.25; Quaker Poultry Litter 40c bale; ! by mall. STOVER FEED MFG CO. on
has left for Buffalo where she will be date. plat-e and general arrange- Blake. Camden; Mrs. Susan Wotton.
Baled Shavings 35 cents; Day Old 1 track at « Park St . just below Ar
deep dust—quagmires of mud—
Friendship: Mrs. Emile
Hobbs.
mour's. Tel. 1200
85-87
(hicks 12 for $100; (Several Varie
joined by a friend. Miss Elsa Peter- niPnts. for
the
meeting
will
be
taken
.
»
1
I
Hope;
Mrs.
Mattie
Gardner,
RoekThe cost of moving goods was
ties); White Pekin Ducks 25c; Ten
son. for a visit to the World's Fair up. Last year one of the large.t angoo<
chrjjUe Whitiwy, Roekweeks old Chester M'hite and Jersey
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
terrific!
Jnual .........,meetings.ever
he.d__________
in th, counMarce„o, simont0n Shoats $4.00; Triple Screened Oyster solicited.
at Chicago,
.... ___
H. C. RHODI8. Tel. 519-.’.
Mrs. George Gilchrest of Belfast,...' L,. a, Waldoboro
port:
Shell
90c;
Mica
Chick
and
Hen
Grit
78-tf
The engineers have built, with
is visiting Dr. and Mrs. Eben Alden.
....
and Mrs Carolvn Davis, South
$100; C. F. Salt 65c; White Fish
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all times.
Meal $3 00; 41 per rent Cotton Seed
Abiatha Mank of Washington has
n is qulte important at this time Thomaston Other project loaders
'•-ment, a network of coNcnrrc
CO.
purchased the property of the lately VPar t0 consider quality of eggs may, ,b; ,w’? V -hairman if they $2 00; Broiler Ration $1.73; Dried Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE 78-tf
highways throughout the
Skim Milk $6.50; "E-Z" Seal Fruit
George Jones estate on Erin street, i that is beln? produced. Poor quality would like
- ~ to do
~ • so.
Jars, Quarts $1.08 a doz.. Pints, 98c
nation that is nearly one hun
•
•
•
OIL PAINTINGS. Brunswick phono
The United States Government has sounded the call,
The house is being repaired, the barn eggs bring a low pric!. which meaiw
a doz.; Milk Bottles. Qts. 70c a doz..
dred thousand miles in length.
The Union district meeting will be 6 doz for $4 13; Pints, 55c a doz., 6 graph with records, eight day clock,
taken
down,
and
a
garage
will
be
■
income
from
the
fleck.
The
folfew
old dishes, two marble top stands.
by giving a direct grant to the States, of at least four Cement spanned great riven
for $3.13: ' . Pints. 50c a doz.. 6
31 UNION ST_____________________ 86*88
built. Chester Overlook has charge jowing points should be considered: held at the Rebekah rooms Friday doz.
doz. for $2.65; Strawberry Baskets
afterncon
Julv
28
at
1.30
standard.
hundred million dollars for highway improvement. and broad valleys with concrete.
of the work. This is pleasing news
Au males should be removed from
$3 25 a case; Blueberry Baskets $3.75
ONE HORSE truck wagon, horse sleds,
to Thomaston citizens who have been the flock as soon as breeding rea- , The chairmen to attend are: Mrs
a ease. All varieties Hungarian and
hay forl^. apple barrels. Sharpies sepa
This is part of a vast program of public works to Cement made the modem motor
Angie
Fish,
Apoleton:
Mr?
Florence
Millet Seeds; Arsenate of Lead. Bor
hoping for improvement on that son is over. Unfertile eggs keen the
rator for sale. CLIFFORD CARROLL.
vehicle practical; made motor
Calderwcod. BurkettvlUe; Mrs. Jen deaux Mixture and Bug Death. Warren. Me_______________________ 85*87
street which is one of the boundaries ; best.
spread national employment and to stimulate business.
• nie Payson. East Union and Mrs
"PratCs” Poultry Remedies and Dis
ing a part of our daily life.
of the three cemeteries in town.
infectants. "Gypsolite" Wall Board
MERRILL piano, upright, for sale,
Clean, wholesome feed and clean j
This work will be done through your own State
Kenniston.
Union.
Other
projA good sized delegation of baseball water oroduce the best quality eggs 1 Fred
priced reasonable. Can be seen at 11
and “Gypsum” Lath, all sizes; Le
STANLEY LANE_____________
85*87
high Cement 80c.
fans went to Tenant's Harbor Tues
Peed ehanves mav affect the cct leaders mav go to this meeting
Highway Department. The Federal Government asks
to help choose projects for next year
day to see the game between St. Quality of oggs
Our broken package department
FORD 2-door sedan. 1932. excellent
supplies everything to the small
George and Hiomaston. in which St
condition, paint like new, $385.’ Ford
no return except that the money be expended wisely—
Rations which force production for thclr community.^
buyer from one pound to a ton. The
pick up. all ready for the road. $185.
George won by one score. It was a may produce blood spots or meat
banks are opening fast and we still
FIREPROOF OARAGE. Tel 889. Rock
that the improvements be permanent, substan
hard fought contest and held the In spots
j Hope held a meeting on cakq believe you will get 100 cents on the land
84-86
terest
of
the
spectators
to
the
end.
dollar.
At
the
same
time
all
mar

tially built and of a type that gives men work.
Clean, drv dark nests prevent sun making, with 33 ln attendance It
FOR SALE- Two pure white male
kets
are
advancing,
so
buy
commodi

Miss Mildred Demmons has re. 1 f-nm shininz directly en eggs and . was in charge of Mrs. Alice Tru .
8pltz pups, three months old. STOVER
today, you can double your
concrete roads meet every specification. They
turned from a visit to relatives 1“ | p*revcnt h(?ns from scratching in the Following is thc secretary's report of ties
FEED MFC. CO on track at 86 Park
money by so investing. We have thc
Lawrence, Mass.
St., Just below Armour's. Tel. 1200.
rpst
the meeting by Mrs. Elizabeth Harlowest Cash and Carry Prices in New
are permanent. Maintenance cost is much less than
85-87
Mrs. Tillie M. Oxton of Rutland.
England.
Deliveries
anywhere
wanted,
j
Collect eggs in metal pails 'or wood:
Mass., who is at her summer home. wooden
STOVER’S CASH GRAIN STORES.
that of any other type. They give you the greatest
MODERN showcase for sale at rea
buckets at least twice each
“Reports of foods and home man
DISTRIBl TORS for STOVE* FEED
West End, is entertaining this week
sonable price CALL 684-M
84-86
agement leaders. Voted to have a MFG.
CO., on track at 86 Park St.,
driving safety, convenience and comfort. They cost
a number of friends from Massachu- G "
,n coq1 p,acp A ceHar Parm Bur-au Dirnlc Au, 2 at Hobbs
Rockland,
just
below
Armour’s.
NEW DODGE and Plymouth for sale,
For further Infor
I
setts.
Miss
Lois
Brown.
Milton
Brown
also 3-26 Packard Sedan. 3-43 Packard
.j
nrrv.irc nf Temnietnn
one ot the best on moft farms} pond. Bcrle Hardv appointed to Tel. 1200.
less to drive over—saving you gas, tires, repairs and
mation write tho
and Lawrence Brooks of Templeton.
Templeton, , R p
seven pass. Sedan; 28 Bulck four pass.
away (rom ma!fr;a < have charge of the picnic. The nex J
Cement
Service
Coupe. ’29 Studebaker Sedan. 31 De
and
Mrs.
Mary
Miles.
Miss
Mvrna
i
depreciation. They will give work to men now on
.uch as ketosen-?. onions, fish or meeting to be Sept.
12. Elizabeth
.__
Man, care oft
Luxe Plymouth Sport Roadster. 1930
Miles. Miss Margaret Miles. Miss .other
j
strong
smelling
substance.
Harwood
and
Abbie
Etiird
nre
to
—
—
—
Dodge 8 Sedan, and others. HENRY K.
doles in your community. Money will flow across the
Kathleen Bell and Miss Helen Mac
ALLEN. Tel. 8007 Tenant's Harbor.
Do not exo.- e eggs to direct sunrv? dinner that day. Through the i
n
il,
1
Donald of Rutland
J light, rain or extreme heat
kindne-s of Mr- Allen and Mr. Lud- 111 EVeryDOCiy S VOIUIIIII __________________________________ 85*87
counters of home stores.
PORTLAND CEMENT
The new marketing plan is ____
meet- iwig« we listened to the broadcast by
Advertisement* In thia column not to
THREE BURNER Perfection oil stove
Insist on concrete for your roads — get the
ASSOCIATION
General Knox's birthday will be jng with the approval of mans Georgia Brownell over WLBZ. which exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 for sale. In excellent condition. MRS.
ebsened
next
Tuesday
July
25.
under
po
’
ultrymen
in
the
State
and
should
was
very
Interesting
Dinner
was
cenUj
S
ROB1N8ON' 48 M,ln
most and the best road for the money — and
347 Madison Avenue
the direction of thc Knox Memorial
a great advantage to thc man tha! served by Marguerite Barrett and ]0 centl<for three
time,. Blx word.
PAIR of work horses for sale. Price
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
the maximum employment for labor!
Association. The citizens are rejS producing quality products. A rc- Mary Barrett and consisted of po- make aline.
A. E. WOTTON. Friendship.
quested to display flags. The followF<)rt on results of ca:h lot of eggs is tato . alad. sandwiches of minced —■ ——------ reasonable.
__________________________________ 84'8»i
in£ organizations are asked to attend
returned to thc nroducers which beef and dark bread, green peas, ice
. - - » snkN you are planning to sell your
« chickens and fowl, call PETER EDthe services at the grave of General ,^ives thc man an opportunity to cream, cake and coffee. For project
78-tf
Knox at 9 o'clock that morning: correct conditions cn his farm.
work several frostir.gs were made 1 I
« WAROS. Tel 806-J,, Rockland.
American Legion. Co F. 240th Regi• • • •
and served on cake.
Mrs. Alice «
« FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
cord $8; fitted soft wood. »6. T. J. CAR• ment C. A.. Boy Scouts, and Girl
R. N. Atherton, marketing special- True made an angel cake which was
ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
78-tf
Scouts. Other exercises will be held ist of thc Extension Service. Orono.! very nice.”
without
ROOMERS wanted, with
board. In private family
MRS E C.
I
who
are
at
their
old
home
at
North
at
Montpelier.
Gov.
Brann
being
one
EAST LIBERTY
WARREN
GRANT. 184 South Main St. Tel 526-M It*** ** ******** * n
Warren for a month, were callers °f
speakers
80-tf
Mr. and Mrs. George Bates of ln charge of the restaurant, corner' What one nation does is felt every
Monday
on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Star

where. For instance, a military par
of Main and Becchwoods streets.
Harry Putnam who recently bought t Mr. and Mrs Oeorge Counce acBuffalo.
N.
Y..
who
spent
a
few
days
WANTED 75 or more feet of Iron
Mrs Charles W. Singer and son ade in Germany makes France like
what is known as the round Lsland c-mpanied by Mr. and Mrs. Oliver rett.
86-88 *****«aa»******«a*9|
Mrs Gertrude Starrett. Miss Kath at the home of the Misses Blunt. Johu Singer took a motor ride to Bel America a lot more.—Publishers Syn fence COBB-DAVIS. Rockland
in Stevens pond has built a cottage Llbby. recently motored to North
Main
street,
were
dinner
guests
Mon

UPSTAIRS tenement to let. 4 rooms.
SALESMAN wants to locate In Rock
thereon which he and his family are Anson where they visited Mr. and ryn Starrett. Robert Connell, of War day of Miss Lizzie Levensaler Four grade Lakes Sunday, to visit Miss dicate.
land. wholesale and retail experience Toilet, lights; rent reasonable. Inquire
occupying.
Mrs. Arthur Ela and Miss Emma ren. and Misses Thelma and Phyllis teen relatives sat at the table. Mr. Betty Brown who is at Camp Abena.
Best
of
references
Write
K.
S
R.
care
RALPH
RICHARDS. 25 Franklin St.
Hannan of Union visited Sunday with
Walter Grant has returned home Counce.
Prof, and Mrs. Oliver Watts oi
85*87
86-88 i
The Courler-Oazette.
Miss Evelyn Cooker at Lincolnville. and Mrs. Bates left Tuesday for Madison. Wls . were in town Wednes
after working in Prospect for the
Fred Ludwig and daughters Mrs.
TENEMENT of four rooms and bath,
TO BUY or rent a cheap piano. ComAlbert Grover Jr., while in bathing Buffalo accompanied by Warren day. They will visit on Monhegan
past year.
Henry, who has spent the past year
Evelyn Lancaster and Patricia Lud
; munlcate with L. A. PAGE Tel. 341-R first floor, furnished; has bathing beach.
83-88
Alice Mitchell is visiting Mrs. W. wig all of Washington and William at the beach at Warren depot cut his with Bis cousin MLss Levensaler. He before returning to their home.
___________________________________ 86-88 MRS HELEN HALL Glencove
left foot badly.
L Grant.
FURNISHED house of five rooms to
Mrs. Lillian Robinson and sons Jack
will
visit
his
brother.
Ralph
Henry
Lefner
of
New
Jersey
who
spends
SMALL electric radio wanted, table let. rent reasonable, good neighborhood,
Mrs Martha Fuller of Union, has
★ A DAY | model
J. M. Baldrige of Omaha. Neb.
preferred.
Write description. plenty ol sunlight
nnd hLs s“ter“MrsULiUh Walton of
®un^,v be?n ’ac?ing as clerk at the Warren Thev were also accompanied by Mrs. and Theodore, and Mrs. Robinson's
rorert U. COL
Write H. C.. care The Courier-Gazette
fa her. all of Flushing, N. Y., are
Far!
WiLson
and
children
Ross.
Sarah
83-tf
Altoona. Penn. were visitors Wed- °
an" , rs- . ’ll, .. Norwood. Brancb 0( Knox County Trust Co., and Earl of Gray, where they were guests of Mrs. Abbie F. Rice.
85-8* LINS 375 Main 8t. Tel 77
SIX ROOM modern house to let at
nesday at George McLain's.
thelr return to Washington the\ thp fjrst tbrcc days of this week.
MOTHER, with small child wishes 288 Broadway, corner Bdoadway Place.
Miss Florence Fessenden has reMr.s. R. L. Weymouth is ill from afre accompanied bv Edward ludagent reports that since thc entertained overnight in thc home
, position as working housekeeper; neat. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
86-88
wig. son of Fred Ludwig, who had ooeninTof the "new bank: rieoosits
Mr and ,MrS E5rl
Mr ' turned to Thomaston from a visit to
eczema.
dependable;
country preferred. WAite
b-en v'siting his aunt and uncle Mr ”ppnln* °‘ tn£
P08, *nd Mrs Bates spend a few days an
HEATED apartments, all modern, foui
; A B. C.. care Courier-Gazette.
84*86
Mr. and Mr.s. Percy White and ti in \ ii.iig ni. auiii aim uucie mr. have exceeded bv far the withdrawals. nllaiiv ln Thomaston Mrs Bates'fln- Miss Virginia Wellington in Kenne
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN «5c ROCK
bunkport.
Mrs Samue E. Norwood here, ,
.r,nrtte Fntrn of rhieaen nually ln Thomaston. Mrs. rsaics in
young son Robert were guests of hcr and
78-tf
WANTED to buy an upright piano. LAND WATER CO. Tel 634
since Werinesdav
CU
Jfanct,e Fogo of Chicago. (ereSt jn the town arises from the
Prof, and Mrs. A. Oalen Eustis ano
parents Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wey
Price
must
be
reasonable.
Write
N.
B
RenXrth Yen of
Medford Mass whoJlssummering at Brunswick, is faPt that she ,s the daughter of the children of Waterville axe guests ot
TWO first class tenements. Janitor
THINK OF ITI Only $2.50 care this office
84*86 service, heat, all modern, first floor,
mouth over the weekend.
Ren forth Yeo of Medford. Mas.rnendjng a week
with Miss Evelyn la,P Capt Hovev Kelleran of Thom- Mrs Blanchard Orn" “
Very low rent. Apply
a day single .... ond $4.00
Mr. and Mrs. Irlene L. Esancy and is guest for a few days of Miss Helen Smith. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. : ^tOn and Buffalo
HAY.
wanted
to
buy
100
tons
hay. good location
81*86
Mrs. Weston Petrie and daughter
James w MalhPWS
MLss Warren of Middleton, Mass., Thompson and Mrs Virginia Thomp- Dana 8mlth
F H MALONEY. South Thomaston MIN S SHOP. Park St.
double
for
this
smart
centrally
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Tel. 371-21.
83*88
were calling on friends in town Sun son at the home of Mrs Mary Rich- , Supper aUPSts Sunday of MLss and two children of Cumberland. Pa.. of South Portland have been guests
bath
to
let.
adults
only.
Inquire
LIL
recently of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
located hotel.
mond
day.
POSITION wanted by experienced LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
Kathrvn Starrett and Parker Star- ] are visiting Mr. Mathews' mother,
Miss Margaret Stahl of Rocklarq rett were Robert Connell of Warren Mrs Clara Mathews, Wadsworth Hahn.
j stenographer and bookkeeper. Whole or
84*86
Mrs. Carrie Cassell of Cambridge,
I part time. References
MISS N E
has a summer class of piano pupils
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
nan
™nnhy’11S and T™"”
I S,T,et
a «
„ rrv Pr.nrh ano1
s • who Is at her summer home in
; GREELEY. 19 Franklin St.. City
83*89
in Warren.
at 22 Oak 8t.; furnished apartment,
nan of Union.
Mr. and Mrs Harry French and| Wa,doboro wg. thp RU?!l of M;:.s
Mrs. Virgil Studley of Rockland
....
..
,
PROBATE WORK wanted
EleOn Orient St . all modern; furnished apart
Ralph Robinson is reported to be 1 son Fred French of Bangor were ■
DUf who* rooms they ore I I years' experience ln Probate Office. ment. 556 Main St., upstairs. Inquire
spent Saturday with hcr sister Mrs. satLsfactorlly improving from his re guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Edith Wilson at tea Saturday.
-------EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Grace St Tel ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller-CobbAt the Board of Trade meeting
Edith Robinson.
Davls.
74-tf
cent mastoid operation.
Creighton Tuesday.
Cheerful,
colorful,
cozy,
eodt
with
M
Wednesday
evening
it
wa*
voted
to
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Hahn and
Mrs. Elmer Leach ls visiting rela- i
HALF a double house to let at 83
POSITION
a.
chef
or
order
cook
want•
•
•
•
carry
on
the
advertising
scheme
of
th
e
niece Miss Oertrude Stoddard, ac tive? in Rockland during the absence ■
private both, shower, radio, circu ed Best cf references. II. T. PERRY, Summer St. Inquire C. M HARRING
Malcolm Creighton is improving town, as proposed at the previous
78-tf
companied by Miss Susie Hahn, of Mr. leach who Is on a motor trip
Orace St.. City
*tf TON Tel. 551-W:
lating ice water and many other
rapidly.
He
is
now'
able
to
be
out
ol
I
meeting.
were recent callers on Mrs. Lizzie to the Chicago Fair.
FURNISHED ROOM to let at 33 LlmeWANTED -SALESMEN for Knox-LlnJames Frew will song the offertory I
St. MARY WIGOIN SPEAR
Tel.
Levensaler at Waldoboro.
featuret you'll be happy about. r<»:n. Waldo Hanrork and Washington roek
Mrs John Smith Fogg and son doers.
81-tf
Among the larger flower gardens ir. solo at the Baptist Church on ,
Counties, exclushe territory, to sell 883-Y
Miss Barbara Lindsey of Thomas- j jobn poee of Biddeford are guests
popular
low
priced
beer
coolers
for
FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
thc town that of the Misses WiLson Sunday morning. Mr. Frew's pleaston spent a few davs last week with!of Mrs Annje Atkins gpear
draught beer or draught ale This Iced floor All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M M
Mrs Maurice Lindsey.
Mr and Mrs. Clarence Davis, who corner of Main and Erin streets,.ha1- ing voice has been often heard
beer cooler draws several hundred cold GRIFFIN. 25 Ocean St
*2 tf
Mrs. Delia Hayes and daughter , arp summPring at their home here. a prominent place. Thc outstanding and enjoyed by local listeners over the ;
glasses per hour and ls priced at <75
TWO RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
blooms now are thc delphinium? radio from the EdLson ar.d Shepherd
plus small Installation cost. This ma Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
Miss Marie Haves of SomerviHe ac- jSpPnt t,bp weekend in Waterville,
chine is wanted by every restaurant 32 School St., or Tel. 1161-R
companied bv Mrs. Herman GtxienMr and Mrs WUbur Ames of which in color and shades are bcauti-1 studios in Boston. His selection win
81-tf
lunch room, hotel and all dispensers of
dorf of Charlestown. Mass., motored pockland. were entertained Sundav ful. The garden is seen to good ad- \ be "My Taflt" by Ashford. The other
draught beer and ale
Big money to
numbers to be sung by thc Baptist I
live salesmen.
No one but producers
here Monday and are guests at , bv Mr and Mrs Benjamin DavLs and vantage from Erin street.
need apply.
Sample cabinet with or
Harry Shibles and daughter Mrs choral Society will be “The Lost
George Teague’s for a few weeks
gjja 0^,.
stand can be seen at our ware
51 st STREET without
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Cray and Mr > ^lard Hall Ls adding a sun porch , Barbara of Needham, Mass., are visit- Sheep.' by Jules Jordan, and "More
house.
STOVER FEED MFG CO on
Love To Thee O Christ” by SchneckPark St . Rockland. Just be- *
uuiniu
*
track at
and Mrs Alfred P Gray of North- , and bujidiner a cellar at his home at 1 ln&ln
nf Portland is I or
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK low Armour's.
In
the
evening
a
trio,
“
Bells
In
Tel. 1200.
86-88
wood Ridge, N.H.. were guests a few > Malcolm Corner,
' 'Mrs E ther Smail of Portland is | er.
ROY
MOULTON
Mrs
Martha
Welch
and
father
visiting
Mrs
A
’
.
ctha
Thompson.
She
i
Shady
Dells."
by
Ackley,
will
be
sung
days last week of Mr. and Mr.s. A P
THREE small places for sale, suitable
Cant
lohr
Halvortn
attended
als° vlslt Mr's charles Smltn ' by Belle Coates. Cleora Condon ano
for henneries. 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
Exscufivs Vico*Prof. and Managing Dir.
Grav. Mrs. L. M. Whitemore of New capt.
John
Halvorsen
attended
___,
_ o—re’t
$850
V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main Rt.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Small
were
for
a
time)
Marian
Felt.
York, who came with them is visit funeral services held at Rockland
WIITE FOt OESCRIRTIVI lOOKlfT
t Tel. 1080
78-tf
ing her cousins MLss Lula Butler Julv 10 for CaDt. Niels Nelson.
♦
100 ACRE BLUEBERRY FARM $700;
and Gilford Butler at South ThomasA $400 down, balance $50 a year. Three
Sundav service at 10 30 standard.
L
’ P miles from village and state road; seven
ton,
„
.
] at the BaDtist Church with special
| TWENTY-ONE room, four tenement room dwelling, garage, woodshed, hen
Mrs Florence Gardiner returned mu5jc including an anthem by the
, house for sale, all ln nice condition, house. No barn. Estimate 150 cords
Sundav from a visit with her brothe: :cbojr and contralto solos by Mrs.
j newly shingled and painted outside. wood. Planted crops Included. We sold
and sister-in-law Mr. and Mrs R^L.|Lvdla storer of Rockland; Bible
I papered, painted and whitened Inside four farms last week. Look this one
Hunt at their cottage at Lake Ta- ycboo] at poon ooening praise servj Will be sold at a great bargain, or will over before it’s too late. DICKEY
85-90
exchange for other property. Call m- AGENCY. Belfast. Maine.
"cma. Mr. Gardiner motoring there lee at 7 followed by the pastor's ser
up or come and see me.
FI-OYD L
SMALL PIECE of land wanted, ln or
for hcr Sunday.
mon.
SHAW. 47 North Main St„ Rockland. Me near Rockland. Me. near water and
Mr. and Mrs Oliver B. Libby have
86-tf
main highway.
Skate price
which
W\\"| I D—You to ’ -iow that we
as their guests MLss Blanche Wash
are now carrying a la , stock of the
COTTAGES and ramps to let and for must be low. P. F. M , 7 Kneeland St..
TIII'Y LIKED “GRAM"
Malden.
Mass
84*86
burn and Fred Folsom both of Au
leading brands of r It Brews, at
sale.
E. V. .SHEA, South Thomaston.
our Warehouse on I irk St., Rock
Tel. Rockland 364-11.
86-tf
burn.
BOSTON, MASS.
BEACON STREET
land. The prices arc 'he lowest ob
Mrs. Ada Spear was guest last Sat
Don’t forget the performance of
~TerMOND*POND_CAMP to let by”clay
• -4
tainable for wc do a t 'sh and Carry
ooo*°
or week.
Accommodates six. MRS
urday
of
Mr.s.
Maurice
Hatch.
“
Gram"
Friday
night
In
Watts
hall,
Business. Wt <|iiot'- i
I e follow
* -kSO
LUTHER
A.
CLARK
Tel.
46.
Thomas

MLss Julia Libby spent last week Thomaston. This clever and un
♦
ing prices on our st<
of Superla
ton
85-tf
tive Beer: "Old lleidcl-Brau,” 6
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson. usual nlav of Adclvn Bushnell's cre
COTTAGE
for
rent,
or
will
sell.
Three
bottles
$1.00.
12
bottles
$190.
case
Mrs Carrie Smith, appointed agent ated so much interest wtren it was
21 bottles, content $2.75; "Old Eng , rows and one good work horse for sale j I WILL work a full week, longer If
on Box con
'or the Warren branch of the Knox eiven last March, and the demand
— -x-^~ doing
- ------ --------land Ale.' 6 bottles $1.(H), 12 bottles I CRAWFORD LAKE FARMS. Union. Me
desired, --for anvbody.
anything,
N«xt to ths
bounty Trust Co., assumed her duties \ for its repetition was so universal. |
86*91 for $10. CHARLES H. NYE. Tel. 585
$1.90, case 24 bottles, content, $2.75;
i Houm.
"Utica
Club
Pilsner
’
s
Beer.
6
bottles
84*86
in that capacity Monday morning, that the Thomaston Nursing AssoFURNISHED apartment to let. two
SI.00. 1? bottles <2.00. case 24 bottles,
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMEFOCK
Mrs. Smith has to her credit five ciation is repeating it once more.
NOTICE- This is to notify all that
content S3.25; "Golden Rod.” 6 bot
ST Tel 600 or 211-M. _________ 78-tf from this date I will pay no bills other
Avain people will be given an oo•/ears’ experience as assistant book
tles $1.00. 12 bottles $2.00, case. 24
FURNISHED heated apartment to let than those contracted by myself. ELMER
bottles $3.25; "Hchlltz,” 6 bottles
keeper at the Union Trust Co., of portunlty to enjoy thp work of the
Inquire 14 MAFONIC RT
78-tf L LEACH. Warren. Me. July 18. 1933
$1.25. 12 bottles <2.50. case 24 bot
Ellsworth, has substituted at the clever cast that scored such indi
85*87
tles, content $4.00; "Pickwick Ale,"
100 ACRE TRUCK FARM. $1100 cash
Just a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
Security Trust at different times, vidual hits this spring. Tickets are
PAINTINO.
paper hanging.
white
6 hotties $1.25. 12 bottles $2.50, case
Three
miles
from
center
of
Belfast;
2
‘
a
and shopping centers.
and has had a permanent position selling rapidly and mav be obtained 1
21 bottles content, $4.25. Drive your
story house of six rooms and pantry, washing, glazing and Job carpentering,
car to our door and get service. We
hardwood floors, electric lights, tele Joblng of all kinds, anywhere ln Knox
'Ince last October at the Warren ; from either the Nursing Associaphone. new furnace. Barn needs re County. Write or phone H. C. BUBER.
have 10 salesmen waiting to serve
bonk.
tion or at McDonald's Drug Store, I
New
Lower
Rates
86-91
pairs. Plenty wood. Oood large fields Warren. Tel. 6-31.
you. No waiting. Your purchase will
Miss Kathryn Starrett who has Thomaston where thev are being
A fine farm near the city. DICKEY
be placed in your ear for you. Plenty
KEYS! KEY8! KEYS'. Keys made to
been with Mrs. Louis Sawyer in Cam- checked. Prices arc 50 cents, plus |
AGENCY. Belfast. Maine
85-90 order. Keys made to fit locks when
of parking apace. Make a note of
Rooms without bath,
. 00 up; with bath, ^.00 up
the address: STOVER FEED MANU
'
fen the past few weeks returned tax: and 35 cents.
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can ouy original keys are lost. House. Office or
46
FACTURING COMPANY, on track at
copies of The Courler-Oazette, with the Car. Code books provide keys for all
Those
who
did
not
see
last,
spring's
iome
Sunday
and
is
employed
at
the
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
o9«'
<3 Park treet. Rockland, just below
home news, at the Old Routh News locks without bother. Scissors and
performances ohould not fail to seize*
tome of Mr.s. Percy Kenniston.
Armour’s. Tel. Rockland 1200.
Agency, Washington St., nexr Old South Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Campbell and this opportunity for a truly delight
Church; also at M. Andeiman'a 284 sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO
I?1
Tremont
et,
408 Main St., Rockland. Tel. 791.
70-tf
ful
evening's
entertainment.
daughter Marian of Southboro, Mass.

With the Extension Agents
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

In Carload Lots
Direct To You

FOR SALE

THAT GIVE MEN WORK- THAT GIVE

YOU DRIVING SAFETY, CONVENIENCE

COMFORT AND LOW DRIVING COST

QC°/0 Qn°oof
OjtodU

*

Money Spent on Concrete
Construction Coes to Labor!

«»»

WANTED

;

to let

25.°-

1000 ROOMS

a

peY*ect

VoteW

y°ul
YotV

REAL ESTATE

Summer Cottages

May We Surest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

WANTED

I

MISCELLANEOUS

:

Svery-Other-Day
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T1IE FARBER BROTHERS
Well-Known New Yorkers At the
Cooper's Reach Summer Colony

OCl ETY.
In addition to personal notes regardMr. and Mrs. Percy Merrifield and
ing departures and arrivals, this depart-, daughter Nathalie
nf Somerville
ment especially desires Information 0(I“augntcr Naln®ne> OI Homerville,
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc | Mass., are spending two weeks with
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be ! Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross at
gladly received.
Cooper's Beach.

TELEPHONE ......... ..... „.......... 770 or 794 |

______

: i Mr. and Mrs. John Leo of PhlladelBrief visitors in the city yesterday, phia are guests of Mr. Leo's mother,
were Mr. and Mrs. Harry deForest Gurdy street.
Smith and their daughter. Miss Bar-!
-------bara Smith, on a motor trip from Mrs Mary Frost and Mrs. Betty
their home in Amherst, Mass., and i Price have returned to Kingston, Pa.,
interrupting their journey toward the!after visiting Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Provinces long enough to look In upon j Morse at Crescent Beach.
some of their o'.d-time friends. Prat. |
------Smith, who Alls the Greek chair at j Dr. William Sharpe who has been
Amherst College and is known as one with his family at Dynamite Beach
of the foremost Greek authorities of returned to New York Tuesday.
the country, never has lost sight cl
------his early teaching days, when he was, Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Thurston were
sub-master of Rockland's high school, J in Portland early in the week, Mr.
and retains a fondness for those' Thurston having business there.
times, and the friends he made in
-----them. After lunching at the Copper Members of the Wawcnock Club
Kettle the party resumed their jour- J had a delightful picnic yesterday on
ney toward the Gaspe Trail.
the premises of Mrs. H. J. Keating,
____
i Mechanic street.
Mrs. Edwin Clifford of Arlington. !
-------Mass, has returned after spending i Mr and Mrs Carl Nelson had as
two weeks with her mother, Mrs. Ar- quests yesterday Mrs. Avaughn Ames
thur Gardner.
.
i and children, Conrad and Madelene,
____
*
! and Mrs. Ames’ father. Alvah Staples.
Miss Dorothy Smith is visiting her Iof Framingham, Mass., and Northgrandmother, Mrs. Addison Oliver, in P°rtWest Gardiner.
'
_ . . '
. . . _ ,
____
Miss Beulah MacLeod of Quincy,
Rockland motorists to Cadillac Mass.. Ls visiting hcr aunt. Mrs. F. A.
Mountain yesterday Included Mrs. E.' Tirrfll Jr. for two weeks.
D. Spear. Mrs F. W. Fuller and Miss
Gail Sharpe i New .York!; Mrs. Glenn Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Goulding arc
A. Lawrence, Miss Marion Healey visiting in Bangor for a few days.
(Springfield, Mass.) and Miss Phyllis
Forty-eight members of ForgetMarble of Worcester.
me-not Chapter OE.S., of South
Miss Margaret Hussey left Sunday Thomaston, had dinner at Rockledge
for a week’s stay at St. Thomas Inn Tuesday night.
camp, Megunticook lake.
Mrs. William Hooper and daugh
Capt. R. K. Snow accompanied by ters Geneva, Phyllis. Marguerite and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilkie (Helen Adelaide are visiting relatives in
Snow) of Ridgeway, N. J., made a Nova Scotia.
boating trip yesterday to North Haven
Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis and Mr.
and Vinalhaven. to visit New Jersey and
Mrs. Harold Coombs motored to
friends camping there.
Pemaquid Monday night to call on
Mrs. Mary Williams of Kingston, Mr. and Mrs Paul Ahlstrom of Wor
Pa. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. C. cester.
E. Morse at Crescent Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Freeman and
Mr. and Mrs Fred A. Parker of Edward Oonia were tn Marlboro.
North Cambridge are at their cot Mass., over the weekend, joining Mrs.
tage at Cooper's Beach for a few Gonia at the home of Mrs Carl
1 Clark.
weeks.
_____
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Kalloch and
Mrs. Harold Carman and son John children
of Auburn. Mass., are at
’i.uTKcX.,73
week,.

Recent arrivals at Cooper's Bcach
Include Rev. Benjamin Farber and
family—Mrs. Farber and two daugh
ters—of New York City, who will re
main through the season, occupying
the former Oillchrest cottage. Dr.
Farber is a distinguished clergyman
Of New York, pastor of one of the
principal Presbyterian churches of
that city, whose pulpit he does not
renounce during his vacation stay
here, but will return to tt each Sun
day, a flying trip, and then come
back to Maine air.
Dr. Farber is a brother of John
Farber, esq.. Law partner of President
Roosevelt, and already known to this
summer colony as the husband of
Miss Alice Shaw. Mr. Farber Is now
the owner of the Gillchrest cottage
which his brother occupies, while he
and Mrs. Farber will visit with Ihe
Burpee-Shaw family tn thetr ad
joining cottage.

Daily including Sundays

Read Up

Read Down

BANGOR
5 30 A M
10:45 A M

lv ROCKLAND
Due BANGOR

8 30 PM
6:30 A M.

Lv. ROCKLAND
Due BOSTON

Due 7:30 P M.
Lv. 2:30 P.M.

BOSTON
Due 4:30 A.M.
Lv. 5:30 P.M.

BAR HARBOR LINE
5:30 A M.
11:30 AM

Lv, ROCKLAND
Due BAR HARBOR

Due 6:45 PM.
Lv. 1:30 PM

BROOKLIN LINE
5:30 A.M.
8:30 A M

Lv. ROCKLAND
Due BROOKLIN

A group of voung people on a house
party at the Dr. C. F. French cottage
at Ash Point enjoyed a delightful
picnic party Tuesday night. Those
present were Mr. and Mrs. Alden
Perry. Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Orie.
MLss Gladys Grant, Miss Edna Greg
ory. Miss Louise Anderson. Mrs
Fredericka Tibbetts. Horace Maxcv
Donald Small. Sidney Cullen and
George Litchfield of Augusta.

Due 6:30 P M
Lv. 395 P.M.

Daylight Saving Time

FARES GREATLY REDUCED
For reservations apply
ROCKLAND WHARF

Special this weak only — Large
j chicks, several varieties. $1 per dozen
at Stover's. Rockland. Seeds—feeds
i —fertilizers.
85-87

Stover’s Pride Flour —"The Flour
the Best Ccoks Use."
85-87

Sound Quality That It Will Furnish You With thc Utmost In Service and Satisfaction.

This, In

Our Opinion, Is the Real Measure of Value.

Special Sale On

GORDON HOSE

CANNON TOWELS

Wc will be unable to buy more

Turkish Bath Towels

at this price . . . Stock up now

Colored Borders

on Quality Hose at

Blue, Green, Gold, Orchid, Rose

Large Size

68c pair

19c each

Neutral Beige—

Gray Taupe—

I lesh Beige—

Beige Taupe—
Extra Large

Light Beige—

Mrs. Daniel Snow and Mrs. Law
rence Leach have returned from Free- ■
port where they visited Mr. and Mrs. I
Guy Bean.

Chiffon

Mrs. Minnie Wilson entertained
friends at dinner Wednesday at her
home, Georges River. Thomaston.
Those present were Mr.s. May Wil
liams. Mrs. Susie Newbert, Mrs Jessie
Kalloch. Mrs. Lucy Sillery of Thomas
ton and Mrs. Etta Covel of Rockland.
Dinner was served.

Service

Mrs. Marjorie Bowers and daughter
who have been spending several days
with Miss Eda Butler, have returned
to Winterport.

Morning Glory

^ROCKLAND

HOSE

Guests at Wessaweiskeag Inn are
Mrs. A. S. Pratt of SomerviHe, Ma'S.,
and William Boyd of Taunton. Mass ;
also Mrs. Janet Spitz of Freehold, N
J„ who is visiting hcr father. Joshua
Thorndike.

day ,Satur^ay
®tr^er,Y
I days with Mrs. Marston's father,
Mrs. Alice Munro of Springfield.
invalid and not able to be out. Cards john T Lothrop.
Mass., is visiting her son. Daniel !
from her friends on that occasion
Mrs. Munro's friends will be
would be a pleasure to her.
Malcolm Smith of Pittsburgh, is || Munro.
pleased to know that she is here for
------I here called bv the death of his father,
I several weeks.
Mrs. C. F Sears and son Dickie have gcorge w. Smith.
_____
I
returned to Bridgeport. Conn., after a1
_____
Mrs. Agnes Jackson of Ellsworth is
ten day visit with Mr and Mrs. Al Mr and Mrs. William F Olover of
fred Haskell. Prescott street.
Watertown, Mass, are spending two vL'Iting her niece Mrs. Arthur Smith,
weeks with Mrs. Glover's parents, Willow street.
Miss Bertha I. Luce of Thomaston, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hemenway.
Mrs. Delia Sullivan of Orono is
talented local violinist, was featured
tn the Sunshine Hour from Station Miss Maoris? Blackington was visiting at Mrs. Elmer S. Bird's.
WLBZ last evening, playing •'Ave hostess to the Tuesday Night Bridge
Marla" and "Memories."
Club at luncheon. Honors were won i ML's Ruth Peterson has a, guest
bv Mrs. Daniel Snow. Mrs Raymond Mrs Agnes Fleming of «Auburndale,
Mr; and Mrs. Elliot Feyier who Cross and Mrs. Robert G Spaulding. Mass.
have been visiting relatives and The club recently had dinner at
Elmer Gray has been having a va
friends in Rockland. Thomaston and Rockledge Inn. returning to Mrs
cation from his duties with the East
Warren have returned to Somerville, Cress' home fdr a social evening.
ern S. S. Corp.
Mass.
The Chummy Club met Tuesday
Cedric French has entered the em-|
The school board in session Tuesday evening with Mrs. Kate Hall. Honors
night accepted with regret the resig-tell
_________
to Mrs. E. W. Freeman and Mrs. ploy of A. C. McLoon & Co.
nation of Miss Eleanor Griffith, teach- j^.aI-| Look. Ice cream and cake wene
Members of Miriam Rebekah Lodge
er of English in the Junior Highjfprved
enjoyed a social afternoon Tuesday,
School. Her period of service ln teach-.
------ing has covered more than 40 years.1 Thp Too-Sooner Club held its first with picnic ltinch. At lhe evening
and has been marked by conscien- meeting Monday evening at the home business meeting It was voted to con
tlous detail and strict adherence to I of Rcv and Mrs c g. Brooks. A duct the usual fall fair in September
the highest principles. Miss Emily ( birthday which falls at a date quite A comedy entitled “The Awkward
MacDonald was elected to fill thc somf distant was propcrlv celebrated, Maid" was presented as an entertain
vacancy. She is the daughter of Rcv. and rRes oj this newly formed club ment feature, the cast embracing
Misses Irene and Marian Weymoutn
and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald oi duly instituted.
and Ruth Rogers. Questions taxing
this city, a graduate of Wheaton (Ill )
College where she majored in English Mrs. Eva Flint was hostess to the the Ingenuity of those present fur
ar.d won distinctive honors in varl- E.F.A. Club yesterday at picnic din- nished interest and later games were
ous lines of endeavor. Her teaching nrr and cards at hcr cottage at Holi- enjoyed in the banquet hall. Thc next
meeting will be Aug. 15.
expertencc covers a year in the Cam-1 day Beach.
den schools and several weeks substi-,
------MRS. NOYES' PIPILS
tution in Grade 6 at the McLain Mrs. Bertha Vczina entertained at
school.
supper and bridge last evening at
Mrs. Leola Flint- Noyrs, teacher of
----------------the home of her mother on Brewster
Free — Come in thc Frigidaire street. Honors were won bv Mrs. the piano, gave the first of a series
showroom of A. C. McLoon & Co. in, Lillian Cotton, Mrs. Margaret Cates of student parties recently at her
home on Orange street, the young
thc Bicknell and get your copy of the j and Mrs. Belle Lewis.
folks in Group one acquitting them
Frigidaire “Key to Meal Planning" |
------plus a ticket which may entitle you
Mrs. Victor Atwood is a surgical selves in a manner that thoroughly
delighted the guests comprising ad
to an automobile vacuum cleaner patient at Knox Hospital.
miring relatives and friends. At
free.—adv.
Miss Iola Leavitt who has been the close of the program a social
visiting her grandparents Mr and hour was enjoyed, and refreshments
Mrs. Herbert Hall returns to Wood- were served. The program:
.............................. Ludovlc
fords today. Mrs. Hall Will accom Convent Bells
Barbara Johnson
pany her for a short visit..
Drifting ......................................... Williams

Failings from

Our Chief Concern Is To See To It That Every Bit of Merchandise, No Matter How Small, Is of Such

Mrs. Lawrence Leach had as a re
cent guest Miss Dorothy Burnham ot
Boston.

Mrs. j g jp^j^ hsj returned .
from Peabody, Mass., where ahe I Mrs. Lizzie Hanshaw went to
vl£ltcd her
clarence and family, Brewer Sunday for an extended visit.
I j por,jand sdp spent a few davs
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Prescott and
with her daughter, Miss Mina, mother Mrs. Sarah Prescott went to
Jenkins.
North Haven Saturday, the latter re
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Coombs cnMrs R c Wentworth. Miss Ruth turned home Monday while thc others
tfrtained 16 couples at * picnic party Davis and Mlss Dorothy Vose spent remained for the week.
Sunday at their camp at Lucia Beach. Monday at ^rs Wentworth's cottage ,
! Mrs. Myron Mank and daughter
1 at Lake Cobbosseecontee.
Lucille were guests last week of Mr.s.
Mrs. Rebecca Strvker who is at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Smith.'
„ „
and son Rlch. Mank's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Albion
53 Broad street, ha, her 79th birth- JY™i.KiX a few Wotton Friendship

STEAMSHIP

We've Inflated Every Dollar With Values

Mr. and Mrs C. L. Berdeen and
daughter Eleanor of West Roxbury.
Mass , and Mrs. Elmer Berdeen ot
Stonington were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs M. B. Kennedy. Both
families motored to Bangor Sundry
to visit another sister Mrs. C. E.
Staples. The Berdeens are now
spending their vacation visiting other
relatives at Stonington and Swan's
Island.

,
Charles Wilkie of Ridgeway. N. J .
has Joined his family at the home of
Capt. and Mrs. R. K Snow for a few
weeks.

The Itooevik Club was entertained
LINES!, Tuesday
at the Flint cottage. Holiday
| Beach, by Mrs. Warren C Noyes.
I Basket lunch was a feature. It was
I voted to fill Christmas bags for
j soldiers and sailors, a custom the club
I has followed for some years. Walter
Butler was a special guest.

Fuller - Cobb * Davis

An important meeting of the gen
eral committee for the Garden Club's
'annual flower show. Aug. 24, Ls called
for tomorrow afternoon at 2.15 at the
Unlversalist vestry.

C. Moran Jr., for a few days.

EASTERN

We GiveS. &H.
Green Stamps

...............

Kohler

Nocturne .................................................. Martin

Anna Pelllcane
Bob o' Link ....................................... Bllbro
Betty O'Brien
CornflowerWaltz .............................. Coote
Minuet ........................................ Beethoven
Josephine Pelllcane
Song of thePloughman ............... Wilkes
Mlnuetto ........................................ Mozart
Scarf Dance ............................. Chaminade
Norma Seavey
Duet Wayside Brook .
..
Smith
Josephine Pelllcane, Barbara Johnson

NORTH WALDOBORO
Ralph Stahl was a business visitor
In Portland Saturday.
Z. G. Mank 1s helping Eugene Fey
ier at haying.
Robert and Marie Clark have re
turned to their home In Thomaston
after spending a week with their aunt
Mrs. L. M. Newbert.
All Maple Grange sisters are re
quested to attend the circle. July 27.
outside members also, and will be
glad to take new members. Take
scissors, pieces of print, also silk
pieces. All-day meeting. Give the
president a big surprise with a big
attendance.

If only somebody had made tts
prove, ln 1929. that we intended to
No tax this week on flours bought use our money wisely when we drew
at Stover’s. Buy today.
85-87 it out—Martin’s Ferry Times,

COLORED TURKISH BATH TOWELS
Blue, Yellow, Rose, Green

and

50c and 75c

Weight
Free Instruction

Dress Up Your Kitchen Chairs With Our
New

Special Demonstration of

Something New!

OILCLOTH T1E-0NS

TIOGA YARNS AND MODELS

BEACH BLANKETS

Seats and Backs

By

Green, Blue, Figured and Checked

Turkish Knit
Rainbow Borders
Large Size
Heavy Knit

MISS MURIEL T. WHITE

Seat, 25c; Back, 15c

at our store on

$1.19 each

THURSDAY, FRIDAY, SATURDAY

New Lot

JULY 20,21,22

TABLE OILCLOTH

BEACH SCARFS

Free Instruction in Making

Fifty Inches Wide

To Match the Blankets
Turkish Knit
Rainbow Border
With Fringe

Knit Dresses, Suits, Blouses, Etc.

All New Patterns

From the Newest Tioga Yarns

29c yard

75c each

Stainless Table Covers

LAMP SHADES

Satin Damask
All the Beauty of Fine Linen

Paper Lace Pleated

VENIDA

At Low Cost

two sizes

CLEANSING TISSUE

Lovely New Patterns
All Colors

priced $1.00
OilCloth Table Runners, 15c each

6 inch,

25c

8 inch

35c

New Giant Package
Rainbow Colors
300 Sheets
Cellophane Wrapped

Effectively used as
Lamp Shade Covers

59c

Fuller ' Cobb - Davis
Mail and Telephone Orders Promptly filled

mother of a Spanish War veteran
and of a World War veteran.
Julia A. (Acklcv), wife of Henry
Mrs. Huntley's importance in thc
R. Huntley, a veteran of thc Civil city was further borne out by the
War. died at her home at 22 Grace fact that she served in the city
council during the administrations of j
street July 12, after an illness cov ’ the lat? R. S. Thorndike and E. L.
ering but 12 days—failing steadily Brown in 1922 and 1923. She was
despite the wealth of loving care and also a member of the Three Quarter I
best medical attention.
Century Club and took much inter
Mrs. Huntley was born in Cutler est in the annual meetings.
Nov. 30, 1855. daughter of Mary
Among hcr lovable traits was her
(Clarki and Ezra Ackley, spending
patience and cheerful
her young womanhood in her native remarkable
ness during her entire life. Faithtown. Forty-two years ago she ac j fulness to her family was a marked
companied her husband and children trait in her character, for in addito Rockland where she had since
resided exceot brief periods in ; tion to rearing her own eight chil
dren. she devoted herself to bringing
Connecticut and New York.
She was early united with the Re up her granddaughter. Mrs. Janette
organized Church of Jesus Christ. Molway of Staten Island, the daugh
Latter Day Saints, and was always ter of thc late Capt. Charles R.
a sincere worker, strong of faith and Huntley, who was lost at sea tn 1916.
standing always for the right. She and the great granddaughter. Julia
was a member of Edwin Libby Re M Molway. who has made her home
lief Corps 40 vears. loval to its prin with Capt. and Mrs. Huntley sine?
ciples and ever ready to lend a help infancy.
The remarkable display of floral
ing hand. She held the office of
guard and patriotic instructor and offerings at the funeral told more
could have filled other offices had no' plainly than words the affection and
her family cares prevented her from esteem held for her.
feeling assured of giving her best.
Mrs. Huntley is survived by her
As a member of the American husband. CaDt. Henry R. Huntlev.
Legion Auxiliary she will be great four daughters, Mrs. Grace Lewis
ly missed. She was a charter mem and Mr.s. Eliza Plummer of Rock
ber and served on important com land. Mrs. Lula McCrea of Orion, Ill.,
mittees. She was chaplain In th? and Mr.s. Linda Hanners of Brook
flrst years of the order's existence: lyn: two brothers and four sisters,
also sergeant-at-arms. She was a of whom Mrs. Alice Foster of Wins
Gold Star Mother, a son Clarence B low was present during hcr sickness;
having given hls life during the and also bv 18 grandchildren and 14
World War.
great-grandchildren.
When the Spanish War Auxiliary
Funeral services were held at the
was organized. Mrs. Huntley became Methodist Church. Rcv. Charles E
a member and held offices of im Brooks officiating. An impressive
portance. Another son. James R. part of the service was conducted by
Huntley, served in the Navy during the Relief Corps. Mrs. L. N. Littlethe Spanish War, dying in New York hale presided at the organ, offering
Aug. 14, 1932. Thus Mrs. Huntley comfort in the old hymns beloved
had the distinction of being the wife by the deceased and other members
of a Civil War veteran and the of the family. Mrs. Ida Huntley and

MRS. JULIA A. HUNTLEY

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS

Mrs. Gladys Morgan sang "Safe in
thc Arms of Jesus" and "Abide With
Me," adding beaut” and solemnity
to the occasion. The bearers were |
Eddie Huntley. Theodore Lewis, Fred
Lewis and Lester Plummer. Inter
ment was in Sea View cemetery.
Death ls not all! Faith bridges still the
tide.
Where to oblivion the soul would ride,
Then death Is but the glorious crossing
o’er
To God’s eternal, holy, promised shore.
Death Is not all* Its shadows deep shall
lift.
And Hope shall bring to man Ood's
greatest gift—
Immortal life
In conquering triumph
bend
Thy head to death, tor death Is not the
end.

FRIDAY
Is every woman trapped ln
the shadow of her past?

“men Must

.WHAT AB0UTTUE
kWOMANOFRMO

fiGHT”
with

Diana Wynyard
Phillips Holmes

GLENCOVE
Mr. and Mrs William Babcock
made a trip to Vermont Friday ac
companied by Mr.s. Lovell who had
been their guest for a few weeks.
Mrs. I ester Shibles of Orono is
visiting her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Maxey.
Dr. and Mrs. Dexter Clough of
Portland have been with Mrs. BeUe
Gregory for a few days.
Mr. and Mr.s. Hollis Merry of
Portland and Miss Helen Merry of
Rockland were guests of Mrs. C. E.
Gregory Sunday.
Mr. and Mr.s. W. A. Babcock enter
tained a picnic party last Thursday
in which were Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Hall, Mrs. Mary Hall. Mrs. Emily
Murray, Mrs. Lovell of Vermont, Mrs.
Helen Hall and Miss Barbara Mur
ray.
ML's Agnes Studley of Boston is
visiting her sister Mrs. Ray Newton
for a few weeks.
William A. Brewster of Waterville
is substituting for Earl MacWilliams
at the sub-station while he ls on a
vacation of two weeks,

SATURDAY
The Magic Hour . . . Cocktail Hour
When the right woman may find hap
piness in the arms of thc wrong man!

“CbfcKTAIL HOUR”
with

Bebe Daniels
»
< - .1 V <•
Randolph Scott
NOW PLAYING
"EX-LADY”

SnSANID.

.with

SHOWS—2 00—C.45—8.45
Continuous Sat. 2 p. m. till 10.30

BETTE DAVIS

I

Every-Other-Day
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KEEPERS OF THE LIGHT

JtSUS’ KINGSHIP

Editor

What Harold Vinal, Poetic Child Of the Sea Coast, Thinks
Of the Lighthouses

Staples’

HE WAS BORN IN ROCKLAND

Saturday

Night Talk In the Lewiston Remarkable Business Career Of Man Who First Saw the

Journal

Light Of Day ln This City

The entry of Jesus Into Jerusa|¥m bas
much discussed Was

Clicquot Clu b

Ginger Ale

In a preceding issue of this paper Warren Sanitarium of Boston was
Reprinted From the Christian Science Monitor
appeared the story of the death ln owned and operated by him. and he I
Who that knows and venerates the The buoy nodded and clanged, shak- it a triumph; was it a disappoint
was assisted by Drs. J. E. H. Lane
Miami of Dr. William Warren C.
rugged coast line of New England can I in<t “» lron Moulders free of the ment?
and Oeorge Carleton Hale. The
Spencer, a sketch of whom, printed Exeter (Florida) hotel, one of the |
j, swell. I watched the moon rise over
Doubtless, the Twelve saw little Ir.
fail to hold in affection those guardt_ ,,
,
scene, fee ing the grandeur of
in the Miami Herald, stated that his most thorough and complete sani
ans of its security—the lighthouses. u a]J caught up ,nto lmmenslty of It to please them. What most people
birthplace was Rockland. Maine. In tariums ln the country, was conceived
Perched on some rocky promontory.
wanted was a definite proclamation
On sale everyday at this attrac
connection with reprinting the article j and built by him which sanitarium he
or rising sheerly from some hiddi n
dark the Ughthouse-keeper of actual Kingship. Such a procla- the query was raised whether there ' himself entered after thc flu epi- |
t7ef\S!SlngXytS°^nds c‘lnlb& * hU turret' and a level' motion would have been followea
tive low price to make it easier for you
was any connection with the Dr ( demic of 1890. as a tubercular patient j
Spencer who had made a brief stay I having been refused admittance at
of summer, the blustery gales of win- } thoroughfare of light stretches with
*.!,?' by an
“
Prising
that
would
doubt
to enjoy America’s fine ginger ale. In
an
increasing brilliance across the wil
the Massachusetts General Hospital, j
ter.
full pint bottles (16 oz.), too. And as
derness of waters. Then it is lost. less have driven Rome out of PalDuring his convalescence he built
If, as a child, I had been asked After an Interval,
Later,• 33 -years later, such
flashes lurin
forth lestlne.
.
t cinci uu interval, it iiasnes
i
the
railroad
from
Leesburg
to
Baralways, the same delightful taste ...
house my favorite vocatio . I agaln Awj x
thoge Qn
an uprlllng took place in Palestine
to choose
Jtcw. Florida; owned orange groves at j
I
should
have
declared
promp
.
...
and
the
legions
of
Rome
were
the
same mellow flavor and sparkling
legions
think I shou.u *“’v
J. mainland watching this signal,
Yalaha. Tavares. Arcadia and other j
ly for the sa > leo
sheltered from the wind; of mariners crushed by an undisciplined
life that you have always enjoyed in
cities in the state; owned and devel
keeper. Although that ambition wa. £teering by thk famlhar sUr g^. ■ war-like
A i-bottlepremium
mob.
Jerusalem
oped
phosphate
mines;
was
interest;
not to be realized, my love olf light
my evacuated; portions were burned,
Clicquot Club.
EVERY DOZEN
ed in the Tavares, Atlantic and
houses persists, a
I*
a
q{
ordered
n
Mjd
perhaps there were
-because these full pint bottles
Tampa Bay Railroad Co.; he made
be I mount the p
'
'vigilance which keeps guard over a * mllll0n Jews ln and around J"usa(16 oz.) contain so much more
the first survey of the Florida East i
another and gaze spellbounover the
lem
than the 12-ounce bottles of
You may pay slightly more at times when icing,
(Coast
Railroad
from
Titusville
to
!
other nationally advertised
heaving expanse of open wrtr Far
An
delivery or other extra services are rendered.
(inner ales. In every dozen it's
Rockledge, and blazed the way on
off the buoy tol eer y.
has a special sfgnifl- ship of the Nazarene would have
like getting 3 extra pint bot*
horseback
to
Lake
Worth;
ran
for
,
ground-sweU; the surf recedes, leav
lies (16 oz.) at no extra cost.
cance in memory, like a moment of Veen itl'ruficant.
We may never
Senator in the Greenback movement,,
ing a lacy fringe of foam along the
illumination. Far from the traffics of know how near Jesus may have come
entered the political fight for the new
shore
THE
AMERICAN
STANDARD
OF GOOD T A S T E_
court house between Leesburgh and
Only those born to t*?nd the beacon the world, far from the banalities of to saying the word He refused ternTavares; and was given the honors of
know with what supreme patience daily intercourse, I was merged with poral kingship that he might esthe house at Tallahassee He later
the seasons must be met. Spring that most mysterious of all elements, tablish an insurrection far mightier,
schools of Boston; opened the first and Susan (Devine) Coffey of Bos- mightproperly be accused of hoardreturned to Baston, and married Ida
guilelessly tosses the waves with light the sea. To be sure, there was home- An insurrection which is identified ]
tea and coffee store in Boston with a ten, whase name was changed to lng.-NyackJournal-News,
and
J
y
taIk
of
yesterday's
fishing
and
to)
with
the
spread
of
Christianity,
a
E.
(Halei
Lane,
of
Nashua.
She
died
abandon; summer ls dreamy
prize in each pound package, and Alice Coffey Spencer, with wholi he
calm' autumn enters with a rush of morrow's sheep-shearing. Westward miraculous movement, changing the
in 1918
sold It under the law "contents un- Hved and survives him. He died at
'name and breaker; winter brings,a te*' miles distant, the lighthouse-. course of all civilization.
Dr. Spencer was house physician
BLUEBERRY
known; ' Chairman of the Columbus Miami. Florida. April 3, 1933
‘"tern and arctic isolation. The kepP‘r had his flock. In contrast to 1
’ * * *
i for a number of years for the Hough
STATIONS
Avenue Board of Trade, Boston;
lighthouse-keeper knows all this, but his aerie. Sheep Island ls peacefully
Lat"' Pilate said to Jesus. "Art
store,. dur
FOR BOSTON MARKET
, ton A: Dutton department
— ,
. ....... i Seems to us that New Jersey man
a
King?"
“
Certainly"
said
he keeps his diary ln his own mind Pastoral. Here the flocks graze on 11,011
ing which time he invented the buUt lhree and a haU miles of 8t”* s who confessed he has three wives THOMASTON — 3 GILCHRIST
STREET
and it goes unrecorded.
emera:d 'sloPes' or «« by irts-bor- Jesus (Moffatt's transalation).
Spencer elevator safety guard, now ln Brockton, Mass ; owned the BouWARkEN—LIFE SAVER CABINS
Jesus was King, as he proclaimed j
ASK YOl’R DRUGGIST FOR
. . . oered pools, under the rustling tamaused on all elevators. One ls still ln vais & Crawford shoe factory at
Nl’-M-TA HERB A IKON TONIC
WALDOBORO — WALDOBORO
As for me, I know only the summer racks. My eyes, dwelling on that Ithat morning as they left the house
use at the Houghton & Dutton store Brockton, and when he sold this fac 1. It cleanses the system.
GARAGE
lighthouses standing unperturbed and winking lantern, could not picture o{ Lazarus in Bethany. There has
and bears his name He later or- tory he went before the assembly ol , 2 it purines the blood
DAMARISCOTTA—HALL'S
, t
,
.. . ,, .__ ,, J
J. It Improves the appetite
GARAGE
unbuffeted, comfortable and agreethose landlocked sheep, creatures of never been such another king. He Dr. William Warren C. Spencer was ganized thc Spencer Elevator Safety the labor union so that it'could be 4. It aids Digestion.
L«avc at 8 P. M.
It tones up the system.
able to look at, less fortresses against another planet
, reigns over a great many hearts,
Guard Co., having as directors such ^ned and run without any strikes, 5.
Native of Rockland. Maine
6. It regulates the bowels, and helps to
PINE TREE TRANSFER
the embattled elements than fairy
At nine, in my turret room, I who bow in silence. Amid all thc
correct Constipation.
men as B. P. Dutton, and John I believe this is one factory where
lt is guaranteed safe and reliable.
THOMASTON. ME.
castles reared against the blue. The looked down on the spectacle from a noise and tumult of the times, mil- here andturned over his practice to Shepard, Sr., both deceased. John there has been little, if any, trouble. 7.
Freedman Medicine Co.. Stonington. Me
85*87
6I-T-1M
lighthouses along the picturesque and loftier vantage point. High above lions yet bow to him. The procla Dr. Wasgatt.A letter received
by S^ePard, Jr. is present mayor of He entered the oil fields of Kentucky
hardy coast of Brittany I know, to be the sea level. I was translated to an- matron of that morning ere he rode
pap7r from Miss Alice C. Spen- West PaIm Beach. He fought the bill H* 1818. and became a successful op- (
sure, and likewise those on other ( other world Never again .shall I so upon the ass's colt through the gold- cer, the daughter, reads:
through legislature compelling all (erator, drilling the flrst gusher in
points on the continental sea line; completely leave behind the lmper- , en gate of Jerusalem was as though
•
Allen County. During this time he
"Your letter of recent date was elevators to use this guard.
but I have a firm belief that, apart factions of time. I was conscious of engraved on tablets of human hearts, held here for me until my return
■ , . ,
invented a sucker rod hoist for pullfrom all others, those lighthouses moving in a larger sphere. Gone it has nothing to reign over except from Boston. In reply to same. I
| lj or WCllS
6
’
.
that dot the stormy coast of Maine were 11,6 village sounds, the chatter Justice, Love. Courage Fortitude, wish to say that my dear father, the in He Invented a patent bond for use He
was widely known as a finanlarge enterprises; was interested .
,
..
.
are most enchanting. As I write. I,of voices under a vine-draped porch Peace. Honesty. Law Order and late Dr. W W. C. Spencer, was born in
N'O need now for any,
in the Northwestern Packing
J ^nd capitalist
borne to be without i
vision them rising out of the Atlan- ~onl>' the dialogue of the waves in Happiness—but that is quite a king at Rockland, on September 30. 1854 Sioux Falls and built a large packP°r many yearS
SpenCCt
of modern white light of the highest
tic—shell-pink in the Qrst flush of haPP-v unlson On* th« «ars wheel- dom.
quality, when this astonishing new
He never lived at Union, as he went ing plant there; owned one-half in- '
interegted ln the Kin*s' Dau(fhdawn. swanwhlte at noonday, and in ing in thelr bright orbits. Only some
laddin in clear sparkling cryzial
This Kingdom has built palaces for to Bangor when about five years old,
ters Children's Home. Nashua, to
terest in the Huff Syndicate; intercan
in be secured for only $4.75. with a
the moonlight pillars of pearl against laggard gulls following the beam relief of want, suffering and woe It at about the time his father died ested in the Und improvement
which his late wife left a fund, and
beautiful glass or Whip-o-lite shade
homeward to their harbor.
has established missions;
built His mother died when he was 12 Dighton. Mass ; owned many acres he paid for the college education of (
the domed and starry sky.
' and tripod for but slightly more. If
ryou prefer color, choose an Aladdin ia
churches; changed wicked laws into years old and he was brought up by at Lake sunapee. New Hampshire; five persons.
Those who lack this strangely nos
We carry
colored crystal for an even $5.00, choice
Morning again, and I wake to find good; gone as a good Samaritan over
talgic love of the tides cannot conHe was a member of many Masonic
a Full
his grandmother Stevens.
His interested in the Albermarle Land A
of two colors, green or amber. •
Line
jure up the beauty that comes over tbe sun glittering on the water, the on the other side of the street and mothers name was Susan C. Stevens Lumber Co. In Virginia; broke the bodies.
I Why straggle along in the temi-darkncM of the old itrle keroaem
of
1 lamp, when this Aladdin will fill it with radiance and cheer, uve at
islands at night, or image the Maine
resuming thelr gyrations, dlp- bound up thewounds of thosesore and she was born at Ouilford.
All
least one-half on oil, in fact it actual pays for itaelf in a ahort time.
I jenigan bubble of taking gold from
Er. Spencer returned to Florida in
Simple, aafe, sanitary—amokeless, odorleaa and ttoublcleaa. GH
Aladdina
onbattlefields
battlefields
eoast with its pungent spruces, its ping suddenly, uttering their inces beset: has gone on
to: often heard
father say that
his the sea; invested and lost in lighter- 1923. spending hts winters at Miami,
yours now at thia lowest of all low prices
and
granite bulwarks watched over sant. plaintive cries. But there was £ave lives, which old-fashroned grandfather built one of the first (than-alr craft, under the Pendleton where he had extensive real estate ] Supplies
BIG PRICE REDUCTIONS •
for All
Substantial Ravings now on all Aladdina— metal table, bracket hangeternally by those Cyclops' eyes. to be a change before noon. Oray. hate had engendered; and is yet bridges and that it is still standing., patents, which he acquired: owned holdings. His home was at 1888
Models
j ing and lloor lamps and on new colorful vaae lamps. Beautiful new
tenuous
veils
of
August
fog
lie
to
_______
* Whip-o-lite shades also at reduced prices.
Among scents of fern and balsam,
goingpowerfully
as a Kingdom I cannot tell you just where lt is, as and operated gold, silver and placer Beacon street, Brookline. Mass., which
windward The air grows dank, the
<Come in and aee an Aladdin In operation—it will amaze youl
the lighthouse stands knee-deep in
It is our oldestkingdom.
All others I never have been in that part of mines in Old and New Mexico; owned he built over twenty-five years ago
sun turns coppery and at last is blot
jhave fallen. No other monarch has Maine, and have forgotten.
ktlp and weed, indifferent to the
, the old Tiffany turquoise mine; when he retired from practice of
ted out. We are inundated by the reigned' so long, as does he who
barnacles at its base
But those
"I will inclose a biography of drilled some of the first oil wells in medicine. In 1920 he adopted his
cloud of swirling mist.
rode into Jerusalem that day 1900 father's life as I know lt. Of course. New Mexico; sponsored the bill for private secretary. Miss Alice Martha
beacons remote from greenness,
408 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND
I half believe that those who pro years ago
he did many things of Importance free text books in the public Coffey, daughter of the late Michael
planted on some crag ln the center
...
.
. . ,
aversion to fog have not fully
Anybody may Join the kingdom, that I do not remember He surely
of blueness, are untouched by earths
.
. realized its variable beauty. Wispy
zxzizxwe
a«el
mof
a
♦
iztne
as it happens And it ls a very good was a wonderful man. loved and re
odors and mutations.
\ and thin at first, it casts a curious
• • • •
country for the human heart, con spected by everyone. A man of whom
Once I had the privilege of re spell, gathering substance as the science and soul to inhabit.
Rockland and his native State can
maining in a lighthouse over night. wind unfolds its fleecy billows. The
justly be proud, for what he was and
A party of us had embarked from surf rises and falls as ever, but is in that incongruous appurtenance of did was by his own efforts, for he
visible-something heard in dream.
the island for a peep at this wonder,
was left alone very young and had to
the Maine breakfast—pie!
Surrounded by those nebulous vapors,
five miles out in the open sea. Being
At
midday
we
had
visitors
from
the
deJ*nd upon himself."
seeing that silver apparition, one
A native of that country and claim
Island.
They
came
chugging
up
in
a
....
imagines how Atlantis might be risen
ing distant kinship with the keeper
dingy launch, bringing with them the
Life of a Remarkable Man
, from the deep.
himself, I was fortunate enough to I Sounds other than sea sounds be- laughter and bustle of a commonWilliam Warren Conant Spencer,
stay behind after the others had
audlble then
stir of the place world. Alas! the enchantment M D. son of William and Susan C
sailed away, their small craft lighthouse below The sound ol a was broken.
i Stevens) Spencer was born at RockLighthouse-keepers are friendly jand Mame. September 30. 1854 His
dwindling to a speck on the horizon. rcpe napplng. The whisper of oars
Dusk fell; I was alone. There was as the small boat rides out beyond the people—doubtless because of their early education was obtained in the
little talk among us then, for men buoy for the morning's catch of lob- enforced solitude. Proudly they ex public schools of Bangor, where he '
who know the sea have learned sters The sound of a stove-lid brisk- plain the Intricate workings of the spent his boyhood days. His great
silence. No breakers boomed, no ly clattering and of household activi- beacon to those who venture from the grandmother
was a half-breed
stormy prelude sounded from that ties. Over and above the tang of the mainland, telling tales of legendary Penobscot Indian, he being a 1-16
summer sea. Only the subdued music sea I began to sniff the delectable hurricanes, of great encounters with Indian of which he was very proud.
of the waves ebbing and flowing, odors of the kitchen. There are eggs the wintry blasts. It Is a welcome He was in line of descent from Chief
Below, beyond the boat landing, a done to a turn, and toast flavored resPite from lhe monotony of their Orono who made the treaty between
dory drifted like a bit of flotsam, with clover honey, and. of all things days
Maine and Massachusetts. He also
But to me something of the charm
traced his ancestry from thc King cf
has vanished. I am reminded that,
England, being nearer to the King
after all. I must return. My home
than the Duke of Marlborough, and
ls not in these windy spaces; I must
he always wore the English crest.
go back to my own country, to
His father died when he was five
reality. Or as it reality I was re
years old and his mother passed away
linquishing? Perhaps in this lonely
when he was twelve, and he was
i
fastness one comes closer to wisdom,
btought up by his grandmother.
! communes with an Inner verity which
At the age of 17 Spencer went to
■ can so easily be lost ln the outer
Philadelphia, where he started in the
DO YOU FEEL AFTER LUNCH?
world.
patent medicine business, later re
So I am soon adrift again. I have
turning to Bangor, where he married
spoken my farewells. The launch
at the age of 19. Mary (Hasman)
* rocks gently as the motor gathers
Hurd, a widow with two daughters,
(headway. I look back, hoping to
Eveline and Minnie, the latter mar
(catch a last salute, a friendly hand
waving me good-bye. But the fog rying into the famous Rothchild fam
has enveloped us. Nothing ls left of ily of Paris. France. From this union
' that white shaft. Only the bell-buoy were born three children, Majetta
i tolling and the mewing gulls. Yet I M.. a daughter who died at 16 at Bos
' know that the light will be kept, that ton; and two sons who died in in
i its ray will shine forth over the wa- fancy. His wife died about 1881 He
OT? What of it! Just ait
spent about twelve years in commer
! ters at the ebb of another day.
will tell you to BUY NOW! Come in
F YOU are planning on buying an electric
down to a cooling lunch
cial pursuits in Bangor. Then studied
Harold Vinal
of Shredded Wheat and you
at your earliest convenience. Pick out
refrigerator this year, next year, or in
medicine, and graduated from the
won't mind (he weatber.These
Tlow
Maine
State
Eclectic
College
and
be

____________
the model you want and
1935,
you
will
be
wise
to
buy
crisp-baked biscuits are the
GROSS NECK
gan
practice
in
his
native
State,
hav

easily-digested energy food
buy it on the Re DisCo
now. Probably notin thisgenIf Unforeseen Conditions
you need these torrid days.
Mrs. William Thorne and daughter ing his office on Main street, Bangor.
nt!
Monthly Budget Plan, the
eration will you see prices
They're rich in all the vital
Arise, We Reserve the Right
Luella spent the weekend with friends Spencer served as Chairman of the
vt
elements—proteins,minerals,
as low as they are to-day.
easy, convenient way to
State Democratic Committee; helped
at
Richmond.
to
Raise
Prices
before
Sep

carbohydrates, vitamins —
buy the finest in electric
Russell Stover of Boothbay is visit to put through the electric light bill
Installed
found in whole wheat. With
tember 1st without Notice.
at Biddeford, where he had his head
Your own good judgment
ing his sister Mrs. Ralph L. Eugley.
refrigeration.
all the bran measured by Nature. Noth
XThtu yea
Mr. and Mrs. Ervine Condon ol quarters; was a delegate to the first
ing added, nothing taken away! For
Hiattra Pulls m
ten days try this VITALLY DIFFERENT
Ibe peebute. y>“
Thomaston were callers Monday at good roads convention at Portland;
KNOW yo« bate
food; see if you don't/er/different. Ready
owned real estate in many of the
Melvin Oenthner's.
Shredded Vt'beeh
cooked, ready to eat.. .just waiting for
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley spent Satur principal cities and at his decease
milk or cream and a topping of youf
day with her daughter Mrs. Villa had a beautiful summer home at
favorite fruit. Ah, tbtn's a glorious
York Cliffs.
Morse at Bath.
treat to keep you feeling YOUNG!
Desiring a larger field, he removed
Mrs. Clara Manley and Miss Gloria
Oross were visitors Friday at W. A. to Massachusetts and practiced at
Gloucester and other leading cities.
Oross’.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Eugley spent I His specialty the treatment of chronic
Sunday with her parents Mr. and cases of dyspepsia and catarrh; and
he lectured in Tremont Temple. The
Mrs. Elbridge Stover at Boothbay.
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY “Unooda Bakers**
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